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 ABSTRACT 
BALLET DE LA NUIT: STAGING THE ABSOLUTE MONARCHY OF LOUIS XIV 
by Sarah C. Lysgaard 
This thesis researches the ballet de cour spectacles of the seventeenth century French 
court, with a careful examination of the political and social importance of such spectacles 
in anticipation of reconstructing Louis XIV’s Ballet de la Nuit (Ballet of the Night), 
originally performed February 23, 1653 at the Louvre’s Salle de Petit Bourbon. This 
ballet de cour was a visual spectacle that combined music, dance, poetry, and allegory 
with elaborate staging and costumes.  Such spectacles were first produced in France 
during the sixteenth century and involved the royal court not only as spectators but also 
as performers. The Ballet de la Nuit was influential in numerous aspects. This ballet 
marked for the first time in the history of the ballet de cour, a work presented as a 
complete and united whole. This meant the libretto was a unified piece, expertly divided 
into four veilles (watches of the night) and a concluding grand ballet. The entire ballet 
moved toward a single goal: the rising of the Sun (King). This influential court ballet 
changed the direction of ballet from a court etiquette requirement to a professional 
performing art. The reconstruction, The Sun King Dances, performed at San José State 
University on February 22 and 23, 2018, 365 years after its original performance, 
showcases the developmental changes from the seventeenth century to the twenty-first, 
all while allowing the original production to come alive once more.
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Glossary 
 
The glossary contains brief definitions of key terms used in this thesis. The definitions 
given here are not comprehensive, and they do not discuss every aspect of the term or 
concept. The glossary does not contain a definition of every dance genre and type from 
1100 to 1700, only those required to understand the technical styles presented in the 
Ballet de la Nuit, 1653.  
 
Arabesque: One of the basic poses in ballet, arabesque takes its name from a form of 
Moorish ornament. In ballet it is a position of the body, in profile, supported on 
one leg, which can be straight or demi-plié, with the other leg extended behind 
and at right angles to it, and the arms held in various harmonious positions 
creating the longest possible line from the fingertips to the toes. The shoulders 
must be held square to the line of direction. The forms of arabesque are varied to 
infinity. The Cecchetti method uses five principal arabesques; the Russian School 
(Vaganova), four; and the French School, two. Arabesques are generally used to 
conclude a phrase of steps, both in the slow movements of adagio and the brisk, 
gay movements of allégro.1  
Baladin: A professional, theatrical dancer capable of performing virtuosic steps and 
leaps.2  
Ballet à entrées: A choreographed theatrical work with many separate parts, each of 
which had its own subject and characters, that were tired only loosely to the 
theme of the danced spectacle as expressed in its title.3  
Ballets burlesques: Parodies of dramatic or lyrical works performed by nobles during the 
reigns of Henry IV and Louis XIII as subversive political statements.4  
Ballet-comique: Ballet-comique evolved as a unique form of ballet around 1605. The 
themes used in these ballets were either pastoral or classical.5  
Ballet de cour: A danced spectacle performed at the French court from the late sixteenth 
to late seventeenth century, and at courts across Europe in the mid-to-late 
seventeenth century. The spectacles included récits, choruses, and polyphonic 
songs, and rhyming verses printed in livrets. The dancers were both courtiers and 
                                                
1 American Ballet Theatre, American Ballet Theatre's Online Dictionary, [New York, 
NY]: American Ballet Theatre, 1997. 
 
2 Nevile, 321.  
 
3 Nevile, 321.  
 
4 Lee, Ballet in Western Culture, 347.  
 
5 Kassing, 102.  
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professionals. The largest ballet de cour could have as many as thirty separate 
entrées.6  
Ballet-mascarade/Ballet-masquerade: Presented in the ballroom, the ballet-mascarade  
required little preparation or scenery. The participants chose their own costumes 
for the event, so no unifying theme tied the series of scenes together. The ballet 
began with violinists entering the ballroom. Several dances were followed by a 
grand ballet. Then participants unmasked and continued to dance throughout the 
night.7  
Ballet-mélodramtique: A theatrical form that was dominated by diverse musical elements 
while containing a minimum of dramatic action and dance.8   
Ballet Master: Traditional European name for a choreographer.  
Ballet Pastoral: a specific form of the ballet-masquerade, was a dance interlude between 
sections of longer entertainments. Its characters were rustic people; occasionally 
satyrs and wood nymphs appeared in the chorus.9 
Balletto: In sixteenth-century Italy a generic term for dance.10 
Ballo: A generic term for dance in fifteenth-century Italy. Also one of the two dances 
recorded in the fifteenth-century dance treatises. A ballo was constructed of a 
number of short, irregular sections that differed in speed and meter. Each ballo 
was a unique arrangement of steps and floor patterns, with an individual name.11  
Basse dance: A dance genre from northern Europe in the fifteenth and sixteenth century, 
particularly Burgundy and France. It had a limited step vocabulary of four steps. 
These four steps were arranged according to conventions that changed over time 
and from one region to another.12 The age of the basse danse lasted from the 
1300s to the 1550s. Earlier versions of it were similar to the carole. It began with 
a bow and a short pantomime that was followed by two contrasting dances: a slow 
processional dances called the basse danse majeur, and a shorter dance, or basse 
danse mineur. Later it had three distinct parts: the basse danse, retour, and 
tordion. The retour was a shortened version of the first basse dance; the steps 
                                                
6 Nevile, 321.  
7 Kassing, 102.  
8 Lee, 347. 
 
9 Kassing, 102. 
 
10 Nevile, 322.  
 
11 Nevile, 321.  
 
12 Nevile, 322.  
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were the same but were arranged in a different sequence. The tordion followed 
the retour and contrasted the basse danse.13 
Bassa Danza: Italian term for stately Renaissance form of social dance.14 
Branle: A collective term indicating a dance in which a hand-linked line of dancers sways 
from right to left; early French dances that were often accompanied by singing 
and indications of mime.15  
Carole (Chorea/Carol): The most popular dance type from the twelfth to the fourteenth 
century. It could be performed in a line, or in a circle, in doors or outdoors, and 
was usually accompanied by the singing of the dancers.16  
Comédie-Ballet: A seventeenth-century French theatrical spectacle combining dances, 
comedy (spoken dialog), and vocal music.17  
Courante: A dance form of the high Renaissance in France and in Elizabethan England 
that had originated in Italy.18 It was the second dance of the four-part suite. The 
dance was in ¾ times and had running passages of eighth notes, to which dancers 
executed short, light, running steps. One version that was popular in France was 
performed by three couples who engaged in a pantomimic dance of courtship and 
flirtation. The courante was a court favorite from 1550-1750.19  
Danse à deux: A dance for two.  
Dance Figure: A shape formed by the path traced out on the dance floor by the dancers. 
In the sixteenth century, particularly, dance figures were often geometric shapes, 
such as a circle, square, triangle, or lozenge, or shapes such as a cross, a half 
moon, a start or letters of the alphabet. These figures were regarded as having 
astrological and magical connotations and divine effects. In the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries the term “figure” was also used to refer to patterns created 
in garden beds, including geometric shapes, coats of arms, and so on.20  
Dance Notation: The recording of movement through symbols on paper.21  
                                                
13 Kassing, 80. 
 
14 Lee, 347.  
 
15 Lee, 347.  
 
16 Nevile, 322.  
 
17 Nevile, 322.   
 
18 Lee, 348.   
 
19 Kassing, 100.  
 
20 Nevile, 322.  
 
21 Lee, 348.   
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Dégagé: A classical ballet term meaning “disengage.” It serves as one of the first 
 exercises done in class or for a warm-up. It is the basic preparatory exercise for all 
 petit allegro steps and always begins in one of the five positions of the feet, 
 usually fifth.  The leg brushes through the pointe tendu, lifts off the floor, and 
 returns passing through the pointe tendu, to the initial closed position.22  
Entrée: In the seventeenth century, ballet de cour the term referred to a collection of 
dances which were unified by subject. They were considered by seventeenth-
century writers to divide a ballet into scenes, as in purely spoken dramatic 
works.23  
Estampie:  Early medieval dance performed bye one couple at a time and directed toward 
a human presence.24  
Farandole: A hand-linked line of dancers following a leader in random winding figures or 
patterns; lifted arms allow the line to dance "under arches."25 
Figured Dancing: A genre of dancing characterized by Renaissance court dancers moving 
through numerous choreographed geometric floor patterns.26  
Floor Pattern: A pattern or shape formed by the movement of the dancers during the 
course of a dance. A choreography consists o a number of patterns.27 
Glissé: A movement which means “glide.” To execute a glissé, one must begin in one of 
the five positions of the feet (usually third or fifth) and then weight is transferred 
from one foot, which is slid outward from the body and briefly extended off the 
ground, to the other, which is then brought to meet it. This can also be called a 
glissade, which also means “glide.”  Most importantly, it is a traveling, usually 
small, jump that is usually used to link other steps together.  It can be considered 
an in-between step. 
Grand Ballet: A choreography performed at the end of the whole work of a ballet de 
cour, which was traditionally danced entirely by courtiers and the king. After the 
Grand Ballet, all (courtiers and professionals alike) would unmask and participate 
in the Grand Ball, which usually continued well into the night.  
Intermedio/Intermedi: From the late fifteenth century onward, when the five-act Latin 
comedies of Plautus and Terence were revived at the Ferrarese court, entertaining 
interludes were inserted between each act and before and after the comedy. These 
                                                
22 Susan Cook, Robert Joffrey, and Gretchen Ward Warren, Classical Ballet 
Technique. Tampa: University of South Florida Press, 1998, 95, 
 
23 Nevile 323.  
 
24 Lee, 349.  
 
25 Lee, 349. 
 
26 Lee, 349.  
 
27 Nevile, 323. 
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intermedi helped to clarify the divisions of the play into each act, as well as 
providing relief for the spectators. Typically an intermedio consisted of 
instrumental and vocal music, costumed dancers and actors, with increasingly 
elaborate scenery and stage effects as the sixteenth century progressed.28  
Jeté: “Throwing step.” A jump from one foot to the other in which the working leg is 
 brushed into the air and appears to have been thrown. There is a wide variety of 
 pas jetés (usually called merely jetés) and they may be performed in all 
directions.29 
Livret: The program of a ballet de cour. A livret contained the verses about the dancers, 
descriptions of the scenes, and a list of the dancers’ names and the character(s) 
they were portraying.30  
Libretto: The text of an opera or other long vocal work.  
Magnifiques: Magnificent entertainments with political overtones produced by Catherine 
de Medici; precursors of the ballet de cour.31  
Moresca/Moresque: A dance genre performed by both courtiers and dance masters, with 
elaborate costumes, masks, and scenery. In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 
morsesche often included danced combat and other pantomimic dancing. Often 
the dancers represented allegorical or mythological figures, or exotic characters 
such as wild men.32 A widespread dance in 2/4 time; participants wore bells and 
disguises; the dance vaguely reflected the religious struggle between the Moors 
and Christians.33 
Plié: The bending of the knee to render the muscles pliable, the tendons flexible, and to 
create a sense of balance one of the three most fundamental movements of the 
danse d’ecole, which are plié, tenu, and sauté. Bending, extending, and jumping 
are the common denominators of the classical technique from which all its steps 
and movements derived.34  
Proscenium Stage: In dance history, the use of the proscenium arch has affected dance in 
various ways. First and foremost, the proscenium is the structure in front of 
the stage which frames the action of the entertainment. Before the use of the 
proscenium stage, early ballets de cour took place in large halls where the 
                                                
28 Nevile, 323.  
 
29 American Ballet Theatre, American Ballet Theatre's Online Dictionary, 1997. 
 
30 Nevile, 323.  
 
31 Lee, 350.  
 
32 Nevile, 324.  
 
33 Lee, 351.  
 
34 Lee, 351.  
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audience members sat around the dance space. Ballet’s choreographic patterns 
were being born as the performers concentrated on symmetrical patterns and 
figures of symbolic meaning. The use of the proscenium stage established the 
separation between the audience and performers. Finally, proscenium stages 
permitted the use of stage effects created by inventive machinery.    
Récit: Used in France in the seventeenth and eighteenth century, this term generically 
referred to a whole composition, or part thereof, for a solo voice or instrument. In 
the ballet de cour récits were solo vocal pieces inserted at the beginning of each 
section of the ballet to provide a commentary on the ensuring action. Récits were 
considered to divide ballets into acts.35 
Relevé: Describes a position of the supporting foot in which the heel has been raised 
 from the floor, and the dancer is balanced on the ball of the foot (or on the toes, if 
 en pointe) Also, the combination of a demi-plié followed by the raising of the 
 heel(s) from the floor.36  
Saltarello: A lively Italian dance in which the 3/4 or 6/8 tempo accelerates; dates from the 
fourteenth century.37   
Sarabande: Stately seventeenth-century Spanish dance in triple time that became popular 
all over Europe.38 The sarabande changed into three diverse forms during its 
history. The form that originated in Spain was a solo dance, performed with 
castanets and only by women. When it reached the French court in the late 1500s, 
it was a sedate, slow, processional dance in ¾ time. The dance remained popular 
at court throughout the seventeenth century. Imported by England, the sarabande 
became a country dance, done by six or eight couples who formed two lines 
facing one another.39  
Trionfi: Triumphal processions that the Renaissance modeled on ancient descriptions of 
returning victorious battalions of the Roman Empire.40 
Turnout: Essential standing position of classical ballet in which the legs and feet are 
ideally rotated outward to a 90-degree position enabling the dancer to move with 
maximum freedom in every direction; its purpose is aesthetic as well as 
functional.41  
                                                
35 Nevile, 325.  
 
36 Cook, Joffrey, and Warren, Classical Ballet Technique, 380.  
 
37 Lee, 353.  
 
38 Lee, 353.  
 
39 Kassing, 100.  
 
40 Lee, 354.  
 
41 Lee, 354. 
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Introduction 
The Ballet de la Nuit, a ballet de cour (court ballet)42 performed on February 23, 
1653, is arguably the most important spectacle43 announcing the arrival of the most 
important divine-right monarch in French history. This thesis investigates the 
seventeenth-century meaning of this spectacle and also its continuing significance in our 
contemporary world. Louis XIV’s outstanding dance record spanned nearly half a century 
and included eighteen years of  “active service” as a performer. Furthermore, the lasting 
effects of the king’s personal influence and the breadth and depth of his vision as a 
sponsor and promoter of dance appear as a monumental achievement totally unique to 
dance history.44 It was at the court of Louis XIV that the ballet de cour reached its 
                                                
42 Ballet terminology is mostly in French, but the word “ballet” comes from the 
Italian word, ballare, to dance; ballo, a dance; ballet, a little dance. A ballet de cour is 
danced spectacle performed at the French court from the late sixteenth to late seventeenth 
century, and at courts across Europe in the mid-to-late seventeenth century. The 
spectacles included récits, choruses, polyphonic songs, and rhyming verses printed in 
livrets. The dancers were both courtiers and professionals. The largest ballet de cour 
could have as many as thirty separate entrées.  Jennifer Nevile, Dance, Spectacle, and the 
Body Politick, 1250-1750 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2008), 321. See the 
Glossary for specific ballet genres and terms.  
  
43 Today a spectacle can be defined as 1) something exhibited to view as unusual, 
notable, or entertaining; especially: an eye-catching or dramatic public display and 2) as 
an object of curiosity or contempt. Merriam-Webster, Inc. Merriam-Webster Dictionary 
Online. Springfield, Mass: Merriam-Webster, 1996. <http://www.m-w.com/>. For this 
thesis (and in the seventeenth century), the term spectacle will refer to nearly any genre 
of theatre, or events with a strong visual element. When discussing theatre in the ancient 
régime, the English term “spectacle” typically refers to events produced on a grand scale, 
especially those containing danced elements.  
 
44 Régine Astier, “Louis XIV, Premier Danseur,” in Sun King: The Ascendancy of 
French Culture during the Reign of Louis XIV, ed. David Lee Rubin, Washington: Folger 
Shakespeare Library, 1992, 73-4.  
 2 
highest level of achievement, and it was through the development of the Royal Academy 
of Dance that ballet de cour served as a forerunner for western dance as we know it 
today.  
Ballets de cour were immensely popular and were presented at times of grand 
celebrations, such as royal births or weddings, and on a regular basis during Carnival 
festivities.45 Each year the carnival celebrations at the court of Louis XIV included a new 
court ballet.46 The young King took his kingship very seriously, and his sense of divine 
mission may well have been encouraged by playing roles such as the Rising Sun and 
Apollo (see Figure 1), as his father once did,47 during the impressionable years of his 
youth and early manhood.48  
                                                
45 These types of celebrations date back to the Renaissance and typically began on the 
New Year and continued through Lent. These fabulous festivities also offered a moment 
of role reversal in terms of characters played. This will be an important notion to 
remember when discussing the ballets de cour and those who participated, especially in 
the terms of the Ballet de la Nuit.   
46 Georgia Cowart, The Triumph of Pleasure: Louis XIV & the Politics of Spectacle 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008), 11.  
47 Louis XIII danced a variety of roles throughout his reign such as Ballet de la 
Délivrance de Renau (1617) the Ballet de Tancrède (1619), and the Ballets des 
Gaillardons (1632).  
48 Louis XIII performed in many ballets throughout his reign, and thoroughly enjoyed 
it, but one of particular importance is the Ballet de la Déliverance de Renaud (1617). 
Susan Au, Ballet and Modern Dance (New York: Thames & Hudson, 2002), 15-16.  
 3 
 
Figure 1: Louis XIV as Le Soleil. Image placed in public domain. 
The ballets of Louis XIV’s reign were much more refined and advanced than those of 
his father’s time, and led to the notion of ballet as a professional spectacle and serve as 
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the foundation of dance today.49 This thesis provides an in-depth analysis of the Ballet de 
la Nuit, known from primary sources and vivid descriptions of surviving stage sets and 
costumes, and an overview of how and why this particular ballet changed the course of 
ballet as an art form. This thesis will then provide an overview of the political situation at 
hand, including Cardinal Mazarin’s influence and effect on the Sun King. Finally, this 
thesis will present a discussion of dance literacy in conjunction with an analysis of the 
reconstruction, The Sun King Dances (2018). What must be understood is that this thesis 
uses Louis XIV and his passion for the art of dance as a tool to demonstrate that there 
was a much larger agenda at his court, which centered on French supremacy in arts that 
were useful in supporting the monarchy, which inevitably led to development of western 
dance.50  
This thesis combines the arts, dance, and history to create a new dialogue that vividly 
unites the art forms of the past and present. In addition to the written thesis, a new 
(partial)51 reconstruction of the event, with particular attention to the danced and staged 
components that brought the allegorical and textual components of the spectacle to life, 
                                                
49 Ivor Forbes Guest, The Dancer’s Heritage: A Short History of Ballet (London: A. 
and C. Black, 1960), 9.  
 
50 Louis XIV is well known as a discerning, devoted, and influential patron of the 
arts, and his taste and ample commissions encouraged the flourishing of the arts, 
especially in the first part of his reign. Though he was not the first to do so, Louis XIV 
used patronage as one of the many strategies for enhancing his own position. Alice 
Stroup, “Louis XIV as Patron of the Parisian Academy of Sciences”, in Sun King: The 
Ascendancy of French Culture during the Reign of Louis XIV, ed. David Lee Rubin 
(Washington: Folger Shakespeare Library), 221.   
 
51 The original production was twelve hours long and consisted of forty-three entrées. 
The reconstruction was an hour long and had seven entrées called Acts.  
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was performed at San José State University during the Spring semester, 2018.52 The 
reconstruction, The Sun King Dances, serves not only as a way of preserving the material, 
but also creates a new dialog using the rules and language of dance.53 Fortunately, much 
of the original material has been collected and preserved, allowing us to understand the 
historical and organizational aspects of the spectacle, but also to capture the art form’s 
essence. Researching and reconstructing the livret (printed program) were essential to the 
reconstruction of this performance because the programs themselves provide a 
chronological history of productions, including the work itself, the director, producer, 
music, performers, geographic location, theatre or hall, and of course the dates and times 
of the performance.54 Though the styles of dance have evolved over time, the foundations 
of technique all have their origin in the court of Louis XIV. Understanding these 
foundations in new ways allows for traditions from the past to resurface.  
The Ballet de la Nuit of 1653 served numerous purposes, including a political one, 
but it was likewise intended to entertain, and at the same time, through idealistic, 
realistic, or satirical scenes, to offer a picture of French society in all of its complexity. 
Furthermore, the ballet also offers a portrait of the young monarch: one can perceive his 
inclinations, through his passions (the ballet, comedy, and social dancing), but also his 
                                                
52 The author, Sarah Lysgaard, has been practicing the art of dance (ballet, tap and 
jazz) since 1990. She was trained at Menlo Park Academy of Dance in RAD (Royal 
Academy of Dance) technique under the direction of Sarah-Jane Measor. Her insight as a 
dancer, performer, and art historian is instrumental to this thesis.  
 
53 Please consult the video of The Sun King Dances, filmed by Daniel Valdez, which 
accompanies this thesis. 
 
54 Gary J. Chaffee, "Preserving Transience: Ballet and Modern Dance 
Archives." Libri: 61, no. 2, 127-8. https://doi.org/10.1515/libr.2011.011 
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education and his thirst for the culture of his time. Although it is undeniably a political 
work and showcases the young King’s ambitions, this magnificent spectacle also testifies 
to the initial presentation of an absolute monarch with an appetite for splendor, which 
posterity remembers.55 Louis XIV succeeded in creating a new kind of monarchy, one 
full of exclusivity and luxury. As this thesis will demonstrate, art forms such as ballet and 
opera had existed in some respect before 1653,56 but neither existed in the way we know 
them today, as modern art forms and ways of telling a story. Examining the dances 
performed in the reconstruction and comparing them to the innovative qualities of the 
original performance, alongside an investigation of the political meaning originally 
intended, enables us to possess a new insight into how the production was intended to be 
understood.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
55 Thomas Leconte, The Ballet Royal de la Nuit: The Dawn of the Sun King, trans. 
Chalres Johnston (Arles: Harmonia Mundi, 2015), 17. 
 
56 As we will see, ballet had a history of at least eighty years prior to the reign of 
Louis XIV, but dance as a subject can be traced back to before the Greeks.  
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Chapter One  
The Ballet de la Nuit  
Louis XIV, King of France during the seventeenth century, is the best-known model 
of an absolute ruler. In 1653, he turned fifteen years old, and at that age he replaced his 
mother, the regent, and her advisors, and became king. To declare the young king’s new 
title, a spectacle was commissioned,57 the Ballet de la Nuit,58 a ballet de cour (court 
ballet). This ballet de cour is of singular importance because it proclaimed the coming of 
age of the young monarch.59 Spectacles such as the Ballet de la Nuit were theatrical 
events in which the power structures and ideology of a government [or state] were acted 
                                                
57 Some sources indicate that Cardinal Mazarin commissioned the spectacle, whereas 
others credit Louis XIV with the commission. Many sources credit Monsieur Clément, 
steward of the Duc de Nemours with the organization of the ballet, but according to Lord 
Rothschild, Louis Hesselin, Surintendant des Menus-Plaisirs du Roi organized the ballet 
because he was responsible for festivities and ceremonies. Michael Burden and Jennifer 
Thorp, The Ballet De La Nuit: Rothschild B1/16/6 (Hillsdale, N.Y.: Pendragon, 2009), 
vii.   
 
58 Although the original title of the ballet is Le Ballet royal de la nuict the alternative 
title, Ballet de la Nuit will be used throughout this thesis. Also, for consistency, the 
spelling of Isaac de Benserade and Pierre Beauchamps will be used.  
 
59 The notion of coming of age refers to a stage in a youth’s life where they are 
entering adulthood. This can be true for both males and females and generally references 
the years of fourteen-eighteen. On September 5, 1653, Louis XIV would turn fifteen. The 
sources are consistent in giving the year of his coming of age as 1651, making him 
thirteen. In his Memoirs, Louis XIV wrote, “I myself still rather young, major in terms of 
when kings reach their majority, which the laws of the state have advanced in order to 
avoid greater misfortunes, but not in terms of when private individuals begin to conduct 
their affairs freely, conscious merely of the immensity of the burden without having been 
able to test my own strength, wanting more than anything, even more than life itself, to 
acquire a great reputation if I could do so, but realizing at the same time that my first 
moves would either lay its foundations or would destroy my hopes for it forever, so that I 
was almost equally pressed and restrained in my aspirations by the same desire for 
glory.” Louis XIV, Mémoires for the Instruction of the Dauphin, trans. and ed. and Paul 
Sonnino (New York: Free Press, 1970), 23-24. 
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out and presented in a symbolic fashion through multimedia performances in which 
dancing was an essential element. Louis XIV was the first king to use elaborate 
spectacles of this level to establish his power over rivals, challengers, and enemies. The 
event was so powerful and carefully choreographed that the court was compelled to be 
participants in the performance in which Louis XIV60 was the star. Because spectacles 
were a representation of the power structure of a country, and often an enactment of how 
those structures should be operating, they were not just occasions for “entertainment.” 
This thesis aims to bring together the main surviving sources of the 1653 ballet, which 
                                                
 
60 For more on Louis XIV see: William Beik, Louis XIV and Absolutism: A Brief 
Study with Documents (Boston: Boston: Bedford/St. Martin's, 2000); Olivier Bernier, 
Louis XIV: A Royal Life (New York: Doubleday, 1987); François Bluche, Louis XIV 
(New York: F. Watts, 1990); Peter Burke, The Fabrication of Louis XIV (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2011); Donald Baird Chae, Music, Festival and Power in Louis 
XIV's France: Court Divertissements and the Musical Construction of Sovereign 
Authority and Noble Identity, 1661-1674 (Ann Arbor: UMI Dissertation Services, 2004); 
Marie Françoise Christout, Le Ballet De Cour De Louis XIV, 1643-1672, Mises En scène, 
(Paris: Paris, A. et J. Picard et Cie, 1967); Diana De Marly, Louis XIV & Versailles (New 
York: Holmes & Meier, 1987); Eugène Despois, Le théatre français sous Louis XIV 
(Paris: Hachette, 1904); Ian Dunlop, Louis XIV (New York: St. Martin's Press, 2000); H. 
Gaston Hall, Richelieu's Desmarets and the Century of Louis XIV (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1990); Kathryn A. Hoffmann, Society of Pleasures: Interdisciplinary Readings in 
Pleasure and Power during the Reign of Louis XIV (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1997); 
Joseph Klaits, Printed Propaganda Under Louis XIV: Absolute Monarchy and Public 
Opinion (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1976); Anthony Levi, Louis XIV 
(London: Constable, 2004); Nancy Mitford, The Sun King: Nancy Mitford (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1966); Julia Prest, Theatre Under Louis XIV: Cross-Casting and the 
Performance of Gender in Drama, Ballet and Opera (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2006); David Lee Rubin, Sun King: The Ascendancy of French Culture During the Reign 
of Louis XIV (Washington: Folger Shakespeare Library, 1992); Goira Sternberg, Status 
Interaction during the Reign of Louis XIV (Oxford: Oxford Univ Press, 2014); David J. 
Sturdy, Louis XIV (New York : St. Martin's Press, 1998). 
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include costumes, stage sets, verses, and music,61 and examine why and how they can be 
used to create a contemporary reconstruction of such a dazzling spectacle event which 
occurred more than 300 years ago, demonstrating how a contemporary society can take 
cues from the past.  
We are fortunate to have several contemporary documentations of the event. For 
example, French writer and poet, Jean Loret (c. 1600-1665), published the weekly news 
of Parisian society from 1650-1665 in verse, calling it a gazette burlesque. On February 
15th, Loret made subtle hints about the machinery and dancing. He wrote again on 
February 22nd mentioning preparations for the ballet were still underway; he himself had 
obtained a ticket through the offices of Monsieur de Villequier, and noted that the court 
was waiting eagerly in anticipation.62 
Along with Jean Loret’s account of preparations, rehearsals and performances, 
Théophraste Renaudot’s official report of the premier for the Gazette de France on 
March 1, 1653 serves as another inimitable eyewitness source of this astonishing 
spectacle.  
                                                
61 This thesis references the plates and scenography to those bound in ROTHSCHILD 
B/1/16/6, an exquisite source and treasure of Waddeson Manor located in 
Buckinghamshire, England. This incredible volume arrived at the Manor thanks to Baron 
Ferdinand de Rothschild (1839–1898), the builder of Waddeson Manor and the creator of 
the exceptional collection there. This volume is presented in the facsimile Michael 
Burden and Jennifer Thorp, The Ballet De La Nuit: Rothschild B1/16/6 (Hillsdale, N.Y.; 
Pendragon, 2010), which this thesis deeply relies on. It is the most complete compilation 
of the surviving works from the Ballet de la Nuit, which includes the full color 
reproductions of the plates and scenography referenced above. Separate from those 
referenced above is the Louis XIV as Le Soleil which can be found at the Bibliothèque 
nationale de France. (Bibliothèque nationale de France: Estampes, Hennin 41/3674). 
 
62 Charles Intervale Silin, Benserade and His Ballets De Cour (Baltimore, Md.: The 
Johns Hopkins press, 1940), 214.  
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On this day, the 23rd, was danced in the Petit-Bourbon, for the first time, in 
the presence of the Queen, His Eminence and the entire Court, the great 
Ballet royal de la Nuit … consisting of 43 entrées, all so sumptuous, both 
in the novelty of what was portrayed there and in the beauty of the récits, 
the magnificence of the machines, the superb splendor of the costumes and 
the grace of all the dancers, that the spectators were hard put to decide 
which of them was the most pleasing. Our young monarch was no less 
recognizable beneath his costume than the sun seen through the clouds 
that sometimes mist the light yet cannot hide the unique character of 
shining majesty, which marked him out as different … But while, without 
question, he surpassed in grace all those who appeared time and time 
again on stage, Monsieur, his only brother, was also without equal in his 
own right; and this nascent daystar showed so easily who he really was, by 
the gentility and charming ways which are natural to him, that one could 
not doubt his rank. You could see for yourself the contentment which the 
audience felt, notwithstanding the misfortune which seemed set to disrupt 
the event when fire took hold of one of the backdrops from the first Entrée 
and the first hour of this beautiful Night which was represented by the 
King, but one could not but admire the thoughtfulness and courage of His 
Majesty, who calmed the participants by his steadfastness, just as Caesar 
once put his trust in the helmsman who piloted him…So much so that this 
fire was happily extinguished, leaving spirits restored to their former 
tranquility, and that too was taken as a good omen.63  
                                                
63 “Ce jour-là, 23, fut dansé dans le Petit-Bourbon pour la première fois, en presence 
de la Reyne, de Son Eminence, de toute la Cour, le Grand Ballet royal de la Nuit … 
compose de 43 entrées, toutes si riches, tant par la nouveauté de ce qui se représente que 
par la beauté des récits, la magnificence des machines, la pompe superbe des habits et la 
grace de tous les danseurs, que les spectateurs auroient difficilement discerné la plus 
charmante si celles où notre jeune monarque ne se faisoit pas moins connoistre sous ses 
vestmens que le soleil se fait voir au travers des nuages qui violent quelquefois sa 
lumière, n’en eussent recue un caractère particulier d’eclante majesté, qui en marquoit 
la difference … Mais comme, sans contredit, il y surpassoit en grace tous ceux qui à 
l’envy y faisoient paroistre la leur, Monsieur, son frère unique, étoit aussi sans pareil en 
la sienna: et cet aster naissant ostoit si aisement la peine de la découvrir, par les 
gentillesses et les charmes qui luy sont naturels, qu’on ne pouvoit douter de son rang … 
Je laisse donc à juger … le contentment que put avoir l’assemblée, nonobstant la 
disgrace qui sembla le vouloir troubler par le feu qui prit à une toile, dès la première 
entrée, et à la première heure de cette belle Nuit qui étoit représentée par le Roy, mais ne 
seroit néanmoins qu’à faie admirer la prudence et le courage de Sa Majesté, laquelle … 
ne rasseur pas moins l’assistance par sa fermeté qu’autrefois César fit le nautonnier qui 
le conduisoit … Tellement que ce s’étant heureusement éteint, laissa les espirts dans leur 
première tranquillité et fut mesme interprété favorablement.” Théophraste Renaudot in 
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As valuable as they are, newspaper reports are not the only important eyewitness 
accounts of this spectacle. Another rather enthusiastic account may be added by the 
appreciation of a connoisseur, le père Ménestrier, who seems to have witnessed the 
ballet: 
Ballets which are composed with art have an admirable variety of all these 
motions and all these passions. It is in this night that appears inimitable to me. 
It shows the characters of all kinds of people: ... Finally I do not know if our 
theatre will present anything so accomplished in ballet. M. Clement, who was 
incomparable in all these works of spirit, surpassed himself, and he had to 
possess as well all the science of festivals and representations, to imagine such 
beautiful things. What difference do we see between the spectacles he has 
conducted and those which have been settled by persons who do not know 
how to describe as he does all the subtleties of this art? He had acquired this 
taste and genius in the court of MM. de Nemours, the most skillful and most 
admirable of princes in festes, ballets, and tournaments, that we have ever 
seen.64  
 
Louis XIV required those at court to participate in these spectacles, but with 
reports such as Renaudot’s, even those who were not residing at the French court 
were reading or learning of such events.  
                                                                                                                                            
La Gazette de France (1653), 222, cited in Silin, Benserade and His Ballets De Cour, 
215.  
64 “Les ballets qui sont composes avec art ont une admirable variété de tous ces 
mouvemens et de toutes ces passions. C’est en quoy celuy de la Nuit me pariost 
inimitable. On y voit les caractéres de toutes sortes de personnes:…Enfin je ne sçaid si 
jamais nostre théâtre représentera rien d’aussi accompli en matière de ballet. M. 
Clément, qui étoit incomparable en tous ces ouvrages d’espirit, s’y surpassa lui-mesme, 
et il falliot possèder aussi bien que luy toute la science des festes et des representations, 
pour imaginer de si belles choses. Quelle différence ne voit-on pas entre les spectacles 
qu’il a conduits et ceux qui été réglés par des personnes qui ne sçavoient pas comme luy 
toutes les finesses de cet art! Il avoit pris ce goust et ce genie dans la cour de MM. de 
Nemours, les princes les plus adroits et les plus magnifiques en festes, ballets et tounois 
que l’on ait veus.” le père Ménestrier in La Gazette de France (1653), 176, cited in 
Silin,  216.  
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The Ballet de la Nuit was recorded to have been performed seven times over 
the next month,65 and was a carefully choreographed display of costumes, stage 
sets, plots, and allegory that was intended to be the spectacle of Paris and spoken 
of for years to come. Without a doubt, the Ballet de la Nuit was such an 
astonishing performance that, even over three centuries later, it is still considered 
the quintessential example of a royal ballet66 in the ballet de cour. 
Another vividly captured documentation of the ballet, with thanks again to Jean 
Loret, reads: 
You’d never seen the like of it before…the heavens, sea and earth, games, 
mirth, peace and war…now an attack, now rough combat; witches attending a 
sabbath, wolf men, dragons and monsters; gallants, gossips, goddesses, 
blacksmiths, Christians and Turks, thieves; monkeys, cats, a coach, a fire; a 
fair, a ball, a ballet, a play; one saw such enchantments...67  
 
                                                
65 Recorded performances for February 23rd, 25th, 27th and March 2nd, 4th 6th and 16th. 
Leconte, The Ballet Royal de la Nuit, 5. 
66 In his instruction manual, “How to Succeed in Ballet” M. De Saint-Hubert penned, 
“A great ballet, which we call a royal ballet usually includes thirty entrées. A fine ballet 
contains at least twenty entrées. And a small ballet, from ten to twelve. Not that it is 
necessary to comply with this rule but rather with the subject that requires the number to 
be either increased or decreased.” Saint-Hubert, M. de, Marie-Françoise Christout, and 
Andrée Bergens. How to Succeed in Ballet: The Court Ballet in France, 1615-1641 (New 
York: Dance Perspectives), 1964, 26.  
 
67 “Illec on vid des apareils Qui n’ûrent jamais de pareils, Le Ciel, l’Air, le Mer et la 
Terre, Les Jeux, les Ris, la Pais, la Guerre…Maint assaut, maint rude combat, Des 
sorceriers allant au sabat, Loups-garoux, dragons et chimeres, Pluzieurs galans, 
pluzieurs commeres, Des déesses, des forgerons, Des chrêtiens, des Turcs, des lârons 
Singes, chats, carosse, incendie, Foire, bal, balet, comédie; On y vid des enchantmens…” 
Cited in Silin, 214. 
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Although this passage from February 23rd gives much to the imagination, Loret’s 
account does tell us that he struggled for three hours, pushing through the crowd, and that 
he was “The worst placed in the room,”68 and spent thirteen long hours trying in vain to 
hear and see, resulting in his records being largely drawn from the printed program, or 
livret.69 The livret, wordbook or printed program, printed by Robert Ballard in 1653, is a 
document in which complete character and cast lists were included alongside the libretto 
(poetry, récits,70 etc.), stage and dancing directions, music and imagery. Although they 
often lack some of the preliminary pages and have less ornate imagery, many versions of 
this source exist today,71 because the original was copied by others and sold for profit.  
The eyewitness accounts are particularly important because no choreographies 
survive of this ballet, and dance notation was not yet recognized as an official form of 
documentation.72 The livret does note what kinds of dances were performed in this 
extraordinary spectacle: the courante, branle, tricotet, and finally, the sarabande.73  
                                                
 
68 “Le plus mal-placé de la sale.” Silin, 214.  
 
69 Silin, 214.  
 
70 Used in France in the seventeenth century and eighteenth century, a récit is a term 
generically referred to a whole composition, or part thereof, for a solo voice or 
instrument. In the ballet de cour récits were solo vocal pieces inserted at the beginning of 
each section of the ballet to provide a commentary on the ensuring action. Récits were 
considered to divide a ballet into acts. Nevile, Dance, Spectacle, and the Body Politick, 
1250-1750, 325.  
 
72 Dance notation was first published in 1700.  
73  Jennifer Thorp, Dances and Dancers in the Ballet de la Nuit, in Michael Burden 
and Jennifer Thorp, The Ballet De La Nuit: Rothschild B1/16/6 (Hillsdale, N.Y.: 
Pendragon 2010), 23. 
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Detailed accounts from spectators and from the livret allow the contemporary individual 
to envision this spectacle in a somewhat accurate light, almost as if they were with Loret, 
pushing through the crowd, trying to see the stage where the King, professional dancers 
and his courtiers danced into the night.  
On February 23, 1653, Louis XIV, an avid dancer, rose as Apollo,74 from the dark 
night of the Fronde (1648-1653) civil wars and commenced his long reign as the Sun 
King. Performed at the Salle du Petit-Bourbon,75 in the Louvre Palace, the visual 
spectacle combined music, dance, poetry, and allegory with elaborate staging and 
costumes. The entire performance lasted twelve hours and was divided into four three-
hour parts, called “veilles” (watches) and represented different phases of the night using 
both allegorical and contemporary stories. Having Louis XIV rise as Apollo, the classical 
Greek and Roman God of the Sun, signified that as a divine ruler, the world was to now 
revolve around the person of the king, who embodied ancient and contemporary divinity. 
The audience consisted of Louis XIV’s mother, Queen Anne of Austria, Cardinal 
Mazarin, the ambassadors, the entire court, and the many spectators who had gathered in 
the tiers of the Salle du Petit-Bourbon. No one was allowed to leave; the court was 
required, not only to attend, but also to participate. They were a built-in audience for his 
every move and their actions were choreographed to support the state. 
                                                
 
74 Louis XIV as Le Soleil which can be found at the Bibliothèque nationale de France. 
(Bibliothèque nationale de France: Estampes, Hennin 41/3674).   
 
75 Unfortunately the building no longer exists because it was torn down in 1660.  
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When the young Louis XIV returned from Saint-Germain-en-Laye back to the capital, 
Paris, with his mother, festivities and spectacular events immediately began to take place. 
Records indicate that in the autumn of 1652, the Ballet de la Nuit was commissioned. 
Having already written verses for other ballets de cour, Isaac de Benserade was asked to 
write the libretto. Several baladins (dancers) and musicians from the Musique du Roi 
collaborated to provide the vocal récits and the instrumental entrées intended to 
accompany the dancer’s movements and control choreography. Unfortunately, the 
choreographer(s) are still unknown, although it is known that Pierre Beauchamps,76 the 
famous dancing master was a performer in this spectacle. Jean de Cambefort (c. 1605–
1661) is credited as the main composer for the ballet; however, there is evidence that he 
collaborated with others (or with the work of others) such as Antoine Boesset (1587– 
1643), Louis Constantin (c. 1585–1657), Michel Lambert (1610-1696), Francesco Cavalli 
(1602–1676), and Luigi Rossi (1597–1653). Giacomo Torelli (1608–1678), a Venetian 
with a talent for stage set designs, created the lavish stage effects and sets for the ballet. 
Arriving in Paris in 1645 with his sought after Italian style, he changed the genre of ballet 
de cour stage sets. With the magical innovations from Italy (perspective, trompe-l’oeil, 
machinery, etc.), Torelli was able to invent an entirely new form of entertainment. 
Unfortunately, only ten engravings of his stages set designs from the Ballet de la Nuit 
survive, and they range from classical scenes to wild mountains. Last, but certainly not 
least, Henri de Gissey (1621 – 1673) is credited with the drawings for the costumes. He 
                                                
76 John S. Powell, provides an excellent look into the life of Pierre Beauchamps. John 
S. Powell,  "Pierre Beauchamps: Choreographer in Molière’s Troupe Du Roy," Music 
and letters 76, no. 2 (1995): 168-86. 
http://www.jstor.org.libaccess.sjlibrary.org/stable/737729 
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was dessinateur ordinaire du Cabinet du Roi (draftsman and designer of the King) at this 
time, and in charge of designing the costumes for the royal ballets.77 Without his 
drawings, the contemporary viewer would not have a plausible idea of what the costumes 
looked like. The King himself started rehearsing the ballet on February 9th, and on the 
14th the expressed his desire to practice some of the entrées with the machines invented 
by the Italian engineer and stage designer Giacomo Torelli.78 
Each of the Four Watches of the night offer opportunities for allegorical 
representations, music, drama, and spectacle of all sorts. The First Watch involved the 
activities at the end of the day. Nuit (the Figure of the Night), followed by the four 
Nocturnal Hours, provide a calm and tranquil opening. Prothée then collects his marine 
troupe in his cave. The scene grows as it begins depicting familiar human occupations 
and scenes from daily life. Spectators witness huntsmen, shepherds, and shepherdesses 
coming into town, lovers going shopping, and gypsies shoplifting as they tell fortunes. 
Some gallant gentlemen come to buy ribbons and sweetmeats for their ladies, followed 
by peddlers, knife grinders, and three lamp-lighters, complete with dancers dressed as 
lamps. Some young ladies are approached and the scene ends at a Cour des miracles 
(Court of Miracles) in which all manner of vagabonds, robbers, cripples, “wounded” 
                                                
77 Michael Burden, A Spectacle for the King, in Michael Burden and Jennifer Thorp, 
The Ballet de la Nuit: Rothschild B1/16/6 (hillsdale, N.Y.: Pendragon, 2010), 4. 
 
78 Leconte, 15. 
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soldiers, and other street characters remove their makeup and disguises, showing that 
they were not beggars all along, and perform a comic serenade.79  
First Watch, first Entrée, titled Scene (sea shore with Prothée and Nereïds, La Nuit & 
les Heures), is the first tableaux that viewer’s eyes gazed upon. Complete with flying 
figures, a flying chariot, sea creatures, and a breathtaking sunset, the scene is full of 
color; blues, yellows, golds, reds, and greens. The eye travels, exploring every intended 
texture, element, and figure. Using atmospheric perspective, the sea recedes into the 
distance of a glowing sunset. The foreground consists of a wooded beach and a cave. The 
scene is busy, as figures exist on every element presented: such as earth (the beach), 
water (the sea), and air (the clouds). The livret opens with: 
From six until nine o’clock in the evening. 
 
The scene or décor of the theatre consists of a distant landscape from which 
the sea may be perceived, and another with in its midst a rock lashed by the 
waves.   
The Sun is setting, and Night gradually advances in a chariot drawn by owls, 
and accompanied by the twelve Hours who reply to her Solo.   
Four of these Hours, who stand apart from the others, represent the four parts 
or four Watches of the Night, and compose the first Entry.80 
 
                                                
79 Per Bjurström, Giacomo Torelli and Baroque Stage Design (Stockholm: Almqvist 
& Wiksell, 1962), 158.  
  
80 “Depuis six heures du soir jusques à neuf. La Scène ou le décoration du 
Théâtre est un païsage ésloigné d'où paroist la mer et un autre au milieu d'un 
Rocher battu des flots.  Le Soleil se couche, et la Nuit s’advance peu à peu sur un 
Char tiré par des Hiboux et accompagné de douze Heures qui respondent au 
Récit qu’elle fait.  Quatre de ces Heures, se separant des autres, representent les 
quatre Parties ou quatre Veilles de la Nuit, et composent la première Entrée.” 
Isaac de Benserade, Ballet royal de la Nuit, divisé en quatre parties, ou quatre 
veilles: et dansé par Sa Majesté, le 23 février 1653 (Paris: R. Ballard, 1653), 1-2.  
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 Following the opening is the sung Récit de la Nuit (Solo of the Night), which 
is then followed by the sung Récit des Heures (Solo of the Hours). The Night and 
the Hours continue in a brief dialog, and the other sung récits are all in praise of 
Louis XIV. Strategically placed in each Watch, each récit has a different form, 
and all four are based on the same theme: the prediction of the young king’s 
future grandeur in love and war.81  
For the next twelve hours, the audience witnessed many more magical 
displays of power and dazzling costumes and stage sets, all in praise of the Sun 
King. The Second Watch, performed from nine o’clock to midnight, was 
orchestrated by Venus, assisted by Joys, Delights, Hymen, and Comus, and stood 
as a representation of evening entertainments, such as comedies, balls, and ballets. 
This act serves as a fine example of mise en abyme, a theatrical device very 
popular at the time, for there were two plays-within-plays, and a grand ball, given 
by Roger Ballard in honor of Bradamante.82 The sung récit from the livret reads:  
Representing the entertainments of the evening from nine o’clock to 
midnight.  
The three Fates, Sadness and Old Age, come in order to show the disorder of 
darkness and Night, and after dancing they embark on a Speech. But Venus 
descends from the heavens to interrupt them and chase them away. After she 
has sung, she bids the Joys and Delights, Hymen and Comus to dance, 
introducing them at the appropriate place.83  
                                                
81 Silin, 220. 
 
82 Bradamante is a fictional character, a female Christian knight in Orlando Furioso 
(1516) by Ludovico Ariosto.  
 
83 “Representant les divertissements de Soir, depuis les neuf heures jusques à 
minuit. Les trois Parques, la Tristesse et le Vieillesse, viennent à dessein de 
marquer le désordre des tenebres et de la Nuit, et apres avoir dansé, elles 
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Following this incredible display and use of stage sets and machinery, a ball is 
arranged in which the heroes and heroines from Orlando Furioso take part: Roger and 
Bradamante, Médor and Angélique, Marphise, Richardet, and Fleur d’Epine. Finally, 
concluding the Second Watch, the ball is followed by a “ballet en ballet”, Les Nopces de 
Thetis and a Comédie muette d’Amphitrion in four acts.84  The Second Watch was 
especially relatable to the viewers of Ballet de la Nuit since this part represented 
something that was very much part of their daily lives. The Second Watch immersed the 
audience deep into the theatrical space, where each play or ballet performed represented 
the very spectacle itself.   
The Third Watch consisted of the fantasies, freedoms, and horrors of the night. The 
sung récit from the livret opens with;  
            From midnight until three hours before daybreak.  
The Moon performs the Solo from her chariot, and is accompanied by the 
Stars, which then withdraw and leave her walking the earth and admiring the 
beauties of Endymion.85 
 
This scene is the Greek story of the moon goddess Selene’s love for the shepherd 
Endymion. An all-powerful love causes the moon to become infatuated with Endymion, 
causing her to leave the heavens and follow him, thus causing an eclipse. The livret 
                                                                                                                                            
entreprennent un Recit; Mais Vénus descend du Ciel qui les interrompt et les 
chasse; et apres avoir chanté, elle faint danser les Joys, les Ris, l’Hymen et le 
Dieu Comus, qu’elle introduit en leur place.” Benserade, Ballet royal de la Nuit, 
divisé en quatre parties, ou quatre veilles, et dansé par Sa Majesté, le 23 février 
1653, 21.  
  
84 Bjurström, Giacomo Torelli and Baroque Stage Design, 158.  
  
85 “Depuis minuict jusques à trois Heures devant le jour. La Lune dans son 
Char fait le Recit, et est accompagnée des Etoilles, qui se retirent et la laissent 
se promenant et admirant les beautés d'Endimion.” Benserade, 35.  
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describes the event with terrified peasants in the sinister darkness, puzzled astrologers, 
Demons, Sorcerers, and Witches all of whom gather for an abominable celebration. A 
house catches fire, half-naked men and disheveled women save their children and their 
effects; thieves, pretending to be firemen, are caught stealing.    
The Third Watch provided ample opportunity to show off the stage sets and designs 
with suspended decor and a vast number of fantasy characters. This act of the ballet also 
brings the viewer into the most mysterious and unsettling hours of the night as Endymion 
who is loved by Selene, the goddess of the Moon, falls asleep while the most horrifying 
monstrosities take place under the cover of darkness. For example, the stage set drawing 
for the Third Watch, 7th Entrée- Scene [Witches’ Sabbath], shows dancers titled Ardent, 
Grand Homme, and Demons as they dance and move about in all directions in the 
foreground. Louis XIV along with others who were cast as Ardent represent the flames 
themselves, dressed from head to toe in vivid reds and oranges. The livret opens with;  
From midnight until three hours before daybreak. 
 
The Moon performs the Solo from her chariot, and is accompanied by the 
Stars, which then withdraw and leave her walking the earth admiring the 
beauties of Endymion.86 
 
The Moon’s Solo was sung as follows: 
I, whose frigidity is well known, 
Alas, I too love at last, and I come down from the clouds 
To see the handsome Shepherd to whom I am in thrall: 
Sweet, peaceful Night, with your darkest veils 
                                                
86 “Depuis minuict jusques à trois Heures devant le jour. La Lune dans son Char fait 
le Recit, & est accompagnée des Estoilles, qui se retirent & la laissent se promenant & 
admirant les beautez d’Endymion.” Benserade, 35.  
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Hide well my intentions and myself, 
And conceal my shame from all the Stars. 
 
Yet, my heart, can it be possible 
That you have become so susceptible to Love,  
And that my chaste vows have melted away? 
One must follow his Laws, one cannot break them.  
You too will discover that you LOUIS: 
Where even the Gods have yielded, Kings have cause to fear.87 
 
The scene appears to be a wooded forest area, perhaps in front of a cave, where trees 
surround the edges of the stage set while the fire and characters dominate the foreground 
and central focal point. The tableaux for the Third Watch, 11th Entrée- Scene [Witches’ 
Sabbath] represents the darkest hour of the night, and provides the most obvious allusion 
to the Fronde. This scene also serves as an example of the grandiose effects. Using one-
point perspective, the scene is presented as an outdoor banquet, with architectural 
elements guiding the perspective illusion. In front of the banquet is an archway of trees 
with figures actively engaging with the scene. There are two figures in the foreground, 
and five figures riding dragons around the rounded part of the arch. Those participating in 
the banquet do not seem to notice the action occurring just outside their feast. The stage 
set is mostly composed of greens, blues, soft browns and cream colors and presents a 
joyful, celebratory looking scene.  
                                                
87 “Moy dont les froideurs sont conguës, Hélas! J’ayme à la fin, & je tombe des Nuës 
Pour voir ce beau Berger qui me donne la Loy: Douce & paisible Nuit, de tes plus 
sombres voiles Cache bein mes desseins & moy, Et dérobe ma honte à toutes les 
Estoilles. Mais mon Coeur est-il donc possible Que tu sois devenu à l’Amour devenu si 
sensible, Et que mes chastes voeux se soient évanoüys? Il faut suivre ses Loix, on ne neut 
les enfraindre, Vous y viendrez Jeune LOUIS, Où les Dieux ont cédé, les Rois ont lieu de 
craindre.” Benserade, 35-36.   
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Louis XIV made his debut in the performance (and in his reign) during the Fourth 
Watch, which depicted activities at dawn. Daylight came, counterfeiters departed, 
blacksmiths began work, and the young monarch, in his glittering gold costume, rose as 
the sun in the form of Apollo. The King performed this dance with gentlemen chosen 
from those most loyal to him at court; they symbolized the finest qualities and virtues of 
the most perfect of princes.88 The livret reads: 
From three o’clock in the morning until six, when the Sun rises.   
Sleep and Silence perform their Dialogue, then lie down at the entrance to 
the cave from which the Dreams emerge.89 
 
Sleep and Silence performed the sung récit, which announced the glory of the young new 
monarch: 
SLEEP 
How I well I was resting! How soundly I was sleeping! 
 
SILENCE 
And I was peaceful and saying nothing. 
 
BOTH 
By what strange event, 
Which must make the universe marvel, 
Has someone come to disturb the order of Nature in us? 
 
SLEEP 
What made you speak? 
 
SILENCE 
What woke you up? 
 
                                                
88 Leconte, 16. 
 
89 “Depuis trois Heures après minuict, jusques'à six que le Soleil se lève.  Le 
Sommeil et le Silence font le Recit et puis se couchent à l'entrée de la Grotte d'où 
sortent les Songes.” Benserade, 49. 
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SLEEP 
The worthy name of the greatest King in the world, 
Still very young encore, yet already perfect, 
Who grows so famous on land and sea 
That it is impossible to sleep through the echoes of his deeds. 
 
SILENCE 
That same name, through a supreme effort,  
Makes his glory equal the stars,  
And grows so splendid that even Silence  
Can no longer forbear to speak of it.  
 
BOTH 
Let us combine our speech and our wakefulness 
To publish it abroad, 
And let us hymn in worthy fashion 
The nascent wonders of young LOUIS.90 
The tenth Entrée, titled Glorie, during the Fourth Watch is when Louis XIV 
establishes his new title as King with a profound emphasis. The stage set for this dramatic 
moment consists of swirling clouds with Louis XIV centrally placed at the top of the 
stage set, dancing the role of Apollo, the Sun God. From there, he descends from the 
clouds and his sunrays burst with a fiery glow. His image is repeated in the center of the 
scene, in a chariot, signifying his descent from the clouds and an end to the era of 
darkness for France. Figures rest up on the clouds surrounding the glorious young 
monarch, and here, he makes his debut in his administration. The eye travels in a circular 
                                                
90 “LE SOMMEIL: Que j’estois en repos & que je dormois bein. LE SILENCE: Et 
moy j’estois paisible, & je ne disois bein. TOUS DEUX ENSEMBLE: Par quelle bizarre 
avanture, Dont l’univers doit ester émerveillé, Vient-on troubler en nous l’ordre de la 
Nature? LE SOMMEIL: Le digne Nom du plus grand Roy du monde, Tout jeune encore, 
& déjà tout parfait, Qui deviant tel sur la terre & sur l’Onde Qu’on ne sçauroit dormer 
au bruit qu’il fait. LE SILENCE: Ce mesme Nom par un effort extresme Me fait sa gloire 
aux Astres égaler, Et deviant tel que le Silence mesme Ne sçauroit plus s’emoescher d’en 
parler. TOUS DEUX ENSEMBLE: Joignons nos discours & nos veilles Pour le publier 
hautement, Et chantons dignement De ce jeune LOUIS les naissantes mervielles.” 
Benserade, 49-50.  
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motion, exploring every puff of every cloud, soaking in the Sun King’s rays as he shines 
his light upon France.  
 As the King danced during the fourth and final part of the ballet, one can imagine the 
ostrich feathers as they bounced atop his head, the pleats of his armor twirling all aglitter 
with gold and precious stones which glimmer and gleam in the candlelight. As the eye 
passes over the glistening precious jewels, pleats of gold armor and the Sun King’s long, 
shimmering golden legs, the eye stops at the embellished sun pieces placed at his knees 
and repeated on the tops of his heeled shoes. Surely, the King mesmerized the audience; 
his skillful dancing abilities and his lush costume symbolized his arrival as the monarch 
who would put an end to an era of darkness for France. 
The King was performing for the first time in the Salle du Petit-Bourbon (see Figure 
2), the hall typically used for the great royal ballets and political events, a perfect setting 
for Ballet de la Nuit.  
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Figure 2: The Hotel du Petit-Bourbon of Paris as depicted on the 1652 map 
of Gomboust (Plate V). Image placed in the public domain.  
 
Positioned alongside the Seine, between the Louvre and the church of Saint-
Germain-l’Auxerrois, the Salle du Petit-Bourbon was the largest hall in Paris. The 
extravagant hall had a long history. It had served as a symbolic place for monarchic 
representation since the Renaissance and met all the standards for a palatial stateroom. It 
was used for the large-scale entertainments of the French court, and more often was the 
venue for the great public events associated with royal policy. The hall’s perimeter was 
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equipped to its full height with platforms and intricately decorated wooden tiers, which 
could accommodate between 2,500 and 3,000 spectators. Hence viewers looked down 
on the movements of the dancers, who performed before the grand théâtre at ground 
level and in the horseshoe-shaped space surrounded by the richly decorated tiers.91  
French historian, Henri Sauval’s (1623-1676) surviving measurements for the Petit 
Bourbon are as follows, "Its breadth is eighteen common paces by thirty-five toises92 in 
length, and the ceiling so high that the roof looks as high as those of the buildings of 
Saint Germain and Saint Eustache."93 In other words, the dimensions of the hall were 
generous with a width of fifteen meters and a length of thirty-five meters. It also had an 
apse extending further by thirteen and a half meters at one end.94 The Salle du Petit-
Bourbon was an extraordinarily long hall, always decorated to the highest measure, and 
in the instance of the Balet comique de la Royne (1581) and Ballet de la Delivrance de 
Renaud (1617), the king and his courtiers sat in the apse, its vault decorated with fleurs-
de-lis, and the rest of the spectators sat in the balconies that ran in two tiers around the 
walls. An engraving of the prologue to the Balet comique de la Royne (1581), which will 
be discussed in later, gives us an idea of the long rectangle, with two rows of galleries, 
                                                
91 Leconte, 16. 
 
92 A toise was a unit of measure for length, area and volume originating in pre-
revolutionary France.  
 
93 “Sa largeur est de dix-huit pas communs sur trent-cinq toises de longueur, et la 
couverture si rehaussée que le comble paraît aussi élevé que ceux des edifices de Saint 
Germain et de Saint Eustache.” Despois, Le théâtre français sous LOUIS XIV, 24.  
 
94 Bjurström, 122.  
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the higher one set back.95 As the demand for theatre space grew, and the commission of 
the Ballet de la Nuit, it may be concluded that this spectacle innovatively changed the 
history of the court ballet in many different ways, but the venue, its stage and Torelli’s 
machines were groundbreaking inventions and dramatic changes for the ballet de cour.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
95 The holding of the Estates General of 1614 also provides an entire collection of 
engravings depicting the space. T.E. Lawrenson, The French Stage and Playhouse in the 
XVIIth Century: A Study in the Advent of the Italian Order (New York: AMS Press, 
1986), 237. 
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Chapter Two  
The Development of Ballet in France From the Middle Ages to the Seventeenth 
Century   
 
Traditionally, European courts have attached much significance to ceremonial 
activities and festivals. During the Renaissance political need, artistic talent, and 
technical advances coincided, making magnificence an even greater priority to princes. 
As a result, extravagance and display became the mark of a successful monarch. 96 The 
Ballet de la Nuit represents a major change in the history of ballet because of its political 
and social importance as well as in the styles and technique of dance performed. The way 
subjects were selected, how they were presented, and their adherence to several of the 
ideals set down by dance theorists suggest that the Ballet de la Nuit used the traditions of 
earlier court ballets but brought the spectacle to a much higher level of prestige.97 With 
the few surviving elements, we only know four of the styles or genres of dance that were 
performed in the Ballet de la Nuit: the courante, branle, tricotet, and the sarabande. 
These four genres set the new tone for ballet and dance as a subject, and from this point 
forward dance became a professional spectacle. Though the history of dance can be 
traced back to before antiquity, most attribute to the Italian Renaissance the beginnings of 
ballet. For the purpose of this thesis, however, the dance styles of the Middle Ages will 
                                                
96 Balthasar de Beaujoyeulx, Margaret M. McGowan, Lambert de Beaulieu, La 
Chesnaye, and Jacques Patin. Le balet comique (Binghamton, N.Y.: Center for Medieval 
& Early Renaissance Studies, State University of New York at Binghamton, 1982), 9.  
97 Thorp, Dances and dancers in the Ballet de la Nuit, 24.  
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be briefly examined to trace the lineage of the Ballet de la Nuit’s four genres and to fully 
comprehend how and why dance came to be such an important aspect of court life. 
The distinction occurred between dances performed by everyone and those performed 
by high society at the courts of the eleventh and twelfth centuries.98 It would seem likely 
that the first differentiation was made naturally, when steps that had been performed on 
rough, uneven ground were then performed inside a building on smoother floors. Also, of 
course, the footwear and clothes of the courtiers differed from those of the peasant.99 
Later, before the advent of actual theatres, court theatres were the predominant 
performance spaces, in which a high platform or stage was erected at one end, with ramps 
on either side to permit movement between the stage and floor area. In Italy, France, and 
Germany indoor tennis courts often served as theatre spaces. In the first half of the 
seventeenth century, stage scenic effects developed rapidly.  
                                                
98 A note on secular dances should be made. Those performed in the Middle Ages to 
the Renaissance arose from sacred dance. Similar to the ancient forms, dance frequently 
celebrated life-span events and calendrical occasions. Also, like painting and sculpture, 
dance is often a response to the times and the surrounding pressures, such as war and 
plague, as well as an amusement or entertainment. Within the vast category of secular 
dances evolved folk dances, rituals of chivalry, feudal dances that developed into the 
dances of the courts and forms of entertainment. Commoners, farmers, and peasants 
performed these folk dances and the rudimentary themes for such dances remained the 
same, but varied in form depending on which country they were performed in. The 
branles were the most popular folk dance in France at this time. For more on sacred and 
secular dancing and all of their forms, please see: Gayle Kassing, History of Dance: An 
Interactive Arts Approach (Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics, 2007), 77–106. 
 
99 Joan Lawson, A History of Ballet and its Makers (New York: Pitman Pub. Corp, 
1964), 9. 
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Though no choreographic evidence or dance treatises survive from the Middle 
Ages,100 illuminated manuscripts, the borders in books of hours and the chronicles of the 
period all show that people danced, and that it was a common activity across all levels of 
society throughout Europe.101 In addition, popular music of the late Middle Ages 
provides references to dance forms and gives evidence of masquerades and dinner 
dances, which today, would be the equivalent of a luxurious dinner ball. In evidence such 
as illuminated manuscripts, the differences between upper class and peasantry are well 
defined both in costume and by the physical poses of the bodies depicted. Statements can 
also be found about dancing serving as a concluding element to medieval tournaments of 
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. This demonstrates that dance was used both as a 
distinction of class and as a form of entertainment, which allows for the identification to 
be made of a few general characteristics that were consistently associated with the 
specific dance terms. For the purpose of this thesis, the carole, which originated during 
the Middle Ages and evolved over the centuries, will be studied and used to connect the 
danced styles to those of the Renaissance, thus eventually those of the Baroque period. 
These specific genres and their evolution have been chosen as they provide the most 
                                                
100 Though this thesis only traces the history of ballet to the Middle Ages, an 
interesting note about the French court and dancing directs one to Louis IV (920–954). 
The step called the royale (changement battu in the English School) was named for King 
Louis IV. He was a passionate amateur dancer and according to legend, he created this 
step as a substitute for the entrechat quatre because it was too difficult for him.  Susan 
Cook, Robert Joffrey, and Gretchen Ward Warren, Classical Ballet Technique (Tampa: 
University of South Florida Press, 1998), 322. 
 
101 Instruction manuals such as Christine de Pisan’s The Treasure of the City of 
Ladies (1405) and Baldassare Castiglione’s The Courtier (1528) provide important 
references to dancing. Nevile, 34.  
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obvious progression over the centuries leading to the dance genres of the ballet de cour at 
the court of Louis XIV.  
The carole is a term that first appears during the early twelfth century, and serves as 
the primary connection between the ancient and modern world of dance. Generally used 
as a term from 1200–1350, the carole was originally a hymn and processional dance that 
was performed on church holy days and other festivals such as New Year’s, May Day, 
and midsummer where the choral leader carried a flower, May branch, or burning torch. 
This was a popular form of social dance in which the leader and dancers held hands, 
walking on the beat of the music, while turning their bodies left and right. It was often 
performed in circles, lines, or processions, in places such as churchyards, town squares, 
streets, meadows, courtly halls, and cemeteries. Only on rare occasion were caroles 
described as being accompanied by instrumentalists.  
Even in its earliest forms, small variations or modifications had been made depending 
on who was dancing and where. More and more evidence of dance begins to appear, as it 
became a frequent activity, especially in the church and at court. It is at this point that 
scholars are able to start identifying which dance was being performed in drawings, 
paintings, and recordings. For example, one well documented depiction of the carole is 
one of King of France, Charles VI (r. 1380 – 1422) participating in one of the most 
celebrated masquerades and dinner dances of 1393, Bal des Ardents (Ball of the Burning 
Men). King Charles VI and four leading gentlemen of his court appeared as “Wild Men 
of the Woods” with their costumes constructed of feathers fastened to their garments with 
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tar and wax.102 During a masquerade such as this, two styles of dance that were widely 
used were the round dance, the carole, which was performed to a sung accompaniment 
and the moresque. This signifies another instrumental change in the history of dance 
because the moresque was a dance genre performed by both courtiers and dance masters, 
with ornate costumes and also elaborate scenery. This later develops into the moresche in 
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and often included a danced combat or pantomimic 
dancing scene. Dancers were also frequently represented as allegorical and mythological 
figures, or exotic characters.  
The basse danse on the other hand, occurred during the 1300s to the 1550s, and 
earlier versions of it were comparable to the carole. Beginning with a bow and a short 
pantomime, two contrasting dances followed: a slow processional dance called the basse 
danse majeur, and a shorter dance, referred to as the basse danse mineur.103 Later it 
developed into three distinct parts: the basse danse, retour, and tordion. The retour was a 
condensed version of the first basse dance; the steps were the same but were presented in 
a new sequence. The tordion then followed the retour.104 
                                                
102 During this masquerade, the Duc d’Orléans approached the King Charles VI and 
his men too closely, hoping to identify them. His torch, too close to the extremely 
flammable costumes, caused them to catch fire. The King was saved only by the quick 
thinking of his aunt, the Duchesse du Berry, who smothered the flames with the train of 
her long gown. This occurred shortly after the King and his men performed a moresque. 
Mary Clarke and Clement Crisp, The History of Dance (New York: Crown Publishers, 
1981), 115.  
 
103 Kassing, History of Dance, 80-81. 
 
104 Kassing, 80.  
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During the Renaissance, patterns or designs were also closely associated with 
dancing. They were influenced by a number of components: the hall or stage space, the 
number of people dancing or attending the performance, period dress, and the setting or 
stage elements such as the positioning of musicians.105 These patterns signified a division 
between social dancing that all could perform, and social dancing for the elite. Dancers 
would move across the ground in formal shapes, passing under each other’s arms, or even 
coiling in a spiral and then proceeding to unwind. This soon evolved into the idea of a 
danse à deux, a dance for two people, where the importance lies in the implication of two 
individuals performing the dance as a focus for the attentions of a group. Furthermore, 
the movement of the dance involved a forward and backward progression rather than the 
circular motion and the linear weaving that was typical of the farandole,106 where a hand-
linked line of dancers followed a leader in random winding figures or patterns, sometimes 
with lifted arms allowed  the line to dance "under arches."107 This dance of forward and 
backward movements for two was called the estampie, and may have originated in 
Provence in the twelfth century; it would seem to indicate the breakaway from the 
“carole line” as the two dancers reflected in their partnership the ideals of courtly love, 
which were then so important.108   
                                                
105 Kassing, 100.  
 
106 Clarke and Crisp, The History of Dance, 115-116. 
 
107 Carol Lee, Ballet in Western Culture: A History of Its Origins and Evolution, 
Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1999, 347. 349. 
 
108 Clarke and Crisp, 116. 
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 The branle on the other hand, is another social dance that developed during this 
time from the carole. It consisted of a rhythmic variety of steps, some slow and some 
quick in the same phrase or passage of dancing. It was widely popular in Italy and 
France, and was danced by both the peasantry and the nobility. As it developed, the 
branle is to be considered the basis of most folk dances of the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries.  
During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, Europe had a rich history of dance.109 
This marks the true beginning of court dancing and elaborate festivals and other spectacle 
events, and during these centuries the idea of dance flourish and began to build 
foundations. While the majority of ballet terminology is French, the word “ballet” comes 
from the Italian word, ballare, to dance. This directly reflects the historical development 
because ballet began at the courts of the Italian princes.110 The professional influence of 
the early Italian dancing masters on the French courts, and their treatises, along with the 
social activity associated first with the Italian courts encouraged the social dance forward 
on its astonishing path for the next two centuries.111  
                                                
109 The dance treatises from 1400–1750 are spread very unevenly, both 
chronologically and geographically, with Germany and Spain particularly lacking in this 
regard, resulting in Italy (and France) being the most widely studied as much has 
survived. Nevile, 8. 
 
110 Judith A. Steeh, History of Ballet and Modern Dance (New York: Galahad Books, 
1982), 8. 
 
111 Clarke and Crisp, 94.   
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The earliest known dance treatise, De Arte Saltandi de Choreas Ducendi, (On the Art 
of Dancing and Conducting Dances)112 by the Italian Domenico di Piacenza (1390– 
1470) is dated in 1416.113 Domenico di Piacenza described the qualities he deemed 
necessary for a performer such as musicality, a feeling of space, style, elevation, and 
mood. Piacenza analyzed the components of various dances and divided them into twelve 
movements, nine natural and three artificial, and named four genres in accelerating 
tempi– the stately Basse danse, the Quadrilena, the Saltarello (faster, with hops and 
beats) and the vigorous bagpipe-dance or Piva. The basse danse was the basis of many 
variations known as Balli, which introduces changing rhythms and sometimes an element 
of character.114 
During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, there were many different forms of 
celebration and elaborate events, therefore reasons to record the many styles, rules and 
                                                
112 For an excellent place to start for a compilation of dance treaties ranging from the 
fifteenth century to the eighteenth century, divided by country, see Jennifer 
Nevile, Dance, Spectacle, and the Body Politick, 1250-1750 (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 2008). See also, Judith L. Schwartz and Christena L. Schlundt, French 
Court Dance and Dance Music: A Guide to Primary Source Writings, 1643-1789 
(Stuyvesant, N.Y.: Pendragon Press, 1987).  
 
113 In addition to these dancing treatises, courtesy books were very popular at this 
time. For example, Christine de Pisan’s The Treasure of the City of Ladies from 1405 
was above all a practical book, serving as an everyday guide for women-mostly those 
with power and authority. Pisan considered dancing as a normal part of court life, and an 
activity that was entirely suitable for aristocrat women.113 Another famous example is 
Baldsassare Castiglione’s (1478 – 1529) The Book of the Courtier (1528), which provides 
a fascinating insight into Renaissance court life and served as a general guide for aspiring 
courtiers. The invention of the printing press made items such as The Book of the 
Courtier not only desirable, but also easily accessible.   
 
114 Alexander Bland, A History of Ballet and Dance in the Western World (New 
York: Praeger, 1976), 35-6. 
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regulations concerning the art of dance. Three very popular forms of entertainment at 
court functions were interludes, masquerades, and mummers. Interludes were short 
entertainments provided by singers and dancers between the courses of the banquet. 
Masquerades were parades of luxurious decorated carts filled with performers who would 
stop in front of the guest of honor, while members of the company delivered a poem or 
recitation. Finally, mummers were masked dancers who would burst into the assembly 
and perform for the crowd.115  
In Italy during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, these forms grew into even more 
lavish, more complex spectacles, consisting of singing, dancing, and different recitations. 
Princes rivaled each other to put on the most extraordinary performances, as concrete, 
tangible reflections of their power, wealth, and overall taste.116 These spectacles ranged 
from processions in the city, triumphal entries, weddings, equestrian ballets, court ballets, 
and banquets.117  
                                                
115 Steeh, History of Ballet and Modern Dance, 8. 
 
116 In 1494, as King Charles VIII (1470 – 1489) of France and his army crossed the 
Alps to claim the throne of Naples, he and his courtiers were astounded at the abundance 
of dancing they discovered. The splendor of the court entertainments in Milan, Ferrara 
and elsewhere must have impressed them almost to disbelief, as no expense would be 
spared, and the greatest artists of the time would contribute their services. For example, 
Giovanni Santi, the father of Raphael Sanzio (1483 – 1520) organized one of these 
performances at Urbino in 1488, in which about one hundred dancers took part, and for 
another, which was staged in Milan in 1496, the costumes of the dancers and some 
marvelous effects were designed by Leonardo da Vinci (1452 – 1519). Guest, The 
Dancer's Heritage, 3. 
 
117 Even though some of these entertainments were produced for a single occasion, 
they often achieved a renown that extended far beyond the borders of the country where 
they originated. One example was a “dinner-ballet” organized by Bergonzio di Botta 
(1454 – 1504), staged in Tortona, Italy in 1489 to celebrate the marriage of the Duke of 
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Traditionally, scholars attribute the inception of the French court ballet spectacle to 
1533, when Catherine de’ Medici (1519 – 1589), who not only appreciated its artistic 
merit, but fully realized the political value it possessed, married Henry II, King of France 
(r. 1547 – 1559). She was a clever and perceptive woman who realized the struggle for 
power between the various religious groups had to be resolved. Catherine was eager and 
quite quick to invite the help of learned Frenchmen of all backgrounds to take part in the 
political and religious debates. These valuable and talented Frenchmen were also invited 
to help stage the numerous festivities and spectacular events, which, she felt were needed 
to enhance the prestige of the court. Coming from Florence, Italy, the home of the first 
academy and the earliest example of spectacula, Catherine believed in the “effect” such 
activities could have on the morals of those involved. Later, she invited the leading 
Milanese dancing masters Pompeo Diobono,118 Cesare Negri (1535–1605) and their 
colleagues to the French court in 1555. Soon thereafter, Catherine de’ Medici also invited 
another Italian-born dancing master to the French court, Baldarassino de Belgioioso, who 
had taken the French name Balthasar de Beaujoyeulx (fl. c. 1555–1587). Quickly 
appointed as a court valet to Catherine de’ Medici, he was entrusted with the task of 
                                                                                                                                            
Milan. Performed on the ballroom floor, rather than on a proscenium stage, these were 
designed to entertain the guests during the banquet. Each scene had a theme taken from 
classical legend, in this instance, the story of Jason and the Argonauts, and suggested by 
the course of the meal it accompanied. The Golden Fleece suggested roast lamb, Actaeon 
ushered in the boar and venison, preceded by a mimic hunt. Nymphs carried poultry and 
peacocks, Neptune and the River gods supplied the fish, and the whole meal was washed 
down with Hebe’s nectar. Bland, A History of Ballet and Dance in the Western World, 
35. 
118 The dates of birth and death are not known for Pompeo Diobono. The place of 
birth is also not known, though historians typically suggest he was from Milan.  
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producing court festivities and entertainments on the lavish Italian scale.119 Beaujoyeulx, 
who was well versed in the Milanese tradition of court entertainments, was well 
prepared.120 Since his arrival in France, he absorbed other influences, such as the theories 
of the Académie de Poésie et de Musique, founded in 1570 by Jean-Antoine de Baïf, a 
poet and musician, and Joachim Thibaut de Courville, a lyre player and singer in the 
service of the king.121  
With these notions in mind, one can see where the creative minds were drawing their 
inspiration from when concerning the court ballets of the time. The Ballet de Polonais of 
1573, commissioned by Catherine de’ Medici and organized by Balthasar de Beaujoyeulx 
                                                
 
119 Italy set the example in how art should be executed, how court should be 
conducted, and even how one should behave. For example, Baldassare Catiglione’s 
courtesy book, The Book of the Courtier of 1528, was a very popular text of the time. It 
instructed one how to behave as a courtier, how to be a gentleman and it even mentioned 
dancing. Fabritio Caroso, the Italian dancing master, and author of the dancing manual Il 
Ballarino of 1581, puts forth instruction on dance steps, focusing on the male courtier. 
Cesare Negri and his Le Gratie d’amore (The Graces of Love) from 1602 serves as 
another example of a dancing manual.  
 
120 Guest, 4-5.  
 
121 Established during the reign of Charles IX, one of Catherine de’Medici’s sons, the 
Académie de Poésie et de Musique included both professionels and auditeurs, and its 
focus was the establishment of a closer union between the arts than had previously 
existed. Its members included the literary men such as Jean Doratm and Pierre de 
Ronsard, and musicians such as were Jacques Mauduit, Eustache du Caurroy, Fabrice 
Caiëtan, and Claude Le Jeune. One of their beliefs was that poetry was to be sung or 
recited to music in the same manner as the ancient Greeks. Baïf and the members 
established a kind of verse based on Latin quantities, which they referred to as vers 
mesurés à l’antique. Unfortunately, the academy was replaced by the Palace Academy, 
founded by Henry III in 1574, after the death of Charles IX. Beaujoyeulx, McGowan, de 
Beaulieu, La Chesnaye, and Patin. Le balet comique. 14-15. For more on French 
Academies of the sixteenth century, see Frances A. Yates, The French Academies of the 
Sixteenth Century, London: Warburg Institute, University of London, 1947. 
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is a fine example. When Catherine commissioned her musicians and designers to produce 
a lavish entertainment of song and dance, her purpose was political. It was a matter of 
diplomacy as the ballet was designed to honor the Polish ambassadors who were visiting 
Paris upon the accession of Henry of Anjou to the throne of Poland.  The ballet’s 
highlight was an hour-long piece, an elaborate figured dance performed by sixteen ladies 
of the court representing the sixteen provinces of France. The invited audience 
commended the ladies, because they performed flawlessly.122  
 France’s next major dance venture, also politically driven, and another project for 
which Beaujoyeulx was responsible, came in 1581 the Balet Comique de la Royne. 
Presented as part of the wedding festivities for the Duc de Joyeuse and Marguerite of 
Lorraine, the Balet Comique is traditionally considered to be the first true ballet de cour 
by most scholars. The reason for such a label is the notion that this was the first court 
spectacle to apply the principles of Jean-Antoine de Baïf’s Académie by integrating 
dance, poetry, music, and design to convey a unified dramatic plot, whereas the Ballet de 
Polonais was not, though it used elements of song and dance.123 The Balet Comique of 
1581 was meant to reconcile opposing parties and heal the religious conflict that had torn 
the country apart,124 as the wedding itself was intended to do.  
                                                
122 Selma Jeanne Cohen and Katy Matheson, Dance as a Theatre Art: Source 
Readings in Dance History from 1581 to the Present (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Book 
Co., 1992), 7-8.  
 
123 Though Beaujoyeulx claimed the idea of linking dancing, music, and poetry, the 
concept had been previously formulated Jean-Antoine de Baïf, as discussed above. Baïf, 
however, did not carry out his ideas in any actual productions while Beaujoyeulx did. 
Cohen and Matheson, Dance as a Theatre Art, 8.  
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After the Balet Comique, many productions imitated its geometrical floor patterns and 
formations, which had symbolic meanings. The triangle symbolized “truth known”; a 
square within a square represented “virtuous design”; and three concentric circles 
indicated “perfect truth.” In addition, dancers created formations, which represented 
letters of the alphabet or even the king’s initials. The Balet Comique also had much 
influence in the increasing divide between the steps and the figures that courtiers, as 
opposed to professional dancers, could perform. It also had a great effect on the 
increasing length and complexity of the dances, as they became part of larger, grander 
spectacles.125  
French court dances of the sixteenth century included and elaborated upon those from 
earlier periods, such as branles. The court ballet upheld its popularity in France for the 
next century as dancing had become a required grace for aristocrats. Henri IV (1553–
1610), Louis XIII (1601–1643), and Louis XIV (1638–1715) all encouraged the 
development of ballet by the personal interest they took in it.  During Henri IV’s reign, 
the ballet-comique with its continuous plot, usually inspired by mythology, developed 
into the simpler ballet-masquerade, which consisted mostly of burlesque scenes, or 
entrées as they were referred to, with generally little, if any, plot to connected them. Far 
from being pompous and tedious, these ballet-masquerades were vital and amusing. 
Energetic and humorous, these performances were full of allusions to occurrences and 
                                                                                                                                            
124 The Protestant Reformation (1517-1648) and the Catholic Counter-Reformation 
(1545-1563) a gruesome religious war had torn Europe apart economically, politically, 
and most obviously, religiously.  
 
125 Kassing, 100-101.  
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personalities of the time. They introduced comic characters such as laundrywomen and 
innkeepers, and were enlivened by amusing and grotesque effects.126 Performed in the 
ballroom, the ballet-masquerade entailed little preparation or stage sets, and the 
performers chose their own costumes for the event. This resulted in no unifying theme 
linking the scenes together, unlike recent developments in early ballet had attempted. 
When violinists entered the ballroom, the ballet began. Inside the ballroom, pages stood 
against the walls, holding torches while several dances were performed, followed by a 
Grand Ballet. After the Grand Ballet, the performers unmasked and continued to dance 
into the early hours of the night. A specific form of the ballet-masquerade, the ballet 
pastoral was an interlude performed between sections of longer entertainments. These 
interludes consisted of characters from the countryside and occasionally wood nymphs 
and satyrs appeared in the chorus.127 Henri IV and his queen, Marie de’ Medici (1575–
1642) thoroughly enjoyed watching these entertainments. It is said his queen lived up to 
the family traditions, unable to do without her ballets, even while in mourning. Naturally, 
the courtiers followed the royal example, thus resulting in the passion for ballet becoming 
quite extensive.128  
Henry IV’s successor, Louis XIII carried on the tradition of court ballet and was 
actually a dancer himself.  During his reign, sung recitative replaced declamation, 
resulting in the court ballet entering a new phase. During the early years of the reign, 
                                                
126 Guest, 7. 
 
127 Kassing, 102.   
 
128 Guest, 8. 
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when Charles d'Albert the Duke of Lunyes (1578–1621) was Intendant of the Court of 
Pleasures, a form of melodramatic ballet developed, where music played a more 
significant role, and the subject was frequently based on a heroic or romantic themes.129 
Still using mythological themes and loose plots, the ballet mélodramatique was used in 
several court entertainments and was accompanied by music and singing. The consistent 
usage of music and singing in these ballets led to the change from narrative to singing 
which later led to the development of opera.130 La Délivrance de Renaud (1617), is an 
example of this new development, and it used the story of Rinaldo and Armida as an 
ulterior motive, to reassure the ambassadors of Austria and Spain that all was well with 
the King’s marriage.131  
The French monarchy, striving to create a sense of a purely French style, developed 
dance through a personal involvement in the art, making dance an important aspect of 
court life.  This resulted in France becoming the dance center of seventeenth century 
Europe. By this point, dancing at court was an extremely important attribute of a cultured 
person, in addition to being an amusement and entertainment.  
In 1621 another type of ballet emerged, the ballet à entrée. This new development 
involved of a number of independent sketches, often of a grotesque character, connected 
only by a general idea. Performed in 1626, the Grand Ballet de la Douairière de 
Billebahaut was one of the most successful of these burlesque ballets and consisted of 
                                                
129 Guest, 8. 
 
130 Kassing, 102.  
 
131 Guest, 8.  
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five acts and twenty-six entrées. The ballet à entrée continued in a more serious mode 
after the Cardinal Richelieu (1585–1642) started organizing a series of ballets. For 
example, he organized an event to celebrate the birth of the Dauphin, the future Louis 
XIV, and France’s military triumphs in the Thirty Years War (1618–1648).132  
Louis XIII performed in many court ballets, and he even planned an entire ballet 
himself. It is interesting to note that during his reign, from about 1630, the general public 
was for the first time allowed to watch some of these ballets. At this point, professional 
dancers had already begun to participate, but were limited to playing comic and character 
roles at first, never taking part in the Grand Ballet, which was always reserved for the 
King and courtiers at the end of the performance. Louis XIII’s talents evidently were 
passed down to his son and successor, Louis XIV, because he and his court are credited 
with the beginnings of Classical Ballet, as we know it today. During the reign of Louis 
XIV the court ballet entered its final and most brilliant phase.133  
The French social dances of 1650–1715 were danced not only in France, but at the 
most fashionable courts of Europe, where French dancing masters were frequently 
employed. At its most formal procedure, ballroom dancing continued to follow the long-
established pattern of a hierarchical society. This was a pattern Louis XIV exploited to its 
utmost. Those of the highest social rank danced first, followed by others in strict order of 
social precedence.134 Of all the dances performed at court, the most important were the 
                                                
132 Guest, 8. 
 
133 Guest, 8. 
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danses à deux. These were performed one couple at a time, in order of precedence, as the 
rest watched. Dancing one couple at a time allowed the beautiful and usually symmetrical 
spatial patterns to be seen by all.  Grace and elegance were not the only requirements of 
an accomplished dancer, but a keen intellect was absolutely necessary. Not only did the 
favorite dances need to be retained, but two to four new dances had to be learned each 
year. At the court of Louis XIV, a courtier had to keep approximately twelve dances at 
the ready. This is definitely a considerable feat of memory due to the diversity and 
complexity of the dances. This complexity also demonstrates that the average level of 
social dancing at the French court was quite high.135  
Each danse à deux was composed for the court by eminent Parisian masters, and was 
choreographed to a particular tune, commonly from a favorite theatrical entertainment. 
Many of the popular ballroom dances—the menuet, passpied, gig, forlane, bourée, 
gavotte, sarabande, and loure, for example, could be danced to any air of the dancers’ or 
musicians’ choosing. Other dances however, were varied in their step content, and 
intricately correlated to their music. Typically, a dance took two to three minutes to 
perform, and it was only on occasion that a step-sequence would be repeated in the 
choreography.136  
Louis XIV’s personal role in the development of Western dance must be put into 
perspective. First one must consider and refer to his qualifications, starting with his 
                                                                                                                                            
134 Wendy Hilton, Caroline Gaynor, and Mireille Backer, Dance of Court and 
Theatre: The French Noble Style 1690 – 1725 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Book 
Company, 1981), 11. 
135 Hilton, Gaynor, and Backer, Dance of Court and Theatre, 11. 
 
136 Hilton, Gaynor, and Backer, 12. 
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training. In 1644, at the age of six,137 the young monarch began his dance lessons under 
Master Henri Prévost, who was summoned to the court for the task. The school 
curriculum of the Ancien Régime had not changed much from that of the Middle Ages, 
so at this age, the young student would receive his first pair of breeches so he may learn 
the martial arts, the sole occupation worthy of him.138  Dubois de Lestourmière, Louis 
XIV’s valet de chambre, recorded the twelve-year-old monarch’s morning exercises:  
After having said his prayer, he sat in his chair or combed his hair, 
and was handed a little habit, a pair of woolen breeches and a shirt of 
Holland, he then entered a large room behind his antechamber where 
he did his exercises. He vaulted with an admirable lightness, like a 
bird and had his wooden horse propped up to its highest point and he 
would fall back on the saddle as noiselessly as if it were a pillow. He 
then fenced, jousted and went back to his alcove room where he 
danced. Back in his great chamber, he changed and breakfasted.139 
 
The Sun King practiced this dance class for twenty-five years, and it transformed the  
 
                                                
137 Customarily, a prince began his education at the age of seven. To provide a small 
timeline: Louis XIV was born in September 1638. His father, Louis XIII died in May 
1643 while Louis XIV is only four years old, turning five that following September. 
Louis XIV reaches his majority in 1651 at the age of thirteen. He is fifteen in 1653 when 
the Ballet de la Nuit was performed and he becomes king.  
 
138 Astier, “Louis XIV, Premier Danseur,” 74. 
 
139 “La prière du Roy finie, il se mettait dans sa chère [sic], ou se peignait et luy 
donnait-on un petit habit, les chausses de petite sergetter et la camisole de Hollande, et 
passait dans ung grand cabinet, quy est derrière son antichambre, où il faisait mettre son 
cheval au plus de bruit en tombant sur la selle que sy l’on eut pose ung oreiller. Après, il 
faisait des armes et de la pique et repassait danc sa chambre de’alcosve, où il dansait, et 
rentrait dans sa grande chambre, où il changeait d’habit et desjeusnait.” Marie Sieur De 
Lestourmière et du Poirier, Mémoires, Ed. L de Grandmaison. 1936, 23-24. Cited Astier, 
75. 
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little prince into a truly regal king. This can be seen in the last official portrait of Louis 
XIV painted by Hyacinthe Rigaud in 1701.140 Standing tall, displaying his wealth and 
nobility, Louis XIV shows off his exquisite balletic legs, perfectly turned-out in a fourth 
position.141 
Much credit should be attributed to Louis XIV's dancing masters. Three men were 
instrumental in the dance training of Louis, and the production of court ballets. First, 
Henri Prévost, who was appointed on November 30, 1644, then Jean Renaud, who took 
over on November 12, 1652, and finally Pierre Beauchamps in 1655.142 These lessons 
were an instruction on conduct, etiquette, and manner. The significance of the dance class 
in the seventeenth century for the making of a honnête homme (honest man) cannot be 
overstated.143  
                                                
140 Astier, 75. 
 
141 This is not to be confused with the notion of making a leg. François Nivelon’s The 
Rudiments of Genteel Behavior of 1737, reprinted in facsimile, details with text and 
images “deportment”. The rare text explains, both in theory and practice, everything from 
how one should properly exit a room to how one should execute a curtsey. Making a leg 
refers more to a bow than a standing position, which is presented in Rigaud’s portrait. 
François Nivelon, The Rudiments of Genteel Behavior (London: Paul Holberton 
Publishing, 2003). 
 
142 Beauchamps’ significance alone is extraordinary not only as Louis’s third and 
final dancing master, but because he continued to train the king in an unofficial capacity 
after 1655, when his basic studies were considered completed. He also danced alongside 
the king in the Ballet de la Nuit, and is credited with codifying the five positions of the 
feet. Last, but certainly not least, he joined forces with Jean-Baptiste Lully, creating one 
of the most dynamic, influential, and prolific performing artist and composer duos of not 
just the seventeenth century, but in the history of performing arts. 
 
143 Astier, 76. 
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As Saint-Hubert had penned in 1641, the dance lesson was to add refinement to the 
dexterity of the body and was deemed an extension of the fencing, riding, and vaulting 
classes. "Everyone knows that, for a young nobleman to be polished, he must learn how 
to ride, to fence, and to dance. The first skill increases his dexterity, the second his 
courage, and last his grace and disposition."144 Instructing the body in a physical sense, 
instilling agility, balance, good coordination, focus, memory, and sense of orientation 
were all necessary for one to dance well. In addition to these physical practices, the 
ultimate goals of the dancing master were to instruct the mind as well. He instructed on 
subjects such as civility, ethics and ease of manner. The dances presented, full of tricky 
geometric patterns, steps “in” and “off” balance, sudden changes of focus and rhythm, 
and numerous beats, were quite challenging, in addition to supplying the ultimate 
instruction in control and self-awareness. This aspect of seventeenth-century dance must 
be remembered because it illuminates why this discipline was included among the martial 
arts, and why having the skill to dance was so important in the assessment of a 
gentleman’s worth.145  
                                                
144 “Chacun sçait qu’il est necessaire pour polliar un jeune Gentilhomme qu’il aprene 
à monter à cheval, à tirer des armes, et à dancer. Le premier augmentant quelque chose 
à l’adresse, le second au courage, et l’autre à grace et à la disposition…” Cited in and 
Saint-Hubert and Christout, How to Succeed in Ballet, 26. In his instruction manual, 
Hubert details what is necessary to produce a court ballet: the subject, music, dancing, 
costumes, and stage machines. He places a profound importance on the organizational 
aspect, management and rehearsal, as if giving a nod to today’s artistic directors. 
 
145 In Paris, dance schools were almost exclusively found in fencing or riding 
academies. Astier, 76. For more on the commonalities between dance and fencing or 
combat, see Catherine Turocy, "La Cosmografia del Minor Mondo: Recovering Dance 
Theory to Create Today's Baroque Practice," in Dance on Its Own Terms: Histories and 
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Only a few short months after his first lesson, the six-year-old Sun King opened his 
own ball in the great chamber of the Palais-Royal on February 27, 1645. His first cousin, 
Mademoiselle (1627–1693),146 was his partner and the dance was the courante, one of the 
most demanding of the time, but a favorite of Louis XIV’s. His debut in ballet came six 
years later in the 1651 production of Cassandre. With his love for dance, there was to be 
an astounding number of ballets in store for the monarch, which he participated in until 
well into his forties. The last production he ever performed in was Ballet de Flore in 
1669. 
Both Louis XIV’s governmental and dance history is often each divided into two 
segments, both hinging on the year 1661. The significance of this lies in the fact that 
1661 was the year in which the L’Académie Royale de la Danse, the first academy of this 
type in the world, was established, and also the year of Cardinal Mazarin’s death when 
Louis XIV declared he would rule alone, without a chief minister, marking the beginning 
of his absolute monarchy.147 Before this in the first period of Louis XIV’s dance career, 
from 1644 to 1661, he had spent the majority of his time acquiring skills from 
                                                                                                                                            
Methodologies, ed. Melanie Bales and Karen Eliot. (New York, NY: Oxford University 
Press, 2013), 157-174. 
 
146 Anne-Marie-Louise of Orléans, Granddaughter of Henry IV, first cousin to Louis 
XIV, was often referred to as La Grande Mademoiselle. 
 
147 Catherine Turocy mentions that the Preamble in the official papers for the 
establishment of L’Académie Royale de la Danse in Paris reads in part: "The King 
equates the importance of dance with that of the military. In wartime, nobles are in the 
service of the King's army, but in times of peace, they are in service of his ballet." 
Catherine Turocy, "La Cosmografia del Minor Mondo: Recovering Dance Theory to 
Create Today's Baroque Practice," in Dance on Its Own Terms: Histories and 
Methodologies, ed. Melanie Bales and Karen Eliot. (New York, NY: Oxford University 
Press, 2013), 161. 
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professionals, closely observing the creative process, expanding his knowledge of theatre, 
improving his assessment of people, perfecting his aesthetic values, and generally making 
his way toward concepts that were to give the dance a strong and lasting foundation.148 
The second period of Louis’s dance career (1661–1687),149 was a time of much 
experimentation, improving upon and redefining the already established ballet genres. 
These years provided a closer integration of dance into dramatic works. One example is 
the creation of a distinctive style, known as ‘Le style classique de la danse,’ or better still, 
‘le style français.’150 Despite their long and favorable time on stage, it is interesting how 
we have lost the way of thinking about these ballets de cour or ballet in general, for that 
matter, in a political aspect. These spectacles were originally devised to be understood as 
a way to communicate a certain political thought or agenda through imagery and 
storytelling, often referencing mythology to do so. They were an assortment of 
performances to be seen by a broad audience, and presented a manipulation of visual and 
aural experience.151 Though Louis XIV has been portrayed as the “star” of this thesis and 
of the 1653 production, one must keep in mind that members of court were required to 
learn to dance, and this was a favorable activity for all. Louis XIV clearly loved to dance, 
enjoyed being the star, and certainly used these politically charged ballets as a means of 
                                                
148 Astier, 83. 
 
149 The death of Lully is frequently cited as the end of Louis XIV’s dance career.  
 
150 Astier, 83. 
 
151 Roy Strong, Art and Power: Renaissance Festivals, 1450-1650 (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1984), 4. 
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propaganda, but these types of entertainments were not new to court life, only their level 
of sophistication and later developments are considered innovative, and are the focus of 
this thesis.152  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
152 A note on Louis and his dance dancing in comparison to his contemporaries: He as 
well as other young aristocratic boys would have received the same training, that is why 
members of court were able to participate in such productions. Louis XIV’s coming of 
age was celebrated with a ballet de cour (or spectacle), just as any of major event of the 
seventeenth century court would have, and finally, his foundation of the Royal Academy 
of Dance is a reflection and direct consequence of earlier experiences and establishments 
of other academies. His founding of the Royal Academy of Dance served to 
institutionalize, formalize, and standardize dance as a subject.  
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Chapter Three  
A Political Ballet 
February 23, 1653 had finally arrived, the opening night of Ballet de la Nuit, the first 
royal ballet the young King, Louis XIV performed in. The ballet spectacle was devised to 
be interpreted as the young monarch saving the country from civil war while reasserting 
royal authority in the immediate aftermath of the Fronde.153 There is no doubt that Louis 
XIV was an exceptional monarch, especially because his reign still holds the title for 
longest reigning monarch in European history. Customarily, the governmental history of 
his reign is divided into two segments: 1643–1661 during which Mazarin was chief 
minister, and 1661–1715154 when Louis XIV declared his rule as an absolute monarch. 
This division proves logical, but one should perceive the “personal reign” not as a 
reaction against the first period, but rather as an extension or development of it.155 This 
thesis focuses on the years 1643–1653, although an understanding of the second half, 
1661–1715, is essential to understanding this reign. The character buildup of Louis XIV 
is a unique one and plays a significant role in the way in which the Sun King conducted 
his reign. This chapter will focus on the political backdrop for the ballet de cour 
spectacle, leading up to the Fronde and the effect it had on Louis XIV, along with a 
concise examination of Cardinal Mazarin and his influence on the king and France, and 
finally a discussion on the livret and the roles cast in the Ballet de la Nuit.  
                                                
153 Burden, A Spectacle for the King, 8.   
   
154 The year 1661 is of significance because it is the year Mazarin died and the same 
year Louis XIV established the Royal Academy of Dance.  
 
155 David Sturdy, Louis XIV, 22.  
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The way in which Louis XIV’s reign was presented and thus recorded reiterates the 
notion that the presentation of the king and state is the ultimate duty for all, for it had 
been a long tradition. For example, Cardinal Richelieu, along with his assistants the 
Capuchin friar Père Joseph, also known as François Leclerc du Tremblay (1577–1638), 
and the intendant Sublet des Noyers, had yoked artists and writers alike to the chariot of 
state, so as to present the utmost favorable image of the king, Louis XIII and his 
government. At Richelieu’s request, the nobleman, and member of the academy, Jean-
Louis Guez de Balzac (1597–1654), wrote a treatise entitled The Prince, which portrayed 
Louis XIII as the ideal ruler. Official historians such as Charles Sorel (1602–1674), 
Pierre Matthieu (1563–1621), author of Les merveilles de Louis le Juste (1627), and 
Scipion Dupleix (1569–1661), author of Historie de Louis le Juste (1635), recorded the 
reign as a series of “marvels” and compared the king to Caesar, Charlemagne, Clovis, 
and St. Louis. A number of pamphlets were written to justify the politics of the 
government against internal and external critics. Additionally, an official newspaper, the 
weekly Gazette, was founded in 1631. It was printed in the Louvre and edited by a client 
of Richelieu’s, Théophraste Renaudot, who appeared in Chapter One.156  
Finally, the state also made use of the spectacle and of the visual arts. Louis XIII was 
fond of music and ballet, and was a dancer himself, and the ballet de cour prospered and 
transformed during his reign. The political function of some of these performances of the 
period is apparent, as in the case of the ballet La prospérite des armes de France (1640), 
with the libretto attributed to Jean Desmarets, a founding member of the Académie 
                                                
156 Burke, The Fabrication of Louis XIV, 185.  
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Française.157 Cardinal Richelieu, Louis XIII’s chief minister, commissioned the piece to 
celebrate the victories over the Spanish, but in reality, it was to celebrate the marriage of 
the Duke of Enghien, future Grande Condé, with Claire-Clemence de Maille-Breze, the 
Cardinal’s niece.158  
Louis XIV was well versed in his country’s history and knew the French monarchy 
had faced very difficult times during previous reigns. After the accidental and untimely 
death of Henry II in 1559, the country suffered through a series of religious wars. 
Protestant and Catholic factions led by wealthy, powerful nobles, struggled for control 
over a weak central government ruled by the unpopular foreign queen, the Italian 
Catherine de’ Medici. Henry IV became the first king from the Bourbon branch of the 
Capetian line, after the assassination of Henry III in 1589, and began to restore authority, 
but he was assassinated in 1610. During his reign, though, Henry IV, a Protestant turned 
Catholic, began to rebuild the authority of the crown by conciliating the towns and nobles 
and granting limited toleration for Protestants in the Edict of Nantes (1598).159 Henry 
IV’s death left the throne to his young nine-year-old son, Louis XIII, with Maria de’ 
Medici, another unpopular Italian queen named as regent on behalf of her son. The years 
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to follow were full of rebellions such as those by the junior branch of the Bourbon family 
as well as by the Protestants who feared the destruction of their rights.160  
 As Louis XIII grew and took power, his power and authority were undermined by 
the lack of a male heir and by his less-than-commanding personality, although he did 
place his trust in a very talented first minister, Arman-Jean du Plessis, Cardinal Richelieu. 
He was an intelligent and talented statesman from a prominent provincial noble family 
who wished to assert France’s power in Europe, all the while strengthening the king’s 
authority. Richelieu’s foreign policy was ultimately a success, but it came at the cost of 
constant warfare from 1635 to 1659, which eventually led to the postponement of his 
plans for internal reform. These issues provided the setting for a series of complicated 
civil wars known as the Fronde from 1648 to 1653.161  
 Warfare was indeed the essential context for those years, especially as France 
officially entered the Thirty Years War (1618–1648) in 1635, with Cardinal Richelieu as 
chief minister. France was placed under immense pressure due to the financial cost of 
war, and therefore responded by creating more and increased taxes, in addition to various 
other ways to raise money, such as the creation and sale of offices, forced loans, and 
manipulation of the currency.162 These quickly multiplying financial demands, especially 
during times of socio-economic distress, were responsible for much of the discontent of 
the 1630s and 1640s, the years of Louis XIV’s childhood. Widespread revolt broke out in 
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Guyenne in 1635, and in Saintonge and Périgord during the years 1636 and 1637 there 
were revolts as well.  The most serious revolt, that of the ‘nu-pieds’ of Normandy, began 
in 1639, and lasted nearly a decade. The government responded with a mixture of 
coercion and concession, although social protest and conflict remained predominant 
throughout the 1640s, reaching yet another climax between 1648 and 1653 as these 
rebellions, the Frondes, nearly brought the regime to its knees.163  
During his youth Louis XIV had a first-hand experience of how dangerous and 
threatening it can be for the king's position, if elites of the estates, above all the nobility 
of the sword and the high judicial and administrative officials, overcome dislike of each 
other and made common connection and cause against him.164 An attempt was made to 
overthrow the existing order at the expense of his house; attacks poured in from every 
direction against the representatives of the monarchy.165 Constituting the most serious 
uprising in France between the sixteenth-century and the Revolution, the Frondes were 
part of a much wider process of rebellion civil war, which swept across Europe in the 
1640s and 1650s. The Frondes lasted half a decade and included all sections of society: 
parlementaires, officers, clergy, nobles, Princes of the Blood, urban and rural masses. 
The rebellions can be organized into three classes: the Fronde of the parlements (led by 
the Parlement of Paris) from 1648 to 1649, the Fronde of the princes from 1649 to 1652, 
and the Fronde of the provinces which lasted until 1653. All actions caused by the 
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Fronde and the Frondeurs deeply affected Louis XIV. He, his mother, Queen Anne of 
Austria, and Cardinal Mazarin often had to flee their capital city of Paris in order to 
ensure their safety.  
France, and Louis XIV, needed a strong king because there was so much pressure 
from others to obtain power. The declaration of Louis XIV’s majority on September 7, 
1651 placed an even greater pressure on the Frondeurs because the regency had ended, 
and the idea of resistance to the royal policy did not suggest rebellion against the young 
king was an option.166 In October 1652, at the age of fourteen, Louis XIV made his 
formal entry into his capital, and the Fronde in Paris was declared finished.167 Although 
Frondeur movements continued in the provinces, the last in Bordeaux, the ending of 
violence in Paris caused them to phase out in 1653, and Mazarin made his return to the 
city.168 These threatening events most certainly had a catastrophic and terrifying impact 
on young Louis XIV, making his debut as the god Apollo, saving his country at the end 
of the Ballet de la Nuit significant. In order to truly understand Louis XIV and his reign 
of spectacles, Cardinal Mazarin must be examined further.  
One misconception that must be cleared up is that Mazarin was Richelieu’s chosen 
successor. Richelieu only suggested to Louis XIII that he keep Mazarin as one member of 
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a governing group.169 In December 1642, in anticipation of his own death, Cardinal 
Richelieu established an inner circle, consisting of four of his closest ministerial 
créatures (clients), Chancellor Séguier, the secretary of state for war, Sublet de Noyers, 
the secretary for foreign affairs, Leon Bouthillier, comte de Chavigny, and the general 
homme de confiance, Mazarin.170 The confusion arose because, after Richelieu’s death, 
Louis XIII made Mazarin a royal minister, meaning the king gave him the formal status 
of the other members of Richelieu’s circle, and therefore the right to be present in the 
Council of State.171 Louis XIII died only four months after Richelieu and this brought 
about another important change: Louis’s testament, which sought to relegate the queen 
from control of policy. This notion was quickly abandoned and within days Anne was 
confirmed as regent of France, governing for the five-year old future Louis XIV.172 With 
Queen Anne’s support, Mazarin rose quickly to first ministerial status and from 1643 
until 1651, the year of Louis’s majority, Louis XIV’s mother, Anne of Austria ruled as 
Regent of France with Cardinal Mazarin serving as chief minister. Sensing resentment 
from aristocratic families, Mazarin caused a series of quarrels and confrontations that 
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removed all of Richelieu’s créatures from the government, replacing them with his own 
allies.173  
Cardinal Mazarin, born Giulio Raimondo Mazzarino, was instrumental in the lives of 
both the King and Queen. He was also the young king’s godfather, and a brief study of 
his early career and his (Italian) origins will be of help.174 David Parrott’s essay, Art, 
Ceremony and Performance: Cardinal Mazarin and Cultural Patronage at the Court of 
Louis XIV explains that Mazarin had a strong personal and public commitment to artistic 
patronage, as he was a collector and admirer of Italian art and supporter of Italian opera. 
Parrott explains that Mazarin was preparing for great cultural triumphs for Louis XIV’s 
reign and brought art from Italy, especially from Rome, so that he could, in the words of 
his librarian, Gabriel Naudé, “spare the youth of France the long journey to Italy in order 
to perfect their skills in sculpting and painting.”175   
The goal was to take the Italian taste and develop it into a distinctly French style, 
which would not only embody the splendor of the reign of Louis XIV, but also would 
signify the cultural arm of a policy of French aggrandizement and influence abroad. The 
absolute best of the Italian Baroque style was used and transformed by men such as Louis 
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le Vau, Jean-Baptise Lully, and Charles Le Brun, into a style that was distinctly French, a 
new style, for a new king; French Baroque.176   
It could be assumed that the Cardinal’s own aesthetic judgment and artistic 
enthusiasms were a partial explanation for the character and motivation of his patronage. 
Raised in Rome, Mazarin was first employed by the Colonna family. He then owed his 
political rise to his padroni, the Barberini nephews of Pope Urban VIII. Mazarin was 
immersed in the world of a particular elite, which patronized and appreciated most 
aspects of contemporary art.177 Above all, the two Barberini Cardinal-nephews, Antonio 
and Francesco, were powerful patrons of music and opera.178 Mazarin's residence in 
Rome during the 1630’s when opera performances were being prepared and staged 
certainly had an effect on him.  
Many Frondeurs associated all the issues of state with Cardinal Mazarin himself. He 
was frequently vilified from Parisian pulpits, censured by the Parlement of Paris, and 
ridiculed in the streets from 1648 onwards. Thousands of Mazarinades or pamphlets were 
published criticizing him as a Machiavellian Italian adventurer who had enriched himself 
at the expense of the French state.179 The Frondeurs detested his character, accusing him 
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of having an evil influence over the queen mother and the young king, and suspected him 
of crimes including tyranny.180 
In several accounts of the performing arts of this period, there is still the notion that in 
1648 and 1649, Mazarin’s initiatives in spectacle entertainment, such as opera and ballet, 
were attempts to distract and ultimately divert the political classes from their unhappiness 
and complaints by providing them with entertainment with the greatest staged special 
effects.181 After 1652 the grands ballets de cour took this entertainment into a more 
straightforwardly triumphalist mode—overt reminders of the victory of the king and of 
Mazarin over the rebels of the Fronde.  
 Between 1643 and 1661, Cardinal Mazarin served as the leading figure in the 
government, and therefore gave Louis his political education. Up until Mazarin’s death in 
March 1661, the king still played the part shaped by tradition and Cardinal Mazarin. 
After the death of the cardinal, Louis declared his intention of ruling without a first 
minister, marking the beginning of his famous absolute monarchy. The Sun King wanted 
to exercise pouvoir absolu (absolute power), in other words, power that was not shared 
with others. Of course, this did not mean that the king ruled without advice or 
assistance.182 The king had many assistants, the most important being Jean-Baptiste 
Colbert (1619–1683), who was recommended to the king by Mazarin. From 1661 
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forward, Louis was actively involved in writing, or revising, his own script.183 Colbert 
served Louis XIV from 1661 onwards as a member of the conseil royal des finances 
(Council of State), and from 1664 as surintendant des bâtiments (superintendent of the 
king’s works). In these roles, Colbert supervised royal patronage of the arts, and his 
reputation was that of a serious, hard-working man who resented spending the state’s 
money on anything that was not considered useful. Although, like Mazarin, Colbert 
considered the arts to be useful in that they contributed to the king’s glory.184 
As discussed in Chapter Two, during the king’s minority, a time of political unrest, 
the formal balls held at court or at the town hall had more of a political agenda than an 
entertaining one. It could be assumed that it might have been enough for the young Louis 
XIV to show that he was fit, willing to please, and prepared to undertake with courage 
what no one expected him to do with such expertise. Another aspect of the disturbances 
of the Fronde to be considered, which added to the young Louis’s participation in court 
ballet, was that the activities of the Fronde caused the education of young Louis to be 
often neglected. Though Mazarin was chiefly in charge of the young king’s education, 
many diary entries and other first hand accounts from those at court record that the king 
seemed hopeless as a ruler because of his lack of education. Many noted that he 
frequently muttered and was often very quiet.185 As mentioned in the Introduction, he 
received proper training in dance and other noble exercises, such as fencing and riding. 
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With this unique training along with ample time to observe those at court and their plots 
against the monarchy, the young king discovered the formula for his personal success 
during these dark years of the Fronde. He observed that people who played together, 
stayed out of mischief and therefore decided to make it his pleasurable duty to keep his 
subjects busy with dizzying spectacles, of which he was often the main event.186  
In the year 1651, the year of his coming of age, many ballets were given to entertain 
and celebrate Louis XIV. There were ballets danced in the country, given by courtiers 
and crown officials, but where the king’s musical troupe, the Grande Bande, was present, 
there were much larger spectacles.187 In his essay, “Louis XIV, Premier Danseur,” Régine 
Astier provides accounts and primary source examples of what was occurring at court 
during this time. An impressive example would be the nautical ballets, such as one 
performed in the Seine by mermaids and tritons. These characters even had wooden tails 
and fin-like arms supported by air bladders. Astier explains that the king even devised an 
“impromptu ballet” where he danced in the gardens of the Palais-Cardinal with the 
“Palais Brion lit by a great many paper lanterns emblazoned with the king’s arms” as the 
most effective backdrop.188 The Gazette reported its success as the king was asked to 
perform it again, “As he did on the following 15th (June), in front of the princess Louise 
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and most of court.”189 From then on, it was quite clear to the courtiers that if they did not 
already embrace the king’s passion for the art of dance, they soon should, for their own 
sake. With the end of the Fronde in 1653, peace reigned once more in the city of Paris, 
and court entertainment returned. Cardinal Mazarin’s reinstatement to power along with 
the king’s triumphal return to Paris made celebrations of unprecedented splendor and 
magnificence an imperative necessity. Mazarin then looked to the ballet de cour as he 
searched for ways to regenerate confidence in the government and in the person of the 
king. In the young king, who was only fourteen years old at the time, beautiful to behold, 
and talented as a dancer, Mazarin found the perfect instrument for the achievement of this 
goal.190  
An in-depth analysis of those who participated in the Ballet de la Nuit, who watched, 
and why they watched must now be undertaken. David Parrott explains that the ballets 
were indeed, as the traditional assumption suggests, confident and triumphal celebrations, 
and in this case, a celebration of the young king’s virility. What has not been discussed 
however, is the idea that these ballets, the Ballet de la Nuit in particular, could be seen as 
no less than a triumphal celebration of a victory over the forces of a provincial and noble 
uprising through the good government of Cardinal Mazarin.191 In addition, the ballet de 
cour was a crucial means to implicate the courtiers in validating the regime, and staging 
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royal authority.192 We must remember, this performance was a twelve-hour long 
production and the court was forced to watch. They were forced to celebrate or appear to 
support the victory over the Fronde. Parrott explains how the Ballet de la Nuit, a 
spectacle danced solely by the courtiers who remained in Paris loyal to Cardinal Mazarin, 
mirrored precisely the uncertain political environment in which the ballet was first 
performed.193 There were a few remaining members of the court, especially those in 
exile, who were still trying to stir up conflict form the Fronde, particularly Prince de 
Condé.  
The Ballet de la Nuit, with its forty-three entrées, was truly fit for a victorious king. It 
was a sumptuous production, loaded with symbolic overtones. It was in this spectacle that 
the teenage monarch made his first appearance as the “Sun.” During the Fourth Watch, 
Louis XIV danced the role of Apollo, signifying the legitimate personification of the 
young King as the “rising sun,” considering that the dark years of the Fronde were over. 
He represented the notion that peace and order had returned, and that a new era was 
dawning. The Gazette reported:  
The king’s costume was covered with a rich gold embroidery with a great 
many rubies. The sunrays which appeared around his head were of diamonds, 
and the crown around his head, was of rubies and pearls with a great many 
plumes, red and white.194   
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It must have been an extraordinary sight to see him in his glittering gold 
armor, with his grace, beauty, and agility as he descended to take his place in the 
final tableau; his assimilation to Apollo must have seemed complete.195  
During 1653–1656, frequent allusions to shadows, darkness and confusion were 
made, and conveniently defeated in such spectacles. These allusions were very much 
described in the present tense, and allude to the king’s role in defeating them in the 
future.196 It was essential that the king appeared in the ballets, not only to demonstrate a 
concrete staging of royal authority, or to demonstrate his divine dancing skills, but above 
all to convince the courtiers that they had made the right decision in supporting Mazarin 
and his restoration. 
Parrott argues that the chances of Mazarin’s political survival absolutely rested on the 
king’s participation in such spectacles. In fact, the First Minister’s survival completely 
depended on whether or not the political middle ground could be convinced that Condé, 
his supporters and all others in opposition to Mazarin were waging an illegitimate and 
treasonable war against the king of France.197 More importantly, Isaac Benserade, who 
wrote the verses for the successful ballets de cour of the 1650s, aided Mazarin.198 
Benserade’s lines written for the king, from 1653 forward, without fail, indicated that the 
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king had an ultimate responsibility for policy and actions undertaken by his 
government.199 Coincidently, the ballets de cour were used as a way to convince as many 
as possible, especially the young king, that Mazarin was no more than the executive of a 
king who already had exercised his own ideas and will in matters of the government, as 
in personal conduct.200 The lines written by Benserade are certainly one way to 
understand the political situation at court; however, there are other clever hints such as 
casting that demonstrate the politics at court.  
The livret details the cast list,201 which showcases a certain aspect at court. Courtiers 
were often cast in relation to their role, status or image at court. For example, François-
Christophe de Levis Ventadour (1603–1661), comte de Brion and (from 1632) 3rd duc 
d’Amville, was considered to be very flirtatious and only married for money. The lines 
written for him by Benserade portray him as a gypsy and as Angelique, alluding to his 
numerous love affairs. Unfortunately for Alexandre de Choiseul (1635–1672), comte du 
Plessis-Praslin, son of 1st duc de Choiseul and 1st Gentleman of the Chambre de 
Monsieur, he was cast as a Nereïde, a sea nymph, a literal reference to his 
unattractiveness. James Stuart (1633–1701), Duke of York and (1685–1688) King James 
II of England, who danced the roles of Amoureux Trancy, and Génie de l’Honneur is 
another fine example. The verses Benserade wrote for him as a transient or diffident lover 
refer to his exile from England. Finally, his role as the Spirit of Honor mirrors his 
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military success against the Fronde under Marshal Turenne in 1652–1653.202 Whether or 
not these members of court danced the roles willingly or while gritting their teeth is 
uncertain, but one can imagine that some were less than pleased as it often satirized them.  
One of the most significant verses paired with a performer occurs at the pinnacle of 
the performance when the Sun rises at the ballet’s close, and was danced by Louis’ 
brother, Philippe, Duke of Orléans. Benserade’s verses proclaimed his role:   
In all the time I have heralded the East, 
Never in my career have I shone 
So splendidly and proudly, 
Never with so smiling an aspect, 
Never have I preceded such brilliant light. 
What eyes, seeing it, would not be dazzled? 
The Sun which follows me is the young LOUIS. 
 
The company of the stars flees away 
As soon as this great star advances; 
The dim glimmers of Night, 
That triumphed in his absence 
Dare not withstand his presence; 
All these fleeting lights vanish: 
The Sun that follows me is the young LOUIS.203 
 
These verses paved the way for the entrance of Louis XIV himself in the final dance, 
wearing a costume sparkling with gold with an explosion of ostrich plumes as a crown.204 
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Just as one's position or image reflected at court played a part in casting of this 
spectacle, similar constraints of social status restricted professional’s participation in the 
Grand Ballet at the end of the whole work, which was traditionally danced entirely by 
courtiers, including the Dukes of York and Buckingham in 1653.205 The significance of 
the Grand Ballet speaks volumes because those who danced with Louis XIV in this final 
dance were his most trusted courtiers, those who remained in his favor during the Fronde 
rebellions. The concluding piece of the spectacle showcasing Louis XIV as the Sun King 
saving France from those who rebelled against him, dancing with his most trusted 
courtiers, could not have sent a more clear message about the young king and the future 
he hoped to create for France.  
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Chapter Four 
The Sun King Dances: How to Successfully Reconstruct a Ballet de Cour 
 
 This chapter will discuss the reconstruction of the Ballet de la Nuit, organized by the 
author, Sarah Lysgaard, with choreography by Megan Lysgaard,206 and performed by the 
Baroque Performance Club of San José State University, entitled The Sun King Dances 
(see Figure 3).  
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Figure 3: Title Page of The Sun King Dances (dress rehearsal), 2018, San José State 
University Music Concert Hall. Reprinted with the permission of Samantha Geballe.207  
 
The aim of this creative project was to delve beneath the Ballet de la Nuit’s surface to 
recover the performance’s original lines of force in an artistic manner.208 This thesis, and 
the reconstruction, presents the 1653 ballet de cour, the history of dance and its 
significance today, through abstractions of the ballet de cour and ballet, along with tap 
and modern dance.209 This chapter will also discuss the notion of dance literacy as it 
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serves as the foundation of and directly relates to the goal of the creative project. Dance 
literacy is an essential historical component in the interpretation of dance reconstructions, 
because the reconstructions are not just the formal and philological features of court 
ballet, but the whole discourse that linked performers and audience members as they 
produced and experienced them.210 Though no statistics regarding how a contemporary 
audience viewed The Sun King Dances were recorded, the author did have a significant 
amount of interest regarding this view. Was it purely entertainment? Did politics fuel the 
production or was a political connection made? Were participants cast based on rank or 
reputation? Was the audience impressed only by the contemporary elements; did they 
think court dancing was easy?  
Catherine Turocy,211 Director of the New York Baroque Dance Company explains 
that in the superb and opulent entertainments of Louis XIV’s court, early ballet was 
considered an art in addition to a science. In the early years of ballet development, the 
body was trained and treated as a highly functioning instrument of artistic expression and 
was intended to reveal the movements of the soul within the performer. It is through 
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motions of the body, felt both internally and externally, that the dancer tells the story of 
the ballet.   
Dance, by definition is essentially allegorical, and it is through the linear presentation 
of the steps and of the figured passages, that it is capable of a much deeper and 
mysterious truth. For example, steps such as a dégagé or an arabesque assume in a ballet 
a more precise meaning: contempt or request.212 To reconstruct the Ballet de la Nuit 
purely in ballet de cour tradition would be an outstanding feat, but to abstract it into new 
genres of dance, with their own steps, with their deeper meanings, is a way for the 
audience of the twenty-first century to understand, and hopefully relate.  
The word ballet as referenced in this historical overview is not the same as the ballet 
performances we know of today; the term has different meanings depending on the 
century of topic. The development of dance in the Middle Ages serves as a significant 
starting point because one can trace dances of the seventeenth century, the courante, 
branle, tricotet, and sarabande back to the carole. The courts of the eleventh and twelfth 
centuries created the distinction between dances associated into certain classes, therefore 
also the distinction of dances learned and one’s accessibility to learning them. Next, the 
development of the elevated stage and proscenium stage allowed for the separation of 
audience and performer, and later, between viewer and professional. The 
acknowledgement and presence of a stage also provided a distinction between mandatory 
court activity and etiquette and court entertainment.   
                                                
212 Marie-Françoise Christout, and Fernando Bassan, "Ballet: Incarnation of 
Allegory." Dance Chronicle 18, no. 3 (1995):), 427. 
http://www.jstor.org.libaccess.sjlibrary.org/stable/1567840. 
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The carole serves as the absolute base of dance from the twelfth century. It could be 
performed by all, required no specific or elaborate costume, and was accompanied by 
singing. It was performed in circles, lines, and processions in locations such as 
churchyards, streets, and courtly halls. The moresque was another significant dance of 
this century as it signifies a major change requiring ornate costumes and was performed 
solely by courtiers and dancing masters. Later, in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries it 
transformed into the moresche, which included combat and pantomimed elements. It also 
used allegory and mythology as inspiration and frequently alluded to characters of 
familiar tales. The basse danse of the 1300s–1500s, was very similar to the carole, but 
incorporated a bow, pantomimes, and a slower processional version along with a faster 
sequence of steps. The basse danse led to the rise of more complex patterns used in the 
sequence of steps, creating yet another divide between social dancing for all and social 
dancing for the elite. The basse danse led to the development of the danse à deux, a 
dance for two, and the final breakaway from the carole. During the fourteenth century 
dance treatises began to appear, therefore concrete instruction of how one should perform 
such elegant movements was being taught. The idea of instruction and etiquette led to 
more organized spectacles and various genres of ballet. These spectacles, like dance of 
the Middle Ages, were performed and used to signify important dates or occasions and 
activities. Scholars then see a strong focus on Italy, its dancing masters, its courts and its 
connection to France through Catherine de’ Medici. The ballet de cour then officially 
began to flourish and, depending on the King or Queen at the time and their specific 
interests, ballet grew into many unique forms such as the ballet-comique and ballets 
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burlesques. Performed in 1626, the Grand Ballet de la Douairière de Billebahaut was 
one of the most successful of these ballets burlesques and consisted of five acts and 
twenty-six entrées.  
The historical dances are serve as the foundations of ballet (and dance), as we know it 
today. Remember that, especially from the Renaissance forward, these were multimedia 
productions, consisting of music, dance, poetry, and more, something that seems so 
natural to us today. Learning to count music, coordinate individuals and groups, create 
figures and patterns, and assign costumes were all new concepts that developed from the 
Middle Ages on. The Renaissance codified these ideas into a more cohesive discipline, 
using ideas of humanism. Then, just as in painting or sculpture, the dances and dancers of 
the Baroque era added drama and flare. Without considering the political and social 
events for a moment, these productions can be viewed as stepping-stones for the 
productions of today. Louis XIV is typically the “starting point” when researching ballet, 
but much credit is also due to those who came before Louis XIV, especially his father, 
Louis XIII.  Louis XIV and his court certainly elevated the idea of dancing and it was 
Louis XIV and his court that founded the Royal Academy of Dance, resulting in the 
notion of professional dancers with a strict curriculum, but in the context of ballet today 
and its inception, it is indeed the court of Louis XIV that must be given credit. He and his 
last dancing master, Pierre Beauchamps, created dance notation213 and the positions of 
the feet (see Figure 4), which are still used today.214  
                                                
213 In 1700, Pierre Beauchamps’s pupil, Raoul-Auger Feuillet, published a system of 
notating dances in his book titled Chorégraphie ou l’art de decrier la danse par 
caracteres, figures, et signed démonstraitifs.  It was later translated into English by 
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Figure 4: The Five Positions of the Feet. Drawing by the author.  
                                                                                                                                            
dancing master John Weaver in 1706: Orchesography. Pierre Beauchamps, the director 
of the Académie Royale de Danse and dancing master to the king until 1687, filed a 
formal complaint in 1704 stating that Feuillet had received credit for publishing dance 
notation when in fact he had done so earlier. Due to the fact that Beauchamps never 
published the work, he was unable to substantiate his claims. Many dancing masters and 
music writers credited Beauchamps in print with the initial creation of a notation system 
for dance. Rebecca Harris-Warrick and Carol G. Marsh, Musical Theatre at the Court of 
Louis XIV: Le Mariage De La Grosse Cathos (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1994), 84-85. 
 
214 These positions are the starting point for any step or exercise done in ballet.  This 
means that the legs are turned outward, with turnout stemming from the hip. An excellent 
source, translated into English, which displays the five positions, and examples of their 
use and form before a specific step may be found in Pierre Rameau’s dancing manual: 
Pierre Rameau and Cyril William Beaumont, The Dancing Master (Brooklyn, NY: Dance 
Horizons, 1970).  
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Without Louis XIV’s desire to elevate ballet and include it in the fine arts, such as 
painting, and sculpture,215 it cannot be said for certain how ballet would have developed. 
Much of what we know and love today, for example Sleeping Beauty, Don Quixote, and 
even The Nutcracker, stem from the nineteenth century, but, choreographers and 
performers of the nineteenth century looked to the professional dancers of the eighteenth 
century, who were an immediate result of the professionals trained at the court of Louis 
XIV and the foundation of Royal Academy of Dance. One might argue that the spectacles 
of Louis XIV’s court, such as the Ballet de la Nuit, have no correlation to the great ballets 
performed today, which is true only in a political or contextual sense. In terms of 
production values and technique, the ballets of today are directly connected. The way a 
story is told, the dance curriculum and movements used have not dramatically changed 
from the seventeenth century. A brief examination of key historical movements, 
developments, and figures in the history of dance after the court of Louis XIV is crucial 
for this understanding.  
The establishment of the Royal Academy of Dance by Louis XIV in 1661 marks the 
turning point in the development of ballet in terms of its direct connection to what ballet 
is considered today. The purpose of the Academy was to improve the quality of dance 
instruction and to institute scientific principles for the art.  The Académie was responsible 
for training dancers who would perform in the king’s ballets and passing judgment on 
                                                
215 For reference: The Académie Française was founded in 1634, the Academy of 
Painting and Sculpture was founded in 1648, and finally the Académie Royale de 
Musique was founded in 1669 and later turned into the Paris Opera as we know it today. 
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new dances. It was also responsible for coaching aspiring masters while sharpening skills 
of existing ones, and keeping a record of all Parisian dance masters.216 Though the 
academy ended up being an ephemeral foundation, its function was resumed almost a 
decade later by Jean-Baptiste Lully and the Académie Royale de la Musique.217 Mid-
seventeenth century is when ballet and opera were not considered separate art forms, and 
most works created by Lully’s troupe contained both dance and vocal music.218  
The eighteenth century, on the other hand, was a time when choreographers and 
dancers yearned for something more. It was felt that dance, should be more than an 
ornament or a spectacle displaying incredible technique, but that it should convey some 
meaning to the viewer, leading to the development of the ballet d’action, which used 
purely movement to tell a story. As we have seen, dance has been telling stories for 
centuries, but now with the development of the professional dancer, the gentlemanly 
demeanor and the necessary court etiquette were exchanged for dramatic dimension with 
intense display of emotion. Early eighteenth century theoreticians started proposing a 
type of dance which could stand on its own, achieving in itself the narrative functions 
previously taken by poetry or song.219   
                                                
216 Au, Ballet and Modern Dance, 24.  
 
217 This evolved into what is known as the Paris Opéra today. 
 
218 Jean-Baptiste Lully, Pierre Beuachamps, and Philippe Quinault collaborated 
together to create the tragédie-lyrique, a new form, which used both dance and song to 
convey a plot. Au, 25. 
 
219 Au, 29. 
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The ballet d’action emerged because of three factors. The first is the enlightenment 
ideas which had spread to dance and dance theory, therefore making it difficult to 
introduce the idea that dance could and should be independent from other arts. The 
second is that, the academic ballet of the eighteenth century strove towards a technical 
refinement that aristocratic amateurs practicing dance could no longer fulfill. Finally, 
theatre as a cultural institution underwent a process of professionalism in which the 
performer and audience member began to be separated from each other.220 Although the 
eighteenth-century ballet did not fully develop the idea of a dramatic ballet, it 
undoubtedly evolved from the politically charged ballets of the previous centuries, and 
most certainly had established itself as a genuine vehicle for dramatic expression. The 
choreographers of the eighteenth century were still investigating the types of themes best 
controlled or displayed through movement. The range of topics, which had successfully 
handled movement included mythological tales, classical tragedies, historical dramas, 
love stories, and pastorals, and this range demonstrated that ballet was an art form of 
considerable flexibility.221  
The nineteenth century provided ballet with its modern identity. For example, the 
soft, tight-fitting slipper of the late eighteenth century replaced the high heel of Baroque 
performances and paved the way for the development of Pointe technique, where a 
dancer rises to the tips of her toes and dances. Technical development was still built upon 
                                                
220 Dorion Weickmann, Choreography and narrative: the ballet d’action of the 
eighteenth century, in The Cambridge Companion to Ballet, ed. Marion Kant, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 53.   
 
221 Au, 43.  
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Beauchamps’ five positions of the feet, but those positions were originally done with a 
45° turnout of the leg and foot. Turnout increased to a 90° turnout, expanding the 
movements by the nineteenth century.222  Also, the tutu, the desire to create the illusion of 
weightlessness and effortlessness, and the association of the female dancer with ethereal 
creatures of fantasy all developed in the nineteenth century.223 It is interesting that the 
focus is that of the female dancer, as previous centuries would not allow women to 
perform in many cases. The notion of a courtly gentleman had subsided, and the rise of 
the ballerina occurred.   
Just as the Enlightenment movement of the eighteenth century contributed to the 
development of ballet, the same can be said of Romanticism, though it did come later to 
ballet than it did the visual arts, literature, or music. For example, Henri Fuseli’s (1741– 
1825) paintings, E.T.A. Hoffmann’s (1776–1822) tales, and music by Hector Berlioz 
(1803–1869) were frequent sources of inspiration for the Romantic ballet with their 
association with the mystical, irrational, supernatural. Another source of frequent 
inspiration was the attraction to exotic locales, whether removed in time or space. 
Additionally, the passionate interest in history, which, led to the Gothic revival in 
architecture, and to what was known as the troubadour style in painting and sculpture in 
France, was mirrored in the quasi-medieval settings of many Romantic ballets.224  
                                                
222 Phillip E. Hammond and Sandra N. Hammond, “The Internal Logic of Dance: a 
Weberian Perspective on the History of Ballet,” Journal of Social History 12, no. 4, (July 
1979): 597. http://www.jstor.org.libaccess.sjlibrary.org/stable/3787367. 
 
223 Au, 45. 
 
224 Au, 45.  
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During the 1830s and 1840s, the Romantic ballet was quite popular and considered a 
serious art form, although by midcentury, it began to lose its luster and by the end of the 
century, ballet in general had reached a low point. No new talents had risen, the creative 
momentum seems to have been lost, and the public no longer regarded it as a significant 
art form.225 It was not until the Russian ballet of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries that ballet saw new development and new theatrical excitement. 
For the purpose of this thesis, the history of Russian ballet will not be examined in 
depth, because for it presents its own extremely unique history. It is worth mentioning 
though, that ballet was first introduced in the seventeenth century at the court of Czar 
Alexei, and Frenchman Jean-Baptiste Landé had founded a professional dancing school 
in 1738.226 Russian ballet does provide us with some of the many great classical 
productions still performed today, as well as some of the most famous dancers in the 
history of ballet. For example, Yelena Andreyanova (1819 – 1857) was a dancer and 
actress who was the first Russian ballerina to dance the role of Giselle, a classical ballet 
by definition.227  It is from this moment on that ballet, or dance for that matter, transforms 
into the many beautiful, complex, emotional, and dynamic productions of today.  
Groundbreaking Russian choreographer and dancer Mikhail Fokine’s (1880–1942) 
efforts to find new forms of expression within the ballet framework, such as modern 
dance required a return to elemental, noncodified movement.  American dancer and 
                                                
225 Au, 45.  
 
226 Au, 61.  
 
227 Au, 62.  
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choreographer, Doris Humphrey (1895–1958) referred to it as "moving from the inside 
out."228 By initiating movement from the center of the torso, Martha Graham’s intention 
was for movement not to provide a theatrical escape, but rather to reflect the 
contemporary mood. Inevitably the design of linear expression and a body in space 
became the ultimate abstraction.229  
Classical ballet moved in a similar direction in the twentieth century. For example, 
choreographer, George Balanchine (1904–1983), considered the father of American 
ballet, viewed dancing as shape in time and space. In collaboration with composer Igor 
Stravinsky (1882–1971), Balanchine created what has been called “pure dance” or 
“neoclassical” ballets. Whether modern dance or ballet, the new purpose was the same: 
movement was to carry its own message.230 
All in all, it can be said that linear expression is the latest technical addition in ballet 
development. It is impossible to say where dance will go next, what avenues it will 
explore next, but what is certain, is its history and its ability to build upon itself and its 
various styles. Modern dance for example, created as an alternative to ballet, now is 
somewhat integrated with ballet. Dancers of each discipline are often interchangeable in 
performances, as they were in The Sun King Dances, because they have been trained in 
both. Indeed, some choreography for ballet originates from those trained primarily in 
modern dance, such as Alvin Ailey (1931–1989), and some originates from those trained 
                                                
228 Cohen and Matheson, 122.  
 
229 Hammond and Hammond, "The Internal Logic of Dance," 601.  
 
230 Hammond and Hammond, 601.  
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in both, such as co-founder of the Joffrey Ballet, Gerald Arpino (1923–2008), and John 
Butler (1918–1993). Similarly, works from the modern dance repertories such as José 
Limón’s (1908 –1972) The Moor’s Pavane of 1949231 and Doris Humphrey’s The 
Shakers (1931) appear in ballet programs. Thus, ballet is very eclectic, and can be 
considered as an art form enhanced by its current popularity and the resulting diverse 
programming.232 
One might say that ballet, or dance for that matter, has come full circle. During the 
Renaissance and Baroque periods, dance spectacles were hybrid or multimedia 
productions. After Louis XIV, in the eighteenth century, professionalism was the focus, 
with a strict curriculum no longer suitable for courtiers. As dance moved into the 
nineteenth century, we see the birth of classical story ballets, something that still directly 
related to the spectacles of the Renaissance and the Baroque eras; after all mythological 
tales and allegories influenced them.  Dance in the twentieth century was very similar to 
art (painting, etc.) of the time because it made the viewer think and ask questions. As 
modern dance was born, the subject matter usually related to a more political or social 
matter, rather than a romantic stories of the nineteenth century for pure entertainment. 
The movement and what it represented were the focus, causing the viewer to ponder 
rather than to be entertained.  Finally, the twenty-first century represents dance coming 
full circle because today, our focus seems to be entertainment full of luxury, revival, and 
                                                
231 This is of special note because former SJSU ballet instructor, Gary Masters, has 
been associated with the José Limón company since 1969. He has also reconstructed this 
piece for sjDANCEco in 2012, where in 2014 he received the Isadora Duncan Award for 
Outstanding Achievement in Restaging/ Revival/Reconstruction. 
 
232 Hammond and Hammond, 602.  
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innovation, but we are also interested in the political and/or social messages that can be 
portrayed. For example, we are just now seeing dance in museums as a way to 
communicate new ideas and push boundaries.233 Like Louis XIV and others from the 
past, we are telling stories, asking questions, and entertaining, but with more defined, 
advanced movements and varied genres of expression. 
Art such as music and poetry exist in time, while architecture and painting exist in 
space. Dance on the other hand, lives at once in time and space.234 In his article 
"Preserving Transience: Ballet and Modern Dance Archives,” Gary J. Chaffee explains 
that dance is an ephemeral art as it is primarily a visual and auditory medium, which, 
occurs in real-time within a physical space, as a performance.235 The ephemeral nature of 
dance as a discipline does not mean that there is not an abundance of surviving primary 
sources in both print and non-print formats. In fact, in an attempt to provide some 
permanence to the ephemerality of these spectacles, many such items are being collected, 
preserved and stored, and are found in archives dedicated to the discipline of dance 
around the world. Chaffee explains that a movement to document materials belonging to 
dance, especially ballet and modern, has occurred over the last few decades with the 
intent, not only to preserve the historical splendors and their organizational aspects for 
both posterity and the educational benefit of those both inside and outside of the 
discipline, but also to capture the art form’s essence and spirit. These exquisite sources 
                                                
233 Dance did exist in museums in the 1980s, but not to the extent that it does today. 
 
234 Curt Sachs and Bessie Schönberg, World History of the Dance (New York: W.W. 
Norton, 1937), 3.  
 
235 Chaffee, "Preserving Transience: Ballet and Modern Dance Archives," 125.  
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and their thriving collections capture the essence of the discipline of dance through 
standard archival activities such as acquisitions, processing, preservation, and providing 
access. Today’s reconstructions and the archives themselves have the connecting purpose 
of safeguarding historical materials of their respective companies and the overarching 
discipline of dance for the use and benefit of others.236  
Researching and reconstructing this performance along with its livret, was essential 
because the livret provides a chronological history of productions, including information 
such as the dates of the performance, geographic location, and the theatre or hall. Also, 
usually included in these spectacular documents were the names of the director, producer, 
music, and performers, which of course included musicians, dancers, and courtiers.237  
While conducting research on particular ballets, one will also read records, such as 
newspaper articles or diary entries which provide more personal details, such as debuts in 
significant roles, and may even include any accidents and problems on stage. 
While the reconstruction preserves the original material in some aspects, it also uses 
the rules of dance to start a new conversation. Chaffee explains that preserving the ballet 
even further occurs when photographs or videos are taken of reconstructions, as these 
modern mediums can be useful for maintaining a visual and historical record of such 
spectacles.238 Using the rules of dance, however, allows one to abstract but also to 
                                                
236 Chaffee, 125-126. 
 
237 However, the Avant-Propos of the printed livret for the Ballet de la Nuit gives no 
indication of the inventors, organizers, machinists, and musicians. The only names 
presented are the king’s and his poet. The printed program (livret) distributed at The Sun 
King Dances provided these details.  
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connect various pieces throughout history, making them relevant today. Acknowledging 
Louis XIV and his magnificent court as essentially the foundations of ballet and dance 
today, this reconstruction used him and the dancing styles of his reign as foundations to 
build upon, demonstrating the significance of dance today, its ability to tell a story, and at 
the same time, simply entertain an audience.  
In the reconstruction, The Sun King Dances, Act I/First Watch was done in the 
Baroque style and technique, representing the ballet de cour and its development through 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (see Figure 5).  
 
Figure 5: Les Heures  and La Nuit  in Act I in The Sun King Dances (dress rehearsal), 
2018, San José State University Music Concert Hall. Reprinted with the permission of 
Samantha Geballe. 
 
                                                                                                                                            
238 Chaffee, 128. 
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Act II/Second Watch followed with a tap abstraction, turning the creative Baroque 
patterns into unique tap steps (see Figure 6).  
 
 
Figure 6: Comus and Venus in Act II in The Sun King Dances (dress rehearsal), 2018, 
San José State University Music Concert Hall. Reprinted with the permission of 
Samantha Geballe. 
 
Act III/Third Watch presented a modern abstraction, using styles similar to those of  
ballet dancer and choreographer Vaslav Nijinsky (1889 – 1950), and using extreme 
storylines and vivid acting (see Figure 7).  
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Figure 7: Selene and Endymion in Act III in The Sun King Dances (dress rehearsal), 
2018, San José State University Music Concert Hall. Reprinted with the permission of 
Samantha Geballe. 
 
Act IV/Fourth Watch presented a classical ballet performance showcasing the basic 
foundations of the RAD239 technique, which stemmed from the Royal Academy of 
Dance, which Louis XIV founded in 1661 (see Figure 8).  
                                                
239 Royal Academy of Dance (English). 
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Figure 8: Sleep and Silence in Act IV in The Sun King Dances (dress rehearsal), 
2018, San José State University Music Concert Hall. Reprinted with the permission of 
Samantha Geballe. 
 
Finally, just as the 1653 production of the Ballet de la Nuit, The Sun King Dances 
closed with the Grand Ballet (see Figure 9), which continued to use the classical ballet 
technique presented in Act IV/the Fourth Watch, but as the number proceeded, the music 
as well as the dancing metamorphosed into a contemporary number.  
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Figure 9: Apollo and Spirits in the Grand Ballet in The Sun King Dances (dress 
rehearsal), 2018, San José State University Music Concert Hall. Reprinted with the 
permission of Samantha Geballe. 
 
The abstractions served as a way for the contemporary dancer or audience member to 
engage in a conversation with the past. Though the styles of dance have evolved, the 
foundations of technique all have their origin at the court of Louis XIV. Understanding 
these foundations in new Neo-Baroque ways allows traditions from the past to resurface. 
This thesis combined the arts, dance and history to create a new dialog, which vividly 
unites the art forms of the past and present.  
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During Act I, Megan240 was cast as the Figure of the Night and remained in the 
middle of all the dancers for the duration of the piece. This was done to demonstrate that 
the Figure of the Night is now the center of the universe or France for that matter. It 
corresponds to her solo in the livret: 
NIGHT 
Languishing light, hide yourself beneath the billows;  
Make way for the loveliest Night of the world, 
Who is approaching with great strides above the horizon. 
It is I, whose darkness and shadows are so highly prized,  
And I have myriad delights in my somber realm 
That, for all his splendor, Day does not possess.241  
 
The other dancers continued to revolve around her in the piece, with one exception, when 
all were together, symbolizing Louis XIV’s care and passion for his country, and his 
willingness to make it glorious again. The minuet, a dance of the seventeenth century, 
was performed at the end of the dance. It consisted of repetitive steps, and spatial patterns 
serving as metaphors, releasing France from the darkness of the night (the Fronde), 
releasing it into the light, representing the glorification of France that Louis was to 
provide. It is through this reconstructed choreography, with the Figure of the Night 
performing the same steps as those dancers cast as The Hours, that the original purpose of 
                                                
240 For the sake of simplicity, the author, Sarah Lysgaard, will be referred to by first 
name when discussing choreography in The Sun King Dances. Megan Lysgaard will also 
be referred to by first name so as not to cause the reader any confusion. 
 
241 “LA NUICT 
Languissance claret, cachez-vous dessous l’onde, Faites place à la Nuict la plus belle du 
monde, Qui dessus l’horzon s’achemine à grands pas, C’est moy de qui l’on prise & la 
noirceur & l’ombre, Et j’ay mille agréments dans mon Empire somber, Qu’en toute sa 
splendeur le jour mesme n’a pas.” Benserade, 1. 
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the 1653 performance was showcased. This piece brought everyone together as a whole, 
symbolizing the new allegiance that those of 1653 were to pay to the young Sun King.  
During Act II, the entertainment of the evening, a tap number was presented. It must 
be stated that only two dancers were used because only two of the cast knew how to tap. 
If more tap dancers were available, more parts would have been cast, but two were 
sufficient to convey the significance. Casting Megan as Venus, another mythological 
character, and a central one in this number, was crucial to draw the mythological 
connection to the contemporary piece. In the livret, Venus is not identified; however, we 
do know that Louis XIV participated in this act. Megan’s role as a goddess signified 
Louis’s elevated position as king, a divine right ruler, connecting to his portrayal of 
Apollo of the Grand Ballet, a role which remained with him for the rest of his reign. 
Using mythology to measure his greatness demonstrated his divine power to bring France 
out of the darkness and the terrors of the Fronde. Sarah was cast as the god Comus, the 
god of festivity, signifying the original nature of this act, the entertainment of the 
evening. As this section of the original production involved both courtiers and 
professionals, in The Sun King Dances, this was used to show that all were encompassed 
in the rebirth of France, and that Louis, like many before him, thoroughly enjoyed the arts 
and spectacles and would continue to use them as a means of entertainment and as a way 
to convey a message.  
The spatial patterns used in Act II were of the Baroque style, showcasing how ballet 
de cour steps are still relevant today and can be abstracted into any genre of dance. Tap is 
strong sounding, commanding, and often demands a room, as did the Sun King and his 
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dancing. Tap was also chosen because, like the court dancing of the seventeenth century, 
it is quite obvious if one does a step incorrectly. One cannot fake a tap step, and members 
of the seventeenth century court were highly concerned with this notion. As previously 
discussed, much training went into dance, including etiquette training, and if one were to 
dance incorrectly, the whole court spoke of it.  
Act III served as a literal abstraction through modern movement. Modern dance 
movement is abstracted pedestrian movement, and pantomiming was the focus of this 
piece. The way in which dancers remember modern choreography is by imagery, whether 
it be metaphorical or abstracted. This is because, unlike ballet, or even tap, modern does 
not have a set vocabulary, and therefore, images and metaphors are used to describe 
movements and positions. In this number, the dancers portrayed the love story of 
Endymion and Selene. Stephanie was cast as the shepherd, Endymion, and her starting 
position, in a darkened corner, upstage right, represented France in its dark place, during 
the years of the Fronde (see Figure 10). 
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Figure 10: Selene and Endymion starting poses in Act IV in The Sun King Dances 
(dress rehearsal), 2018, San José State University Music Concert Hall. Reprinted with 
the permission of Samantha Geballe. 
  
Sarah was cast as Selene (the Moon), who fell in love with the shepherd, and 
descended from the sky, causing an eclipse, or chaos and the Fronde. Sarah’s role as 
Selene required intense emotion, as the demons, danced by Emily and Jessica, had a 
snarky quality to them. They presented the evils of the uprising nobles and the chaos of 
the scene itself. Megan was cast as Ardent (fire), the role in which Louis XIV actually 
danced, which again, hinted at the unrest occurring at the time (see Figures 11 and 12). 
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Figure 11: Selene, Demons, and Endymion in Act III in The Sun King Dances (dress 
rehearsal), 2018, San José State University Music Concert Hall. Reprinted with the 
permission of Samantha Geballe. 
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Figure 12: Ardent and Endymion in Act III in The Sun King Dances (dress rehearsal), 
2018, San José State University Music Concert Hall. Reprinted with the permission of 
Samantha Geballe. 
 
Act IV was done as a Baroque and neoclassical ballet number. Though Megan was 
cast as both Sleep and Silence, she remains in the center for most of the number, 
representing France (see Figure 13). 
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Figure 13: Sleep and Silence starting positions in Act IV in The Sun King Dances 
(dress rehearsal), 2018, San José State University Music Concert Hall. Reprinted with 
the permission of Samantha Geballe. 
 
Sarah and Stephanie were cast as Silence, and Jessica and Emily were cast as Sleep, 
but all four dancers represented the French court. Here, the dancers symbolized the 
court’s rejoicing of Louis saving the country and their faith in him is now strong. The 
choreography was repetitive, like Baroque style, but it used classical elements like 
nineteenth-century ballet, such as repeating steps in threes. This is something deeply 
associated with neoclassical ballet (classical ballet).242 In this number, the choreography 
consisted of grander steps, with more energy, which symbolized not only the court’s 
                                                
242 Marius Ivanovich Petipa (1818–1910) is credited with this concept, but it is 
George Balanchine who is most associated with this technique. 
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energy, excited that their new King was to restore their country, but also symbolized one 
of the last, most significant developments in ballet.  
The final number, the Grand Ballet showcased the development of ballet in one 
number. It started with repetitive, Baroque and classical nineteenth century elements to it. 
It began on a diagonal, linear formation, with Megan in the center, cast as Louis XIV 
(Apollo). Just as in art, lines are used to convey a certain emotion. For example, when 
conducting a visual analysis of a painting, especially those of the Baroque period, where 
notices the use of strong diagonal lines and those lines represent drama or action. In 
dance a diagonal line, with movement proceeding from upstage to downstage, symbolizes 
something positive or moving forward in a positive manner. In this dance, it represented 
Louis XIV bringing his court out of the darkness, forward towards the light and a time of 
peace. In the middle of the dance, the diagonal line occurred again, and Megan (Apollo) 
wove through Sarah (Spirit of Eloquence), Jessica (Spirit of Justice), Emily (Spirit of 
Peace), and Stephanie (Spirit of Magnificence), and had a miniature moment with each 
Spirit or courtier, reassuring that he will save France (see Figure 14). 
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Figure 14: Apollo and Spirits on diagonal line in Grand Ballet in The Sun King 
Dances (dress rehearsal), 2018, San José State University Music Concert Hall. 
Reprinted with the permission of Samantha Geballe.  
 
The dance seems to come to an end, with each dancer representing a spirit, holding a 
pose representing each spirit’s identity (see Figure 15).   
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Figure 15: Spirit’s pose in Grand Ballet in The Sun King Dances (dress rehearsal), 
2018, San José State University Music Concert Hall. Reprinted with the permission of 
Samantha Geballe.  
 
This next section was the only part of the performance that did not use original music, 
and in order to create, a greater connection to a contemporary audience. It was also the 
section of the performance where contemporary ballet was used to showcase the 
developments of ballet, with its large leaps, leg extensions, double turns, and more. It 
began with a gradual sound, first soft, only to then turn into a grand sound, signifying 
great light and glory. For the first minute, Megan performed a solo, which also started on 
a diagonal line, traveling from upstage to downstage, and represented Louis’s realization 
that he was ready to be king and bring France out of its recent dark history. The music 
used here is entitled “Outro” by M83, a French electronic music project currently based 
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in Los Angeles. There are only four lines of lyrics, but these strong lines directly relate to 
and could not better represent Louis XIV, his absolute monarchy and glory of France.  
I'm the king of my own land.  
Facing tempests of dust, I'll fight until the end.  
Creatures of my dreams, raise up and dance with me.  
Now and forever, I'm your king.243  
 
Megan’s choreography is an abstraction of a direct pantomime from the lyrics. One can 
think about it as interpretive dance, but on an academic level.  
 When the music reaches its climax, one cannot help but envision France at sunrise, 
with its magical golden light. Just as the original performance intended, the Grand Ballet 
in The Sun King Dances, was used as a moment to showcase Louis’s incredible dance 
skills. As the dance progressed (in the contemporary performance), the dancers 
representing the king’s closest circle of courtiers, joined one by one, and danced together, 
signifying a union they were about to create, trusting the young king, supporting France, 
her glory, and her freedom. Each section of dance represented what each courtier or spirit 
would bring to Louis’s court.244 In this choreography, Louis XIV (Megan) danced with 
them, demonstrating that he possessed all of those traits himself; making him the glorious 
                                                
243 M83, Outro, by Justin Medal-Johnson / Anthony Gonzalez, Recorded 2011, Track 
1 on Hurry Up, We’re Dreaming, Sony/ATV Music Publishing LLC, compact disc.  
 
244 In the original production, the Spirits consisted of: York (Honour), de Joyeuse 
(Grace), Damuille (Love), de St Agnan (Valour), de Crequy (Victory), de Vivonne 
(Favour), de Roquelaure (Renown), de Monglas (Magnificence), le Grand Maistre 
d’Artillerie (Constancy), de Villequier (Prudence), de Guiche (Fidelity), de Bouquincan 
[Buckingham] (Peace), de Genlis (Justice), de Villeroy (Temperance), du Plessis 
(Knowledge), de Gramont (Clemency), du Lude (Eloquence), de Canaple (Secrecy), 
d’Humieres (Courtesy), de Froulé (Vigilance), de Mirepoix (Glory). 
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god Apollo. Having Louis XIV dance along with them signifies his acknowledgment of 
what they each contribute to his court.  
Mythology and allegory are essential in this number, both in the 1653 production, and 
in the 2018 reconstruction. The casting in the 2018 reconstruction had several limitations, 
the first being that the original costumes for this part do not survive. This lack gave Sarah 
the artistic freedom to create something new. She picked a costume, with colors, that 
coordinated with the ostrich plumes, which Louis donned on his head during this number. 
Then, after examining the original Spirits, Sarah chose those which, could be represented 
as flowers, so that each dancer would wear one as an accessory to identify them as a 
parallel Spirit.245  
During this piece, Megan (Louis XIV/Apollo) remained, again, mostly in the center 
for the whole time. The only exception was when Megan led the dancers to run around 
the stage, directing France into the light. The dancers/Spirits/courtiers then lifted Megan 
(Louis XIV/Apollo) into the air as she jetés, representing the courtier’s ultimate support 
and loyalty. This is also the moment which signified Louis XIV saving France. At the 
very end of the dance, everyone departed, leaving Louis XIV alone on stage, because at 
the end of it all, it is he who is king, and eventually the absolute monarch of France.  
To an outside viewer, especially one without any prior dance interest or knowledge, it 
might be confusing to see so many different of genres of dance used in the production, 
The Sun King Dances. Besides the obvious notion that each different genre provided 
                                                
245 Emily Abrams: Spirit of Peace (Violets), Jessica Cramer: Spirit of Justice (Black-
eyed Susan), Stephanie Harvey: Spirit of Magnificence (Lily), and Sarah Lysgaard: Spirit 
of Eloquence (Asters).  
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ample opportunity for any viewer to visually identify with each piece in a contemporary 
manner, there was another reason for such abstractions. This thesis examined Louis XIV 
and the essential beginning of ballet so that contemporary viewers can understand the 
immediate connection between dance today, in all of its forms, and dance from the past. 
Without Louis XIV and his desire to control through the arts, it is quite possible that 
ballet might not have ever developed the way it did.  
 Reconstructing this spectacle required the ability to transcribe seventeenth century 
dance notation. Dance notation consisted of drawings of pathways or spatial paths, with 
signs added to indicate the steps used. This was the basis of the first important, widely 
used dance notation system, Beauchamps–Feuillet notation. Unfortunately, no notation 
survives from the Ballet de la Nuit, but the ability to understand dance notation provides 
one with the knowledge required to read notation from ballets produced shortly after and 
aids in an understanding of how such dances were constructed and performed. 
In order to read dance notation, one must first establish the dancing space, facing, and 
dancers. Next, one must identify the starting position and spatial path. Then one must 
read the foot, step and movement symbols to decipher the actions for each measure246. 
One must also look for other information such as clues about step timing: lines of liaison 
and rests. Finally, one must read dancing manuals to interpret the actual technique and 
style of the movements. In addition, one must have a sense of music, how to count it, and 
how to read it. For example, in musical notation, a measure (or bar) is the rhythmic 
group, set off by vertical bar lines, containing a fixed number of beats. In dance notation, 
                                                
246 An important note about notation is that notation symbols for arm movements 
(port de bras) were developed but rarely used on dance notations. 
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measure marks consist of small lines across the spatial path. These marks indicate music 
bar lines and movements between the two bar lines, which take place in one measure of 
music.  
Another aspect of reading notation is the dotted line, which appears on spatial paths. 
Where these dotted lines occur the dancer moves forward, backward, forward, and 
backward on the same up and downstage tract, or "right line." The steps cannot be 
notated in layers on top of the previous movement symbols, so the dotted tract lines are 
used to show that the dancer does not move sideways with the dotted lines, but begins the 
following movements from the same spot.  
Learning seventeenth century dance notation was not an easy task, but certainly shed 
more light on the topic of dance and how steps developed over the centuries. This thesis 
has chronicled the development of ballet traditions as five fundamental attributes: grand 
manners, five positions of the feet, 90° turnout, mastery of aerial space, and linear 
extension. Together, these qualities define the technical aspects of ballet, distinguishing it 
from other dance genres. For example, tap dance, like ballet, has a vast vocabulary of 
steps, although it shares none of the five attributes. Modern dance, a genre with no 
vocabulary and an extension developed from ballet, shares some of these attributes, such 
as positions of the feet, turnout, and extension.247 Ballet students, both of the past and 
present, are introduced to these attributes in the order of their historical development. If 
they wish to conquer the art of ballet, and therefore other genres of dance, they must 
master the vocabulary of ballet, which dates back to Louis XIV’s court. To accomplish 
                                                
247 Hammond and Hammond, 602. 
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this efficiently, it must be understood that the order in which these qualities are taught are 
intentional as each attribute builds upon its predecessors.248 
Interestingly enough, dissecting the notation from the seventeenth century provides 
almost an exact play by play of what the feet and legs are doing for each step. Each mark 
on a figure denotes an action such as “rise, sink, or slide or step.” By dissecting the steps 
of court ballet, and understanding the exact actions of the foot, the author was able to 
transform them into other genres. It is unfortunate that the choreography for the Ballet de 
la Nuit does not survive. If it did, we would know exactly what steps were performed, 
and therefore would be able to apply a much more in-depth analysis of the steps, thus 
gaining the real underlying message of the production. They could have been spelling out 
names of individuals, or simply using specific gestures or lines of direction, making 
direct commentary on the political situation at hand. 
Another important point regarding notation was the recording of choreography 
for The Sun King Dances.249 When documenting the choreography, the author 
encountered a unique issue; today, choreography is often times only communicated by 
word of mouth and/or demonstration, with the assumption that those watching and/or 
learning have a basic ballet vocabulary and understand what is being presented. There is 
no contemporary dance notation. When detailing this choreography, the author noticed 
the similarities between The Sun King Dances and those court dances of the past. 
Notation from the seventeenth century, is a literal translation of what the foot and leg are 
                                                
248 Hammond and Hammond, 602-603.  
 
249 Please see Appendix 2. 
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doing. For example, when reading a notation, one will literally read it as “sink, rise, 
glide,” which simply means plié, relevé, glissé, a literal translation of what the feet and 
legs do to perform this action. When recording the choreography for the 2018 production, 
the author and choreographer noticed that in order for the reader to understand, 
instructions that would come naturally to a dancer needed to be recorded for the reader, 
for example, starting positions. If a dancer is given a combination and the starting foot, 
they can determine the rest of the combination because of their dance knowledge, but a 
non-dancer will need these instructions. This is also true for arm movements in both the 
1653 and the 2018 productions. Contemporary ballet dancers are trained from an early 
age which arms correspond to certain movements of the leg or exercises, and the same 
can be said of the head. In the seventeenth century notation for heads and arms were 
produced, though not often used or notated, that being said, dancers must have known 
which arms corresponded with legs and movements. To put this into pedestrian terms, 
think of it as your arms naturally swaying as you walk. It comes naturally to have the 
opposite arm and leg in sync. For example, when one walks and the right foot is forward, 
usually the left arms swings forward; it comes naturally to us. This is exactly how 
dancers view using arms and head today. This notion had to be integrated into every 
aspect of choreography recorded for The Sun King Dances, whereas if it were taught in a 
class or for another production, the dancers might clarify arms and legs, but for the most 
part, the movements would come naturally to them. A lot of what comes naturally (that 
which has been codified and instructed for centuries now) had to be recorded and 
described for the reader, showcasing the work in a new light for the author, causing her to 
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realize that she and the choreographer were in a way, creating a contemporary form of 
notation. They provided a “play by play” in a sense of the contemporary choreography 
because it is presented in a nontraditional manner. The author appreciates the notation 
and its instruction much more, especially considering that those at Louis XIV’s court had 
to know about twelve dances at a time. Having these “play by play” instructions must 
have been extremely helpful for the courtiers. Remember that those at court learned to 
dance at an early age, and much of this would have come naturally, however having to 
know so many dances and be able to perform them at any given moment is an incredible 
feat. 
Documenting the choreography for The Sun King Dances also mirrored the original 
production’s livret (program). The Sun King Dances, of course, had its own program, 
although it was not presented in the same manner as the one from 1653. Similarities they 
shared were information such as the director, producer, performers, geographic location, 
theatre or hall, the dates and times of the performance, and the opening récits. What was 
not shared was the stage directions and entrances of each performer, the physical music, 
stage sets, and remaining récits or text. The choreography documented in this thesis is a 
contemporary version of the stage directions and stage entrances for each performer 
presented in the 1653 program. The 2018 program was presented in a traditional 
contemporary manner with a brief historical overview, a comment on this thesis, a nod to 
the Baroque Performance Club, and a dedication page, whereas the livret from 1653 
provides more of an overview of the production, along with text that an audience member 
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would need to read to follow the production. Both documents serve to guide the audience 
member through the spectacle, but with different material.  
Spectacles such as the Ballet de la Nuit (1653) were theatrical events in which the 
power structures and ideology of a government or state were acted out and presented in a 
symbolic fashion through multimedia performances in which dancing was an essential 
element. Louis XIV believed that the king must be visible to the people of the court and 
proceeded to create a permanent presence through the ballet de cour as he danced. Using 
clever playwrights, familiar mythological tales, immaculate costumes, stage sets and 
scenery, in addition to an excellent education in etiquette and grand manner, the ballet de 
cour is responsible for the art of dance today. Through the need and desire of monarchies 
all over Europe during the Renaissance through the seventeenth century to create such 
spectacles, the art of dance flourished into much more than a political spectacle. Louis 
XIV spent the next sixty-two years of his long reign building on what he had started, and 
during that time France became the leader in art, fashion, and politics. Today we continue 
to follow Louis’s lead in artistic design and spectacle while ballet continues to use the 
basic foundations of the French court ballet. 
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CONCLUSION 
The Ballet de la Nuit, a marvelous, extravagant, dazzling, luxurious, and unique 
ballet de cour spectacle, performed over 300 years ago, showcases the development of 
early ballet in addition to setting the foundations of classical ballet. Spectacles such as 
these were massive multimedia productions, which thrived at the courts of Europe all 
throughout the Renaissance and Baroque periods demonstrating wealth, power, and 
propagandistic ideas of the time.  In his memoirs written to instruct the Dauphin on the 
art of kingship, Louis XIV mentioned the positive effects of such spectacles, which 
worked to a different effect on its various audiences, the nobility, the people, and foreign 
visitors.  
This society of pleasures that produces a courteous familiarity between our courtiers 
and ourselves strikes them and charms them beyond words. The people, on the other 
hand, enjoy a spectacle which, basically, is always aimed at pleasing them, and all our 
subjects in general, are delighted to see that that we share theirs tastes for what they 
do best. We sometimes hold their minds and hearts more effectively by this, perhaps, 
than by rewards and favors; and in regard to the foreigners, when they see that the 
state is otherwise flourishing and orderly, what might be considered as superfluous 
expenses make a very favorable impression of magnificence, power, and greatness 
upon them, aside from the fact that physical dexterity, which can only be maintained 
and confirmed by this, is always becoming in a prince and produces a favorable 
estimate of his hidden qualities.250  
                                                
250 “Cette société de plaisirs qui donne aux personnes de la cour un honnête 
familiarite avec nous, les touche et les charme plus qu’on ne peut dire. Les peuples, d’un 
autre côté, se plaisent au spectacle, où au fond on a toujours pour but de leur plaire; et 
tous nos sujets, en general, sont ravis de voir que nous aimons ce qu’ils aiment, ou à quoi 
ils réussissent le mieux. Par là nous tenons leur esprit et leur coeur, quelquefois plus 
fortement peut-être, que par les recompenses et les bienfaits; et à l’égard des étrangers, 
dans un Etat qu’ils voient Florissant d’ailleurs et bien réglé, ce qui se consume en ces 
dépenses qui peuvent passer pour superflues, fait sur eux une impression trés 
avantageuse de magnificence, de puissance, de riches et de grandeur, sans compter 
encore que l’adresse en tous les exercises du corps, qui ne peut être entretenue et 
confirmée que par là, est toujours de bonne grace à un prince, et fait juger 
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The political aspects of the ballet de cour were used to communicate a variety of 
messages to its audience. Most frequently, the message was one of obvious grandeur and 
luxury that, in turn, symbolized the magnitude of the monarch who was understood to be 
the driving force behind such spectacle events. During times of peace, this message was 
already strong, but during a time of war, the production of an extravagant and costly 
ballet also functioned to imply France’s continued wealth, despite the expenses required 
by military action. These messages were also comments on current affairs. They could 
have been intended for the court, the people of France, or France’s foreign allies or 
enemies.251  
The Fronde civil wars left a terrifying and lasting impression on the young king and 
ultimately disrupted his childhood. The young king’s education was not always at the 
forefront of Cardinal Mazarin’s priorities because of the distracting activities of the 
Fronde. Often neglected, and with ample time to learn to dance as well as to watch those 
surrounding him, Louis XIV devised a way to ensure that he would never be questioned 
as the rightful ruler of his beloved country, while entertaining and relating to his subjects. 
In addition, with Mazarin’s Italian taste, the growing development of ballet, and Louis’s 
need to prove his worth, the Ballet de la Nuit was the most elaborate, carefully planned, 
theatrical, multimedia event in history and represents the turning point in the history of 
ballet.  
                                                                                                                                            
avatageusement, par ce qu’on voit, de ce qu’on ne voit pas.” Louis XIV, Mémoires for 
the Instruction of the Dauphin, 102.  
 
251 Prest, The Politics of Ballet at the Court of Louis XIV, 231. 
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One must remember that as it developed throughout the centuries, the noble 
demeanor and characteristic of the Renaissance aristocracy was and remains today a 
distinguishing characteristic of ballet technique. This characteristic is referred to as the 
courtesy of good manners, and it is the first of the technical aspects to be identified in 
ballet’s rational development.252 Those cast in the 1653 Ballet de la Nuit certainly 
possessed these qualities and were some of the highest-ranking members of court. 
Through the use of and presentation of nobility, the spectacle also exemplified the 
development of ballet de cour genres in its production with the use of the courante, 
branle, tricotet, and the sarabande. Additionally, what was innovative about the 
spectacle was that it was one of the first productions to be performed on an elevated 
proscenium stage rather than on a flat ballroom with spectators surrounding the event 
seated in tiers. It was also considered the first ballet royal, a category advocated by dance 
theorist St. Hubert in 1641, which consisted of the lengthiest and complex court ballets, 
all of which had at least thirty entrées.253 With Louis XIV’s passion for dance, and at the 
instruction of Pierre Beauchamps as his dancing master, ballet flourished at the French 
court of the seventeenth century, establishing the first foundations of ballet, which we 
still use today.  
What can be gathered from this extraordinary production is the idea of control and 
storytelling through movement. Though the specific dances or steps of the Ballet de la 
Nuit might not immediately seem to correlate with ballet today, they are in fact the very 
                                                
252 Hammond and Hammond, 594. 
 
253 Saint-Hubert and Christout 26.    
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foundations. The steps, formations, and gestures used, in addition to costumes and stage 
sets, all tell a specific story or communicate a specific idea; in this case the story that of 
the passage of time from dusk until dawn and the splendor of sunrise and the rise of a 
young monarch ready and willing to save his country from the uprising of the Fronde. In 
the reconstruction, The Sun King Dances, a chronological history of dance through 
abstractions was used to communicate these thoughts, in addition to providing a 
contemporary presentation of a magical spectacle that occurred over 300 years ago. 
Expanding upon the steps of the past in order to create a relatable experience to a twenty-
first century viewer was the goal of the reconstruction. Lines of direction, figured 
formations, and exaggerated character of emotion were some of the qualities used to tell 
the story.  
The Ballet de la Nuit, without a doubt is a treasure for art, dance, music, and theatre 
historians alike. Though not every element of the ballet survives, the extraordinary 
elements which do survive provide an insight to one of the greatest, most impressive and 
expensive spectacles of the seventeenth century. The political messages reinforced by the 
six vocal passages, all of which occurred during critical moments in the ballet, supported 
the ideas communicated and were elaborated in the dancing. The significance of these 
ballets de cour at the time of their performance is clear. The fact that over the centuries, 
many have attempted to compile a complete source or reconstruct the spectacle is reason 
enough to believe that these activities were much more than a grand form of 
entertainment.254 This spectacle was a way of life for all those at court, whether they were 
                                                
254 Burden, 8.  
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composing, dancing, or observing, and they were a means for the monarchy to declare its 
power, both at home and abroad.  
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Appendix A: List of Entrées and Cast in the Ballet de la Nuit (1653) 
 
Source: Benserade, Isaac de. Ballet royal de la Nuit, divisé en quatre parties, ou quatre 
veilles: et dansé par Sa Majesté, le 23 février 1653. Paris: R. Ballard, 1653.  
Note: Names of courtiers are in italic type, names of professionals are in roman type.  
 
Act I: 6–9 p.m.  
1. Night in her chariot, followed by twelve Hours: récit, and four Hours dance. The 
King, Genlis, Cabou, Beauchamps (Hours). [The singer La Nuit is not identified].  
2. Proteus and Monsters emerge from the sea. Roquelaure (Proteus).  
3. Five Nereids. Du Plessis, Du Fresnoy, Iacquier, Raynal, Desairs.  
4. Six Hunters rest for the night. De Vivonne, Canaples, Mirepoix, Coquet, de 
Joyeuse, la Chappelle.  
5. Two Shepherds & two Shepherdesses return home. Baptiste [Lully], Feros; 
Queru, Mongé.  
6. Bandits rob a Pedlar. De Villequier (Bandit captain); Buckingham, d’Humieres, 
des Airs & le Vacher (Bandits); Varin (Pedlar).  
7. The theatre changes: shops with Shopkeepers and their wives. Two Gallants and 
two Coquettes arrive in a coach, buy trinkets and dance. Monsieur & de Guiche 
(Gallants); de Villeroy & le petit Bonard (Coquettes); Picot (Coachman); Turpin 
(Footman), Turpin’s brother (Dog).  
8. Four male and two female Gypsies come to tell fortunes. De Joyeuse & 
d’Amuille, D’azy & St André; Verpré & Bruneau.  
9. Two Knife-grinders with their barrows, going home. Laleu, Hans.  
10. Shops close, Shopkeepers and their wives go off dancing. Bontemps, 
Beauchamps, de Lorge, Lambert, St Fré, Parque (Shopkeepers); Geoffroy, Rodier 
(Wives); Bonnart (Parrot); Aubry (Dog); Charlot l’ainé (Small child); petit St Fré 
(Crow).  
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11. Three Lamp lighters & four Lanterns. Verbec, du Pron, Regnault (Lamp lighters); 
Armenien, petit Charlot, petit du Manoir, Chaudron (Lanterns).  
12. (12,13) Two Bourgeois women accosted by two Footpads, two Soldiers appear to 
the rescue, a fight. De Monglas & de Chambonnieres (Women); du Poix & 
Ourdault (Footpads); Baptiste & la Mare (Soldiers).  
13. 14. Court of Miracles: Beggars and Cripples emerge fit to dance, and give a 
ridiculous serenade to the Master of the Court. De Hesselin (Master); Lerambert 
(Master’s wife); Beaubrun (Valet); Bruneau (Crippled soldier); de Saintot 
(Servant); Geoffroy, du Moutier, Moliere [de Mollier], Laleu, de Lorge, Hans, 
Picot, Lambert (Cripples); Cabou, Beauchamps, Jacquier, Verbec, de Troye, 
Baptiste (Beggars).  
 
Act II: 9 p.m. – midnight.  
1. The three Fates, Sadness, and Old Age dance until Venus descends to chase them 
away. Fatouville, St Mory & Rodier; Mongé; Raynal.  
2. Venus’s récit. She brings on stage Games, Laughter, Hymen and the god Comus, 
to dance. [Venus is not identified]. The King, de Mollier, St Fré, de Lorge.  
3. Two Pages prepare the room for a ball. Roger & Bradamante arrive and send for 
others [from Ariosto’s Orlando]. Laleu fils, Bonnar (Pages); la Chappelle (Roger), 
Courtois (Bradamante), Varin (Esquire), de Lorge le jeune (Female Follower).  
4. Ball, with ‘various sorts of dances, figured courantes and branles in the old style’. 
Cast as in 3, plus Lerambert (Wetnurse), de Louvigny (Roger’s son), le Grand 
Maitre de l’Artillerie [La Meilleraye] (Medor), d’Aumille (Angelique), de 
Villequier (Richardet), Bontemps (Guidon), le Vacher (Marphise), Des-Airs 
(Fleur d’Espine).  
5. Onstage ballet Les Nopces de Pelée et Thétis to entertain the assembly. Has its 
own set of entries: 
5.1  Thétis pursued by Pelée: she turns into an animal, a rock, and flames but 
Pelée pursues her; the three Graces dress her for wedding, Mercury arrives 
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disguised as a Haberdasher, Pelée returns in wedding garb. Beaubrun 
(Thetis); Lambert (Peleus); la Mare, Grenerin, Baptiste (Graces); de Troye 
(Mercury).  
5.2  Vulcan & four Cyclops come to the wedding. Chambonniere (Vulcan); 
Monglas, Ourdault, du Poix, Varin (Cyclops).  
5.3  Themis, Ganymede & Hebe, Bacchus & Ceres provide a banquet. St 
André Joyeuse; Laleu & Feros; le petit Le Comte & Raynal.  
5.4  Janus & two satyrs meet Apollo and the muses Clio, Euterpe & Erato, on 
their way to the wedding. Dazy (Janus); St Fré & Mongé (Satyrs); Queru 
(Apollo Violon); Regnault, du Pron & le Breuil (Muses).  
5.5  Discord comes to cause confusion. De Troye. 
 
6.  Mute play: Amphitrion. Four entrées represent the four acts of the play 
[Benserade gives a synopsis]. Sainctot (Amphitrion); Baptiste (Sosie); Geoffroy 
(Alcmene); de Hesselin (Jupiter); Bruneau (Mercury); Lerambert (Bromia); du 
Moutier (Blefaro). The play finishes with a Sarabande danced by a Spaniard and 
four small Espagnolles. Ribera & les petites de Mollier, Ribera, le Brun, de Verlu.  
 
Act III: midnight – 3 a.m.  
Récit by the Moon in her chariot, accompanied by stars which withdraw, admiring the 
beauties of Endymion.  
1. Endymion. De Joyeuse.  
2. The Moon, in love with Endymion, descends from the sky; they are concealed by 
a cloud. D’Amuille.  
3. Astrologers Ptolomy & Zoroastre appear. St Agnan & le Vacher.  
4. The sky is black. Four peasants enter, show apprehension, and consult the 
Astrologers. Hans, du Pron, petit le Comte, Lorge le jeune (Peasants).  
5. Six Corybantes sound their cymbals, drums and tambourines to call the Moon 
back to the heavens. Cabou, St Fré, Picquet, Raynal, de Monglas, Verbec.  
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6. Eight nocturnal Spirits. The King, St Agnan, de Villequier, de Guiche, de Genlis, 
de Mollier, Beauchamps, Rodier. 7. The Devil & eight small Demons. Le Vacher 
(Devil); les deux Charlots, le petit Laleu, Bonnart, petit St Fré, Paquelon, Aubrey, 
du Manoir (Demons).  
7. Four Dwarves emerge from shells and fly. Armenian, Boutelet, petit Des-Airs, 
Chaudron.  
8. Magician and four ancient Sorceresses dance and rise into the air. Beauchamps 
(Magician); Picquet, de Lorge, Feros, Des-Airs (Sorceresses).  
9. Six Wolf-men. Bontemps, Parque, de Monglas, Grenerin, la Mare, du Moutier.  
10. Back of the stage (upstage) opens and shows witches sabbath; three onlookers 
arrive to watch but it disappears. The King, de Mollier, Beauchamps (Onlookers).  
11. A house on fire, inhabitants escape. De Joyeuse, Coquet, Courtois 
(Householders). Lerambert l’ainé (Monkey), [Lerambert] cadet (Cat).  
12. 2 Thieves posing as firemen arrive but are captured by the Night Watch. 
Bontemps & la Chesnaye (Thieves); le Vacher, petit le Comte, Jacquier, Monger 
(Watchmen). 
 
Act IV: 3 a.m. – 6 a.m. when the sun rises.  
Récit: dialogue between Sleep and Silence, at the entrance to a cave of dreams.  
1. Four Elements of fire, air, water, earth (representing human temperaments) bring 
dreams. Buckingham (Fire), du Fresnoy (Air), St Mory (Water), du Pron (Earth).  
2. Choleric dream of the Furious. The King, de Joyeuse, de Roquelaure, Cabou, de 
Mollier, St Fré.  
3. The same dream interpreted as Turkish and Christian crusaders in battle. Grand 
Maitre d’Artillerie (Turkish captain); de Mirepoix (Christian captain); Bontemps, 
de Monglas, le Breuil, le Comte, de Troye (Christians); Des-airs, Verpré, 
Bruneau, le Vacher (Turks).  
4. Sanguine dream of Ixion & Juno. De Genlis & Varin.  
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5. Flegmatic dream of a Fearful man haunted by ghosts. De Saintot (Fearful man); 
Laleu & Jacquier (Ghosts).  
6. Melancholic dream of Poet, Philosopher, and their wives. La Chappelle (Poet); 
Parque (Philosopher); Coquet & Fresnoy (Wives).  
7. The same dream as Transient Lovers consulting the oracle. York, Buckingham, de 
Vivonne, de Froulé, de Gramont.  
8. Three coiners. Du Lude, Verbec, Beauchamps.  
9. Six Blacksmiths begin work before dawn; the Day star appears. La Chesnaye, 
Lambert, du Moutier, le Vacher, de Lorge, Des-Airs (Blacksmiths); Monsieur 
(Day star).  
10. Aurora in her chariot, with twelve Hours of the day and Dawn, sings a récit and 
departs as the Sun rises, followed by Spirits who perform a grand ballet. [Aurora 
not named]. The King (Rising Sun); Spirits: York (Honour), de Joyeuse (Grace), 
Damuille (Love), de St Agnan (Valour), de Crequy (Victory), de Vivonne 
(Favour), de Roquelaure (Renown), de Monglas (Magnificence), le Grand 
Maistre d’Artillerie (Constancy), de Villequier (Prudence), de Guiche (Fidelity), 
de Bouquincan [Buckingham] (Peace), de Genlis (Justice), de Villeroy 
(Temperance), du Plessis (Knowledge), de Gramont (Clemency), du Lude 
(Eloquence), de Canaple (Secrecy), d’Humieres (Courtesy), de Froulé 
(Vigilance), de Mirepoix (Glory).  
 
End of the ballet. 
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Appendix B: The Sun King Dances (2018) Choreography  
 
The Sun King Dances 
Performed February 22nd & 23rd, 2018 at the San José State University Music Concert 
Hall, at 7pm.  
Artistic Director: Sarah Lysgaard 
Choreography: Megan Lysgaard 
Performers: Emily Abrams, Jessica Cramer, Stephanie Harvey, Megan Lysgaard, and 
Sarah Lysgaard  
 
• Italicized type refers to the original text: Benserade, Isaac de. Ballet royal de la Nuit, 
divisé en quatre parties, ou quatre veilles: et dansé par Sa Majesté, le 23 février 
1653. Paris: R. Ballard, 1653. It is presented again here to establish context along 
with the choreography. This text was displayed in English on a screen and in the 
printed program, while dancers changed costumes between acts. The musical 
numbers they danced to was the French translation of this text.  
• Roman type refers to English translations of the original text and standard program 
material. 
 
ACT I:  
 From six until nine o’clock in the evening.  
• The scene or décor of the theatre consists of a distant landscape from which the 
sea may be perceived, and another with in its midst a rock lashed by the waves.  
The Sun is setting, and Night gradually advances in a chariot drawn by owls, and 
accompanied by the twelve Hours who reply to her Solo.  
Four of these Hours, who stand apart from the others, represent the four parts or 
four Watches of Night, and compose the first Entrée.  
 
• Solo of the Night:  
NIGHT: 
Languishing light, hide yourself beneath the billows;  
Make way for the loveliest Night of the world, 
Who is approaching with great strides above the horizon. 
It is I, whose darkness and shadows are so highly prized,  
And I have myriad delights in my somber realm 
That, for all his splendor, Day does not possess.  
 
Dance Genre: NeoBaroque 
Characters: Emily Abrams: Les Heures au 1re veille de la nuit (The Hours) 
Jessica Cramer: Les Heures au 1re veille de la nuit (The Hours) 
Stephanie Harvey: Les Heures au 1re veille de la nuit (The Hours) 
Megan Lysgaard: La Nuit (The Figure of the Night) 
Sarah Lysgaard: Les Heures au 1re veille de la nuit (The Hours) 
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• Before music starts, all enter stage right and form a horizontal line upstage. 
(Stephanie leads, followed by Emily, Megan, Sarah and Jessica).  
• Begin right foot front, fifth position, en face. Step back with left foot, bow to 
audience. Close in first position. Two outside dancers face in, inside dancers in 
face, out, central dancer (Megan) stays forward and greets audience with a port de 
bras going through first to demi second. All take outside foot back, and bow 
(bowing to each other). All close in first position, facing en face.  
• Take four walks forward starting with right foot, with arms in demi second. 
• After fourth walk, leave right leg extended in tendu derrière, with right arm 
gesturing from first to demi second position. Head follows arm.  
• Stepping on the right, take three walks backward. From left foot tendu, do rond de 
jambe à terre en dehor with left arm gesturing from first to demi second position. 
Head follows arm.  
• Take four glissade changements to the left. From left foot tendu, do rond de jambe 
à terre en dehor with left arm gesturing from first to demi second position. Head 
follows arm. Close in fifth and repeat on the four glissade changements on the 
right side. Close in first. 
• Contretemps (change of weight or connecting step) in a Baroque style three times 
with use of port de bras and head.  
• Take two, three-step pas de bourrées to join circle. Raise right arms to a right 
angle, joining at center with other dancers, palms pressed.  
• Rise, hold on relevé.  
• Take two, three-step pas de bourrées in circle formation.  
• Pivot through coupé, changing hands and take another one three-step pas de 
bourrées. 
• Sarah, Jessica, Emily and Stephanie break apart the circle into pairs by repeating 
the one pas de bourrée followed by a brush, and another pas de bourrée and a 
brush. Come together with partner, palms pressed. (one pair upstage, one pair 
downstage). While they do these steps, the Megan travels upstage, still in center, 
pas de bourreé, pivot brush into low back attitude, arms in port des bras, open to 
second. Repeat traveling backwards, facing en face. Take three temps liés en 
avant and en arrière while watching the other dancers.   
• The other dancers are still in pairs, upstage and downstage doing one, three-step 
pas de bourrées, pivot through coupé in fourth. Three-step pas de bourrée, three-
step pas de bourrée followed by a brush through coupé to low attitude, arms 
coordinate through port de bras incorporating use of head. Repeat three times. 
Pivot to other side. Do three brushes into a low attitude in devant, pivot through 
fourth relevé, arms coordinate through port de bras incorporating use of head. 
Take three more brushes in low attitude, pivot through fourth relevé.  
• Figure of the Night and pair of Hours upstage take a piqué on the right foot, 
followed by a frappé battu. Take three walks downstage. Repeat the step, however 
on the frappé, change direction and move upstage. (The other dancers do the 
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same, however upstage. When they take three walks forward, all dancers are in 
one line.) 
• All in one line, first position, take a port des bras to demi second, with use of 
head.  
• Plié, brush relevé dégagé with right foot, landing on relevé, first position. Arms 
softly rise up (through Baroque arm/open “V”) as leg takes the dégagé. Repeat on 
left and again on right.  
• Frappé battu on the left foot, step through, rond de jambe à terre en dedans. 
Repeat twice more. Land in first position.  
• Assemblé coupé sauté, step-step (backwards), right foot tendu devant. Arms open 
through port de bras through demi second.  
• Step, step, starting with the right foot into attitude derrière. Step, step to the side 
with the left foot into an attitude in à la seconde. Step, step with the left foot, in 
attitude devant. Temps liés attitude derrière.  
• Sarah, Jessica, Emily and Stephanie do minuet while Megan repeats variations of 
previous choreography.  
• Sarah, and Jessica exit stage left from minuet while Emily and Stephanie exit 
stage right from minuet. 
• Megan closes piece in the center, in a fourth position. 
• End.  
 
ACT II:  
Representing the entertainment of the evening from nine o’clock to midnight. 
• The three Fates, Sadness and Old Age, come in order to show the disorder of 
darkness and Night, and after dancing they embark on a Speech. But Venus 
descends from the heavens to interrupt them and chase them away. After she has 
sung, she bids the Joys and Delights, Hymen and Comus to dance, introducing 
them at the appropriate place.  
(Actual stage set does not survive. We are using a similar one from the next 
entrée.) 
 
• Solo of Venus  
VENUS: 
Fly far from here, enemies of joy! 
Sad objects, must you be seen 
Among all Love possess that is pleasant and sweet? 
It is not right, methinks, 
For you to be together, 
My son and you.  
 
Young LOUIS, greatest of Monarchs, 
Some time from now you will bear the marks 
Of the god whose blows one can never elude; 
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One must yield to his might, 
And you must become acquainted, 
My son and you. 
 
Dance Genre: Tap 
Characters: Megan Lysgaard: Venus 
        Sarah Lysgaard: Comus 
 
• Before music starts, Megan enters stage from stage right, followed by Sarah. 
Megan is center stage while Sarah is upstage, stage right. Both facing en face. 
• Megan begins (Sarah gestures to audience, welcoming them to the entertainment 
of the evening) 
o Five-count rift, heel, heel, heel, six-count rift, heel, heel. Brush, heel, toe 
tap, dig, toe, toe, heel, heel, toe, toe, heel, heel. 
o Hop, heel, shuffle, heel, brush, heel, step, ball change, step, toe tap, pull to 
sharp fifth position.  
o Heel, shuffle heel brush heel step, ball-change (X3), brush, spank, brush. 
• Sarah joins.  
• Heel, four-count rift, spank, toe, toe, heel, heel turn. (Sarah does this traveling 
downstage to meet Megan.)  
• Heel shuffle heel brush, toe, toe, heel, heel turn. 
• To the left: brush, spank, glissade, step spank to attitude derrière, arms in open 
demi second. 
• Flap spank pas de bourrée, heel shuffle, heel brush, spank heel, turn.  
• Heel shuffle, heel spank, slap ball change (X2), step scuff traveling forward (X3). 
• Step drag, “make a leg”, arms in open demi second. 
• rond de jambe à terre  en dehor to B+ on each leg (right is first). 
• Flap spank step (X4), flap, step drag (X3).  
• Toe drag to B+, head lifts to ceiling.  
• Flap balancé forward to the right, toe turn en dehor, flap balancé, toe turn en 
dehor. Arms in first arabesque.  
• Flap pas de bourrée on the right and left, heel chug, three relevés, with arms 
raised in open “V”. 
• Turning away from each other and traveling sideways, each dancer does: step 
brush to low attitude, flap, flap (turning, alternating directions), followed by a 
ballet flic-flac, ball change, step, hold (arm in first position).  
• Turn to face each other: step brush to low attitude, flap, flap (turning, alternating 
directions), followed by a ballet flic-flac, ball change, step, come together in first 
position, arms in open demi second.  
• Step forward, close in fifth, right foot front. Arms in open demi second.  
• Step forward with the left, rond de jambe à terre en dehor with the right leg. Close 
in fifth, arms still in open demi second.  
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• Step back with right, rond de jambe à terre derrière with the left, close in fifth, 
right foot in front. Arms in open demi second.  
• Diddleback full (X2) one five rift turn.  
• (Soft Shoe Step) Step brush, step-step. Step brush, step-step. Step brush, step-
step, spank step-step, brush step-step. Step brush, step-step, spank, step-step, (X3) 
turning, end facing one another, arms raised in “V”. 
• Five-count rift, heel, heel, heel, six-count rift, heel, heel. Brush, heel, toe tap, dig, 
toe, toe, heel, heel, toe, toe, heel, heel. 
• Hop, heel, shuffle, heel, brush, heel, step, ball change, step, toe tap, pull to sharp 
fifth position.  
• Heel, shuffle heel brush heel step, ball-change (X3), brush, spank, brush. 
• Heel, four-count rift, spank, toe, toe, heel, heel turn.  
• Heel shuffle heel brush, toe, toe, heel, heel turn. 
• Traveling upstage, facing each other: brush, spank, glissade, step spank to attitude 
derrière, arms in open demi second. 
• Flap spank pas de bourrée, heel shuffle, heel brush, spank heel, turn.  
• Heel shuffle, heel spank, slap ball change (X2), step scuff traveling forward (X3). 
• Step drag, “make a leg”, arms in open demi second. 
• rond de jambe à terre  en dehor to B+ on each leg (right is first). 
• Hop flap ball change on the right and left, step, double flap traveling forward 
(X2), up-down turns to the right (X4) and up-down turn to the left (X4) with arms 
in third position.  
• Stomp, step, shuffle, ball change, hold. (X2), toe heel, toe heel, toe heel, toe heel, 
toe heel. Repeat on other side. 
• Sarah takes a soutenu, ending in fourth with left leg in front, heel popped, arms in 
presentation. 
• Megan takes a soutenu into an attitude position (left leg), arm in an open forth.  
• End.  
 
ACT III: 
From midnight until three hours before daybreak.   
• The Moon performs the Solo from her chariot, and is accompanied by the Stars, 
which then withdraw and leave her walking the earth and admiring the beauties 
of Endymion.  
 
• Solo of the Moon  
I, whose frigidity is well known, 
Alas, I too love at last, and I come down from the clouds 
To see the handsome Shepherd to whom I am in thrall: 
Sweet, peaceful Night, with your darkest veils 
Hide well my intensions and myself, 
And conceal my shame from all the Stars. 
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Yet, my heart, can it be possible 
That you have become so susceptible to Love,  
And that my chaste vows have melted away? 
One must follow his Laws, one cannot break them.  
You too will discover that you LOUIS: 
Where even the Gods have yielded, Kings have cause to fear. 
 
Dance Genre: Modern 
Characters:  Emily Abrams: Demon 
Jessica Crammer: Demon 
Stephanie Harvey: Endymion 
Megan Lysgaard: Ardent 
Selene: Sarah Lysgaard 
 
• Sarah and Stephanie enter stage from either side, with Stephanie ending seated 
facing stage left with knees bent and arms in first, while Sarah ends stage right, 
landing in a preparatory position, with weight on left leg. 
• Music begins and Sarah takes a step forward on right leg, walking towards 
Stephanie with arms in port des bras (bra bas, first, second position). Walk 
towards Stephanie, gesturing towards her, lifting arms in front of torso to chest 
height, palms facing up. (Stephanie remains seated, arms in first position) 
• (Sarah) Standing in preparatory position, arms create half circle motion, arms in 
“fifth”.  
• (Sarah) Sous-sus soutenu to face audience, arms gesture up to a high "V", feet in 
fifth position.  
• (Sarah) Sous-sus soutenu back around to face Stephanie. Run towards her with 
arms in low "V".  
• (Sarah) Plié relevé, brush tombé to a lunge, arms curve over Stephanie.  
• (Sarah) Bourré clockwise around self, Stephanie has remained seated this entire 
time, now her arms come up to fifth, and joins hands with Sarah. 
• Sarah then walks around Stephanie while holding her hands. In her seated 
position, Stephanie’s knees remain bent, feet lifted off of the floor. 
• Sarah makes a one and a half rotation, ending facing croisé. 
• Sarah does sous-sus soutenu, while Stephanie brings her arms to first, legs on the 
ground, and she hunches over, head to knees.  
• Sarah kneels down behind Stephanie and embraces Stephanie in a balletic first 
position. 
• Both raise right arm, head follows hand. Repeat on left, Stephanie ending in fifth 
position. (Sarah is puppeteering Stephanie’s actions)  
• Sarah manipulates Stephanie’s fifth position to an open fifth, with head looking to 
the right. 
• Sarah brings Stephanie back to her first position, and head looks to left. 
• Sarah assists Stephanie up to standing position. 
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• Sous-sus soutenu outwards in opposite directions, ending facing croisé.  
• Dancers crisscross hands, with Stephanie’s right hand in Sarah’s right hand. 
Dancers move forward, right foot first, gallop, gallop, gallop, step. On the step, 
dancers look at each other. 
• Still holding hands, Sarah turns Stephanie clockwise, back to croisé.  
• Still connected at the hands, dancers lean sideways, in opposing directions, 
relying on body weight, then Sarah unfolds Stephanie to the other croisé corner, 
repeat weight transfer lean, but with Stephanie arching back and Sarah supporting 
her. 
• Release hands, and each dancer does a parallel glissade with a body curve 
following the end of the movement, arms by ears.  
• Both dancers step forward on right foot, followed by a step, brush to attitude. 
Repeat again resulting in a half circle. Arms go through port des bras.  
• Dancers join hands, other hand out in “Baroque” presentation. Dancers moving 
upstage in a “down-up-up” walking patterns three times. Sarah is leading 
Stephanie in a circle around themselves during this half circle.  
• Sarah then stands in center, making caring gestures of love to Stephanie. 
Stephanie does a coupé piqué to her à la seconde four times, each gradually 
getting bigger. On the fourth, Stephanie lifts her sternum to the ceiling.  
• Stephanie does a chassé enveloppé on the right foot, arms go through open fourth 
to closed fourth. Repeat three times, on third one, make a full pirouette en dehor 
on pivot, landing in open fourth, arms down and out to the side with sternum up, 
head up. 
• Emily and Jessica enter stage right, running towards Stephanie. Sarah remains 
center, reacting to their entrance. 
• Emily and Jessica interact with Stephanie. Emily and Jessica intertwine 
themselves and invade Stephanie’s space. (Sarah is reacting to this invasion.)  
• Stephanie gets away from Emily and Jessica, and holds standing position.  
• Emily and Jessica take hands and mock the movement done by Sarah and 
Stephanie. (Both dancers step forward on right foot, followed by a step, brush to 
attitude. Repeat again resulting in a half circle. Arms go through port des bras. 
Dancers join hands, other hand out in “Baroque” presentation. Dancers moving 
upstage in a “down-up-up” walking patterns three times. Jessica is leading Emily 
in a circle around themselves during this half circle.) (Sarah is still reacting to 
this.) 
• Jessica and Emily put Stephanie in between them, and proceed to push her body 
in a backward and forward motion with an arching curve to her body. This is done 
four times, while Sarah is reacting. During the fourth body weight transfer, Sarah 
comes behind the group of dancers, and is still gesturing in a distressed manner, 
while walking around the group in a “down-up-up fashion. While Sarah is 
walking around, Jessica Emily and Stephanie are holding a tense pose. 
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• Sarah does a sous-sus soutenu, bourrées to the right around herself twice to the 
right. Ending in fifth on relevé with left arm out extended towards group palm up, 
right hand against forehead. Hold.  
• Emily, Jessica and Sarah then encroach Stephanie. Emily and Jessica then look at 
Stephanie while Sarah lunges forward while arms reach out to group. Sarah takes 
a tombé backwards, weight on left leg, right extended and pointed, arms crossed 
across chest. Transfer weight to lunges forward while arms reach out to group. 
• Sarah then bourrées around self to the right again, twice. Ending in fifth on relevé, 
right hand on chest, left out extended to group. Hold. 
• Megan enters stage right on musical cue, ending in fourth position, arms open, 
palms up. 
• Megan runs to Stephanie, Jessica and Emily while Sarah reacts to Megan’s 
entrance. 
• Megan breaks Emily and Jessica away from Stephanie with right foot and hands 
in an explosive motion.  
• Megan takes a tombé backward, Emily and Jessica run to opposite sides of stage. 
Sarah remains center and Stephanie and Megan make eye contact. 
• Emily and Jessica are in crouched position, on relevé, shuffling feet and making 
menacing motions with hands.  
• Megan then does a plié chassé arabesque. Arms move in a clockwise circular 
motion, twice. 
• Megan then does a tombé coupé grand renversé with a caring lean into Stephanie. 
Megan’s grand renversé wraps around Stephanie.  
• Megan steps around Stephanie for a pas de deux. Megan lifts Stephanie into a 
“stag” arabesque and they turn clockwise for two rotations. Megan places 
Stephanie back down into a plié arabesque. 
• Megan pas a deux Stephanie into a penché. (Emily and Jessica are still in 
crouched position and Sarah is still reacting to Megan and Stephanie.) 
• Megan and Stephanie tombé back with right foot forward out of penché.  
• Stephanie does an en dedans back tombé. They walk to next formation. As they 
walk, Emily and Jessica stand up, and Sarah remains center. All now in circular 
formation.  
• In clockwise motion, all take a step to a stag jump, with right foot leading. Repeat 
four times, gradually building height of jump. (Emily and Jessica perform these 
jumps in a mocking manner.) 
• All run to new formation: Stephanie in the middle, sandwiched by Sarah and 
Megan who are facing opposite directions (one upstage and the other downstage 
on croisé corners). Emily and Jessica serve as the outmost figure in formation, 
facing in, towards Sarah and Megan.   
• Emily and Jessica piqué on right foot, holding onto Sarah and Megan’s right 
arms. 
• Emily and Jessica run away in opposite directions, then doing a piqué fouetté 
arabesque, three times. 
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• Sarah, Stephanie and Megan all turn to face croisé, arms wrapped behind back. 
(Stephanie is in the middle.) They take three steps forward, with the right foot 
first, to a plié battement. The trio then does an enveloppé, then takes three steps 
backwards to a plié battement. The trio takes three more steps forward, hold, and 
watch as Emily and Jessica mock these steps around the group. 
• The trio then takes three more steps forward to a battement. From that battement, 
the trio takes a lunge forward, with the right foot front, heal up. Emily and Jessica 
come up behind the trio and continue to mock the trio. 
• The trio then takes three more steps backwards to a brush arabesque, with the 
right foot as the standing leg. Place left leg and foot down on an arched foot, leg 
in plié, with a slight lean back, weight on left foot. Right foot is still flat on floor. 
Close to fifth. Right leg does a delevoppé devant, rise. (Jessica and Emily mock 
this.) The trio falls out of the rise all run to circle formation. 
• Group takes a piqué arabesque on the right foot, arms follow in circular 
counterclockwise port des bras motion. Repeat three times, end in fourth relevé, 
arms in fifth. All pivot to other side. 
• All come to parallel position of the feet as arms connect behind back and follow 
curve of body as dancers move towards a crouched hunch position, head tilted 
towards floor.  
• Facing in towards circle, all step back on left foot, arms come in front of chest, 
connected at the hands. As dancers stretch legs, arms lengthen in front, feet 
parallel, arms open to sides, palms up. Release from position, Sarah and Stephanie 
face effacé as Jessica and Emily run towards and behind them, looking out over 
their shoulders. Megan remains center stage and gestures towards group.    
• End.  
 
ACT IV: 
From three o’clock in the morning until six, when the Sun rises.  
• Sleep and Silence perform their Dialogue, then lie down as the entrance to the 
cave from which the Dreams emerge. 
 
• Dialogue of Sleep and Silence  
SLEEP 
How I well I was resting! How soundly I was sleeping! 
 
SILENCE 
And I was peaceful and saying nothing. 
 
BOTH 
By what strange event, 
Which must make the universe marvel, 
Has someone come to disturb the order of Nature in us? 
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SLEEP 
What made you speak? 
 
SILENCE 
What woke you up? 
 
SLEEP 
The worthy name of the greatest King in the world, 
Still very young encore, yet already perfect, 
Who grows so famous on land and sea 
That it is impossible to sleep through the echoes of his deeds. 
 
SILENCE 
That same name, through a supreme effort,  
Makes his glory equal the stars,  
And grows so splendid that even Silence  
Can no longer forbear to speak of it.  
 
BOTH 
Let us combine our speech and our wakefulness 
To publish it abroad, 
And let us hymn in worthy fashion 
The nascent wonders of young LOUIS. 
 
Dance Genre: Neoclassical Ballet 
Characters:  Emily Abrams: Sleep 
Jessica Cramer: Sleep 
Stephanie Harvey: Silence 
Megan Lysgaard: Sleep/Silence 
Sarah Lysgaard: Silence 
 
• Before music starts, dancers walk on stage, Emily is downstage, stage left. Sarah 
is downstage, stage right. Jessica is upstage, stage right. Stephanie is upstage, 
stage left. Megan is center stage. All seated, legs extended parallel, toes pointed, 
upper body is curved, arms in first position.  
• Music begins: Emily and Jessica do port de bras series: First to fifth, to first 
arabesque, to fourth position, to first arabesque, to first with back curved over.  
• Sarah and Stephanie lift up to fifth and open fifth, close fifth, back down to first, 
to demi second, at which point Jessica and Emily join in by raising the upper body 
and arms in demi second.  
• Megan is standing center stage, facing croisé, in fourth position, arms in demi 
second. Music begins and Megan mimics both groups do port de bras series, 
starting with Jessica and Emily’s. 
• All: Port de bras series:  
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o Go through first to first arabesque, to first, to second arabesque, to first up 
to fifth, open to second down, then cross arms right arm over left, over 
chest. Head follows arm, finishing with head inclined looking toward 
palm. Extend arms to demi second and look up, keeping focus up, bring 
arms to “Baroque arms” or an open and bent "V". Arms move down to 
demi second in sharp manner, head roll in a clockwise direction. 
o Fourth position (Sarah and Stephanie with left fourth, Emily and Jessica 
with right fourth), each group alternates fourth positions four and a half 
times opening up, carrying the movement over onto stomachs, pressing 
back in to “child’s pose”. (Megan’s movement is restricted to upper body; 
stays in fourth.) 
• All rise up on knees, legs parallel, arms in open fifth (Megan’s arms join), to  
“Baroque arms” or an open and bent "V" arms go down to demi second while 
Emily, Jessica, Sarah and Stephanie twist or rotate to kneeling position (Sarah and 
Stephanie have left foot forward, facing croisé, Emily and Jessica have right foot 
forward, facing croisé). Megan does coupé passé to turn to other croisé, finishing 
in fourth.  
• Emily and Jessica stand to coupé pas des bourrée, landing in fifth position, left 
foot devant, facing en face. Sarah and Stephanie stand to coupé pas des bourrée en 
tournent, to fifth position, left foot devant.  
• All: balancé to the right, arms in third position. Repeat to left, and then turn half 
waltz, then half waltz to face upstage, then half waltz back around facing 
downstage, arms in fourth position. First position to a tombé pas des bourrée, 
closing in fifth on relevé.  
• Plié, bring arms to bras bas, tombé pas des bourrée to face croisé, close right foot 
fifth devant on relevé.  
• Plié, bring right arm up to fourth position, ballonné sauté, pas de basque, left arm 
moves to third position. Repeat on the right. End facing croisé, right foot devant.  
• Pas de basque with arms to the right and left, sous-sus soutenu en tournant, arms 
are in port des bras, ending in an open fifth.  
• Balancé en avant and en arrière, followed by balancé to the right and left en 
effacé, arms in third position.  
• Waltz balancé en tournant, arms in fourth position with feet in open fourth, arms 
come down to demi second.   
• Plié, right arm goes to fifth, head follows hand. Repeat on left side. 
• Sous-sus soutenu, tombé pas de bourrée to the right, feet end in fourth position on 
relevé, arms in fifth. 
• Walk to new formation (Megan in center, with two dancers on either side of her, 
facing each croisé.), landing in fourth position. 
•  Tombé en arrière with arms in fifth, tombé en avant with arms in open fifth, 
tombé en arrière with upstage arm raised while downstage arm is lowered, 
creating a diagonal line, then repeat en avant with reversed diagonal arms. 
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• All except Megan turn inward in relation to side of stage, ending with outside leg 
devant, arms in third position, while Megan stays en effacé. 
• All except Megan coupé arabesque fouetté devant, arms in demi second. Step 
developé relevé fouetté arabesque, arms in demi second, fouetté arabesque. 
(Megan is doing three coupé ballonnés in place, in the same timing as the fouettés 
of other dancers) 
• Five emboité, parallel couru with arms rising up, palms up at chest level. 
• Bourrée backwards, arms come down and up to sides in open "V", pause, end on 
relevé.  
• Arms come down to sides, and travel back up to open "V", while on relevé, hold.  
• Walk on relevé counter clockwise to Megan in center with dancers surrounding in 
square formation, two upstage and two down stage. 
• All hold B+ position while Megan is in center doing coupé en tournant twice on 
right, on third coupé en tournant, repeat on the other side. Bourrée, step coupé 
developé to relevé fourth position. (All join on coupé developé to relevé fourth 
position, arms in open fifth.) 
• End.  
 
Grand Ballet:  
• Aurora appears in her chariot, surrounded by the twelve Hours of the day, and 
accompanied by Twilight, who holds in his hand an urn that scatters dew, But she 
withdraws after her song, having seen the Sun arriving, followed by Genii who 
pay him homage and this composes the Grand Ballet.  
 
• Solo of Aurora  
In all the time I have heralded the East, 
Never in my career have I shone 
So splendidly and proudly, 
Never with so smiling an aspect, 
Never have I preceded such brilliant light. 
What eyes, seeing it, would not be dazzled? 
The Sun that follows me is young LOUIS. 
 
The company of stars flees away 
As soon as this great star advances; 
The dim glimmer of Night 
That triumphed in his absence 
Dare not withstand his presence; 
All these fleeting lights vanish: 
The Sun that follows me is young LOUIS.    
 
END OF BALLET.  
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Dance Genre: Contemporary Ballet (Though this is ballet, the technical prowess is not 
based on ballet technique, but based on more so on abstract imagery and the ability to 
provoke abstract thoughts from the audience.)  
Characters:  Emily Abrams: Spirit of Peace 
Jessica Cramer: Spirit of Justice 
Stephanie Harvey: Spirit of Magnificence  
Megan Lysgaard: Apollo (Rising Sun) 
Sarah Lysgaard: Spirit of Eloquence 
 
• Dancers enter stage right, with Sarah leading. Dancers form diagonal line with 
Sarah in the left stage, upstage position. Megan is the center marker, and the line 
continued downstage to the right stage, ending with Stephanie in the downstage, 
right stage position. All face en face, feet in first position, with arms in demi 
second and head is croisé to stage right.  
• Music begins with birds chirping, dancers avert eyes downward towards stage 
right, and then eyes and head move in an arch motion to stage left, ending with 
eyes down.  
• From first position, dancers all do four tendu with the right foot, temps lié, close 
in first. Repeat on the left.  Arms in demi second for each side. Close in fifth, 
right foot front. 
• Four tendu facing croisé, facing left corner, arms in open fourth. On fourth tendu, 
hold in tendu, rond de jambe en dehor à terre (slow), three pivoting rond de jambe 
en dehor à terre facing other croisé corner, end in sous-sus position with arms 
ending in demi second.  
• Four emboîté starting with the right foot with arms in demi second alternating 
breath (under the elbow), opening to second position. Head changes with arm. 
• With the left foot first, take a passé retiré, plié, passé retiré, land with right foot 
pirouette en dehor, arms in first, land right foot back fifth.  
• With the left foot, pas de basque à terre with arms in third, repeat on the right, 
sauté in fifth (left foot front).  
• (Right foot comes from behind to) temps de cuisse (French form), sissonne fermé 
à la seconde. 
• With the right foot, pas de basque à terre with arms in third, repeat on left. End 
facing croisé corner with arms in presentation to demi second with palms facing 
up. 
• Starting with Sarah, dancers turn in towards Megan (still center), ending in a 
lunge position, arms in demi second, palms facing up. (Order: Sarah, Stephanie, 
Jessica, and Emily). 
• As dancers roll off, Megan looks at each dancer as it is their turn.  
• All do dégagé à la seconde alternating feet four times, starting the right foot, 
ending in first, arms remain in demi second. 
• Tombé pas de bourrée with right foot to fourth, double pirouette en dehor, landing 
in fourth lunge, arms in arabesque. 
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• Megan remains in this position as other dancers walk to switch places, ending 
with Emily is upstage, stage left, to her right is Stephanie, then Sarah, and ending 
with Jessica in the downstage, stage right. Ending in B+, arms in demi second. 
• All dancers walk back to original formatting, except for Megan, who is now at the 
farthest point, upstage, stage left. All dancers hold lunge as Megan does sous-sus 
soutenu, chassé with right foot, ending in tendu, arms are in second arabesque.  
• Megan travels on a diagonal to downstage, interacting with each dancer. (Bourrée 
couru piqué arabesque on right foot to Sarah, ending with both hands on Sarah’s 
shoulders, leaning on her. Bourrée couru to Jessica, piqué to the left, to passée 
with left hand on Jessica’s right shoulder, and Megan’s right arm is reaching up. 
Megan takes three steps to reach Emily. Piqué arabesque on right foot with right 
arm on Emily’s right shoulder. Run to Stephanie, piqué on the left, grand renversé 
attitude, take a few steps to new end of downstage diagonal, ending in tendu 
derrière first arabesque.  
• All dancers coupé pas de bourrée on the right and left, coupé pas de bourrée in 
passé to the left. Plié, pirouette en dehor from fifth to the left, arms in fifth. Plié in 
fifth, passée relevé, pirouette en dehor from fifth to the right, arms in first. Land 
in fourth lunge, arms in first arabesque.  
• Dancers emboité around themselves to make horizontal line, while Megan runs to 
downstage, center. All plié, relevé, double battu with right foot in coupé, land 
with right foot in tendu, while left foot is in plié while arms are in third. From that 
position, enveloppé to tendu derriére, arms in second arabesque. 
• Keeping the weight on the left foot, pivot to face upstage, with a cambre, arms in 
fourth, gallop on the right, arms in fourth, repeat on left.  
• Coupé, coupé, step, brush left leg to arabesque, arms in second arabesque, looking 
down. Brush, battement to devant with left leg, arms in fourth, eyes forward. 
Brush back to previous arabesque, but in plié, eyes look back down.   
• Megan, Sarah, and Jessica bourrée to the right, arms in fourth. Piqué fouetté 
arabesque, twice, step to fourth, left leg front, on relevé, arms in fifth. Pivot to 
right fourth. Sarah and Jessica bourrée, to the left, while Megan changes to the 
right. Piqué fouetté arabesque, twice. Emily and Stephanie mirror Sarah and 
Jessica, but in opposite directions. Dancers step forward to fourth on relevé with 
arms in fifth. Dancers pivot back around in fourth on relevé, arms in fifth, while 
Megan starts her walk towards upstage, stage left. Dancers end in horizontal line, 
upstage, holding pose representing their assigned Spirit, all with legs in fourth 
with front heel popped. Megan ends in second position, facing croisé, head 
looking downstage, arms in demi second. 
•  BEGIN MEGAN’S SOLO (other dancers remain in Spirit pose, in horizontal 
line, upstage.) 
o Music begins, Megan breathes, brings right arm up, in an extended 
second, then takes her left arm, slides it across chest down right arm so 
that hands meet. Once hands meet, hands remain connected, but arms 
make arch across chest, pull right arm from hand down left arm, across 
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chest. Extend both arms wide second. Rotate and pivot in fourth, to face 
croisé corner, right, sternum and focus up. 
o Take three steps forward, beginning with left foot, arms curve down 
behind her with palms up, chassé to plié arabesque, arms open through 
fifth to second, palms up. Relevé in that position and balance. Gallop 
piqué arabesque, arms in fifth. Gallop, step, coupé en dehor en plié arms 
in fourth. Gallop grand renversé en attitude on relevé. Plié arabesque out 
of it. Walk half circle around self, to left foot as standing leg with right 
foot in tendu derrière, while making sweeping gesture with right arm to 
heart while left is up on diagonal.  
o Pivot around to the right, take three steps, piqué, plié, développé à la 
seconde, arms in second. Pivot to face dancers and repeat. Take a step 
coupé turn en dedans, arms in fourth (closed). Step pivot out of it, take 
two sets of “down-up-up” steps to left corner, ending in lunge, left foot in 
tendu derrière, palms up, reaching forward.  
o Walk backwards to center position with arms folding into chest and back 
out and down to bra bas. (All dancers lower heel and head and dancers 
bring arms down to bra bas.) 
• Music begins, all take a port de bras through first to fifth and the head looks up 
and to the right, slight combraé, head is looking to up and to the right. 
• All hold pose in fifth while Megan and Stephanie take a rond de jambe à terre en 
dedans, arms in curved up with palms facing up.  
• Megan and Stephanie take a step arabesque devant turn, arms remain open and 
facing up. Step with the right foot, to a side lunge with slight turnout, flat lower 
back, arms unfold in curved arch with palms facing down. Shift weight while 
making an abstracted third arabesque with the arm while staying in lunge. Begin 
movement of sous-sus but do not connect front foot to fifth position, leave 
extended in battement, lower than forty-five degrees, arms make a windmill, 
which propel and give momentum to turn. 
• Megan, Stephanie, and Jessica take two steps as a prep for a double pirouette en 
dehor in devant arabesque, lower than forty-five degrees. Plié out of pirouette on 
to leg that was extended, arms in an “L” shape, then dancers step across 
themselves and take a step and turn around self while taking an enveloppé with 
the left leg, allowing dancers to face croisé (right) and Sarah joins in.  
• Dancers step on the left and enveloppé right leg devant to derrière, arms do an 
unfolding motion with arm curving in to body to extend to second arabesque. 
Take a step, step (leftover right) to face away from audience. Step drag to face 
audience, arms in "V". Emily Joins. 
• ALL: Abstract a pas de chat with knees facing inwards rather than outwards, and 
opposite foot leads, while arms extend in out to chest in an alternating fashion. 
Take a half pivot around self with emphasis. Step-step, landing with right foot 
front as supporting leg, back foot stretched and pointed, while right arm make a 
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accented arching gesture. Take four steps back, ending in parallel position, with 
arms by sides. 
• Dancers take a catch and release breathe and plié, push forward and then roll up to 
relevé with arms in "V" then while on relevé, create a "C" curve with upper body, 
arms and wrist circle with movement, finishing on relevé with arms in a "V" with 
head looking up.   
• Megan, Sarah and Jessica then take a "down-up-up" step to the right, arms 
extended and bent at elbow and wrist. Repeat to the left. 
• Megan then repeats with Emily and Stephanie but first to the left, then to the 
right. 
• ALL take a step over (right, left steps over, then right), then taking a plié parallel 
passé, arms in an abstracted open fourth, body curves to the supporting leg. 
Repeat on the left, ending in a second position stance. Upper body and shoulders 
make a figure-eight motion that falls into a catch and release ending with right 
foot in plié while left foot is extended and flexed, slight combraé back with arms 
in a closed fourth position.   
• ALL take three steps forward with left leg, with right leg in low arabesque, arms 
reaching diagonally, left arm is forward and high, sternum is open and lifted. 
• ALL wrap around chaînés turns to new "V" position (left to right: Jessica, Sarah, 
Megan, Stephanie, Emily), arms in low wrapped position, curve follows direction. 
•  From "V" formation, bourré forward with arms rising to a "V" so that Megan 
inverts the "V" formation (it is now pointed downstage). Remain on relevé from 
bourré, battement à la seconde, arms go up to fifth and open as leg extends, 
sternum up and open, head tilted up.  
• Gallop with arms in first position, step coupé grand renversé in arabesque, arms 
make a circular motion with leg (same direction), assemblé sissonné with arms in 
arabesque, step-step, enveloppé sauté with arms in second arabesque, gallop 
fouetté sauté with arms in first arabesque, gallop tour jeté with arms going 
through fifth.  
• Step-step piqué first arabesque to the upstage croisé corner, take two steps to face 
audience, then do a piqué attitude with arms in "L" shape, then fall to the ground, 
roll on the ground, roll to inversion (handstand with penché), come to standing, 
feet in parallel. Dancers then keep feet in parallel and collapse in a vertical motion 
to a squatting position, hands on ground. Megan then stands and turns to the right 
as she bourrés, does a sous-sus soutenu through coupé, then continues to bourré. 
While Megan does this, remaining dancers are on the ground orbiting in a 
scooting motion around Megan three times. Dancers then rise to standing 
position, fifth position, right foot devant, croisé corner.  
• ALL do a tendu devant with arms in open fourth, transfer weight to lunge with 
arms in third, pirouette en dedans in à la seconde, gallop to first arabesque in plié 
with body closed to the audience. Gallop back around self, step on the right, 
piqué, remain on relevé battement to à la seconde arms in a "V", enveloppé down 
to fourth position with heel popped, arms still in a "V".  
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• Step on the left foot, piqué passé arms in an "L" shape, gallop and repeat on other 
side. Gallop step enveloppé sauté unfolding to the audience, landing in devant, 
arms lift with jump, land and transfer weight to right leg from jump and all have 
chest up toward ceiling and all but Megan have arms pulled back while Megan is 
wrapping her left arm to chest.  
• All run to back stage, stage left corner, ending left to right: Stephanie, Emily, 
Megan, Jessica, and Sarah.  
• All join hands, weight on right foot, left foot extend derrière. All stay linked while 
Megan takes a penché. Megan comes up and all gallop together, then all take a 
sauté de chat, during this movement, Emily and Jessica lift Megan and Sarah and 
Stephanie release from group. As the sauté de chat is occurring, Sarah and 
Stephanie break away from group, no longer holding hands. 
• All take a few steps to a pause facing right corner croisé, left leg as supporting 
leg, right shoulder lifted up and chest lifts to ceiling.  
• All walk around self to reach final position of a square with Megan in the center. 
(Sarah is upstage, stage left, Stephanie is upstage, stage right, Jessica is 
downstage, stage left, and Emily is downstage, stage right.)  
• In a roll-off, repeat original phrase of: (reverse order of: Emily, Jessica, Sarah and 
Stephanie.) 
o All take a port de bras through first to fifth and the head looks up and to 
the right, slight combraé, head is looking to up and to the right. 
o All hold pose in fifth while Megan and Stephanie take a rond de jambe à 
terre en dedans, arms in curved up with palms facing up.  
o Megan and Emily take a step arabesque devant turn, arms remain open 
and facing up. Step with the right foot, to a side lunge with slight turnout, 
flat lower back, arms unfold in curved arch with palms facing down. Shift 
weight while making an abstracted third arabesque with the arm while 
staying in lunge. Begin movement of sous-sus but do not connect front 
foot to fifth position, leave extended in battement, lower than forty-five 
degrees, arms make a windmill, which propel and give momentum to turn. 
Emily exits stage right.  
o Megan, and Jessica take two steps as a prep for a double pirouette en 
dehor in devant arabesque, lower than forty-five degrees. Plié out of 
pirouette on to leg that was extended, arms in an “L” shape, then dancers 
step across themselves and take a step and turn around self while taking an 
enveloppé with the left leg, allowing dancers to face croisé (right) and 
Jessica exits stage left.  
o Megan and Sarah step on the left and enveloppé right leg devant to 
derrière, arms do an unfolding motion with arm curving in to body to 
extend to second arabesque. Take a step, step (leftover right) to face away 
from audience. Step drag to face audience, arms in "V".  
o Megan, Sarah and Stephanie abstract a pas de chat with knees facing 
inwards rather than outwards, and opposite foot leads, while arms extend 
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in and out to chest in an alternating fashion. Take a half pivot around self 
with emphasis. Step-step, (Sarah exits stage left) landing with right foot 
front as supporting leg, back foot stretched and pointed, while right arm 
make a accented arching gesture. Take four steps back, (Stephanie exits 
stage right) ending in fourth, right foot devant, arms in fifth, head s 
focused to right croisé corner.  
END OF BALLET. 
 
 
